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Fiftieth Anniversar_y 
December 30, 1977 
A sincere thank you to all friends and relatives 
who have helped to make our 50th Wedding 
Anniversary a very special day. All the joys you've 
wished us and for your presence here. The memory 
of th is joyous time wi ll ever with us stay. 
Nelson and Ada Schuller 
The Golden Chain of Friendshi/> 
Friendship is a golden chain, 
The links are friends so dear, 
And like a rare and precious jewel 
It's treasured more each year .. 
It 's clasped together fi rmly 
With a love that's deep and· true, 
And it's rich with happy memories 
And fond recollections, too .. 
Time can't destroy its beauty 
For, as long as memory lives, 
Years can't erase the pleasure 
That the joy of friendsh ip gives 
For friendsh ip is a priceless gift 
That can't be bought or sold, 
But to have an understanding friend 
Is worth far more than gold ... 
And the golden chain of friendship 
Is a strong and blessed t ie 
Binding kindred hearts together 
As the years go passing by. 
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78 YEARS OF MEMORIES 
by Nelson De Jong 
This is a beautiful day January 26, 1985. The sun has been 
shining brightly. We in the state of Iowa in Sioux County, espe -
cially, are living in an oasis as far as the weather is concerned. 
To the East, West, North, and South of the town of Orange city, it 
has been snowing. The cold has done a great deal of damage this 
year to the south, down to the southeast corner of Florida, more so 
than in many, many years and it is rather unusual. 
The reason I am talking these series of tapes is because more 
than one person has said: "Why don't you write a book?" For me to 
write a book would be very difficult for the simple reason I do not 
know h ow to operate a typewriter, and for someone to try to read my 
~ handwriting i s nearly impossible. I find it much easier for me, 





I imagine first of all I should tell a wee bit of the ancestry. 
In the first place my great grandfather was a farmer, grandfather 
was a farmer , my father was a farmer and I was a farmer. After we 
were married for 38 yea rs we retired into the town of Orange City. 
I have reached the age of 81. I was born on the 26th day of 
November 1903. My father was almost thirty more years older than I 
was, my grandfather thirty more years than my father and my great 
grandfather thirty years older than that. So the generations were 
thirty years apart as we also have a daughter thirty years younger 
than I. 
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THE ANCESTORS 
My great grandfather came to this country because of religious 
persecution and the things were not going well in Holland, if you 
wanted to believe a certain thing as far as religion was concerned. 
He spent several months in prison because of what he believed. With 
many others they decided to come in 1847 to Pella, Iowa. It was a 
difficult journey. When they left the Netherlands my grandfather 
was three years old. They set sail in a boat with a lot of other 
people in the steerage part of the boat (the lower part). My grea t 
grandfather was married rather late in life. He had lost a girl 
whom he had been engaged to. He simply could not find it easy to 
forget her and to be married. So it was at the age of 39 h e did get 
married . They had three children, two boys and a girl; the youngest 
of the three was my grandfather . As they traveled to the USA it 
wasn't very comfortable. The daughter died and a son was born. It 
took many, many weeks, six weeks to be exact, before they arrived 
at Keokuk, Iowa. Then they purchased wagons and horses and came 
across the country in a covered wagon to Pella, Iowa, to take up 
fanning. They lived in Pella for about five years . My great grand-
father had a brother living in Holland yet. He wished to impress 
upon him as to the wonders and the blessings of living in this 
country, of which so often our present generation takes for 
granted. He wrote the following letter in 1851: 
2 
Dear Brother: 
Although I have wished for a long time to write you a letter, 
the :eason that I _have no~ done so was that by delaying I could 
furnish you more infonnation about our situation our condi-
tion, and about how things are going for us. Thr~ugh the good-
ness (grace) of God we are strong and healthy (or safe and 
s ound) . We tr~st that all of you are well too; if you were not, 
we would be distressed. 
We hear that very many conflicting accounts about our situa-
tion and welfa:e ar7 being discussed in Holland . we are living 
on a good, fertile piece of land. It is not necessary to cut 
d~wn trees to clear the land for raising hay. There are enough 
tillable croplands and pastures. In a twenty-five year period 
one could not burn ~he firewood he finds in the forests here. 
There are also coal mines. There are good cattle, many hogs, an 
abundance_ of beef, pork and bacon, and good horses, which are 
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$15; some farmers are milking as many as t wenty cows . There are 
both cheese a nd butter, as good as one finds in Holland. Cheese 
is priced a t six to seven American cents per pound; whey butter 
(similar to cottage cheese ) is 7 ~ ¢ per pound; good butter 
(Grade I) is 10 cents per pound; a six-pound container of lard 
is 50 cents. Garden produce is good, including lettuce, car-
rots, peas, cucumbers , etc . There are melons of all kinds, and 
the potatoes are good . 
Cold and warm temperatures compare favorable with those in 
Holland; the c limate is conducive to good health. During the 
past summer we have heard of no illness . The Lord could not 
have provided for us better ! We live well and peacefully. It is 
as though we are resting i n Abraham 's bosom. 
However, we hear that conditions are not too good in Holland. 
God is great, and we do not understand (comprehend) Him. He 
deals with the angels of heaven and the inhabitants of the 
earth according to His good plea sure . Oh, that we would be more 
thankful for the good gifts that He gives us! 
We are separated from you by great distances, and we probably 
will not see one a nother again in this life (on this side of 
the grave). It is my wish that my relatives were here . That 
would increase my happiness. We have not forgotten you , oh no! 
And we believe, t oo , that you have not forgotten us. 
The congregation is growing; classes for Christi an i nstruc -
tion meet regularly, my children are learning well. Van Oriel 
could hardly believe tha t my children were really mine; they 
had grown so much. We were ha ppy to meet Van Oriel , who was 
well and prosperous. He spent fifty- four days on the ocean and 
thirty days traveling from New York to Pella. Greet his family 
in Blokland. 
Adrian, I have concluded that there i s n't a grea t deal of 
opportunity for you to come here (to America). Yes, brother, if 
one waits too long , the door is closed. Neither a wife, chil-
dren, or a n inheritance s hould deter us when things are going 
well . Greet all my friends and acquaintances. I will add a 
short letter about our situation here. It is a struggle to pass 
through the narrow gate, for there are many bypaths. The words 
of the Apostle Paul are still true: "Prove yourselves if you 
are in the faith, beca use many shall seek to enter in, but they 
shall not be able to do so. " We r emember you in our prayers and 
hope that you include as i n your prayers too . In this way we 
can exer cise the communion o f the s aints . The time is coming 
when we s hall no longer be separated from one another . We can 
serve the Lord here according to His word, without a ny restric-
tions. Conditions are favorable for both our church and our 
school . That is the greatest of blessings for both us and our 
children. 
We have three t eachers for our young people , in both the 
English and Holland languages: Scholte -Barendrecht , Hoog-
Betten, and G. Overkamp- J . Overkamp , surveyors a nd deacons . 
Sermons are delivered twice each Sunday, catechism classes are 
conducted twice each Sunday , since several fami l ies live a long 
dis tance from town. Our church is much too small already, even 
though it is fifty feet long and twe nty - f ive feet wide. Schools 
are being built outside of town. Our children can be taught 
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without restrictions. That is such a blessing! 
We have become naturalized citizens this year. One does not 
have to be concerned about taxes. (Implied-unjust taxes)• 
The Lord is working here, too, among the youth. Four young 
ladies made profession of faith, one aged twelve, two.aged 
fourteen, and one aged sixteen. Yes, friends, the Lo:d _wishes 
to extend His kingdom in Pella, too. How wonderful it is ~hat 
the Lord converts young people who swell the :anks of the king-
dom, to the great joy of His people. There is also a group of 
young people who have a desire to love and serve the _ Lord. If 
there were not so, they would be the grea~est of sinners. But 
now they are God's children. I cannot detail the numbers of 
those saved, since additional saved people are added to the 
congregation daily. They are brought from the darkness to His 
wonderful light. We are often brought to tears by God's mercy. 
There are also those seven years of age who want to serve the 
Lord. Previously they were indifferent and wanton, but now they 
encourage one another in prayer . They are not ridiculed as they 
were in Holland. They speak out openly for Christ, and in this 
way they praise God. 
Dear brothers and sisters, I wish that all of you were 
but that cannot be. I now discontinue my writing to you 
off my penning to you), but my love (heart) continues 
with you. I wish you the Lord's richest blessings. 
With regards I remain your loving brother in the Lord. 




Yes, this letter was written many, many years ago. Just imagine 
154 years ago, which is a long time ago. But it showed the deep 
appreciation for being able to live in this country where we can 
think and do almost as we wish. The name that I have, Nelson de 
Jong, is a name that has been used for many, many years in the 
Dutch language, it simply means . younger. Our. name or our gener-
ations go directly back to the year 1200. I do not know how many 
generations, at least 24 or 25 generations. It is very unique that, 
only a few years ago, a man and his son came: and he, too, h ad been 
checking on his genealogy. He found out tha t he was an 11th 
generation cousin to my father. His son who was with h im was 12th 
generation cousin to us. It was quite unique being they live a long 
distance from here. We had never seen them before. we were treated 
as though we were brothers. That is what you find quite frequently 
when you are far from home. A di'stant 1 t· · re a ive is oh so close . 
It is now time for me to start as to beginning of my life. My 
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to leave Pella, because the population was growing. The possibili-
ties of increasing your land so that you could farm bigger were 
decreasing as more and more people came from the Netherlands and so 
forth. Pella was a very Dutcb.,. colony ; there were very few people of 
other nationalities in that colony at that time. Time has erased 
tha t part, as it has here in Orange City. When the people first 
came in the early 1870's, it was strictly all people who had come 
here from the Netherlands; and it was very difficult for anyone 
outside of being of Dutch extraction who could really be much in 
this town. It was very, very difficult. But thank goodness for 
this, t hroughout the course of my lifetime I too have seen great 
changes in that. 
MY PARENTS 
My father married a young girl who was an orphan . She had been 
born and raised in Waupun , Wisconsin. Her f ather had been born in 
the Netherlands, too; and her grandfather had been a soldier in the 
German army at the time of Napoleon. When he had been put out of 
the army because he had served his time, he got his pension and he 
went to Holland and served a lot of time in the service and got 
another pension. At the age of 49 , he decided to get married. To 
that couple were born three boys . Two of those boys came to this 
country , and the one stayed in the Netherla nds, naturally. It was a 
strange coincidence tha t great grandfather's name was Neevel a nd he 
married a young girl by the name of Wilhelmina TeGrotenthuis. One 
hundred years later , his great-grandson, with the same name, 
Neevel , married a girl by the same identical name Wilhelmina TeGro-
tenthuis. She is living yet . 
My grandfather was in Waupun, Wisconsin, a nd he had quite a 
family , he and his wife died quite young , l eaving my mother as a n 
orphan. She made her home with a sister who was married to a pas-
tor, a nd they accepted a church in the town of Maurice . That is 
when my father learned to k now he r because Maurice was only four 
miles from our home . He l earned to know her and in 1896 he was 
married to her . To this union four children were born, three boys 
and one daughter. I was the third son . Naturally, having had two 
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sons born to them already , it was very natural for my mother to be 
wishing for a daughter. If she would have a daughter, she would 
like to have her have the same given name as she did. So, naturally 
her name would be Nellie. When that baby was born, it proved to be 
me, a boy. That didn't alter my mother's thinking. She was just 
happy that it was another healthy, well born child, girl or boy. 
She stuck to her guns and she said, "We will call him a son of 
Nellie", so the given name that I got was Nelson. It was mostly a 
surname in England and in Norway and Sweden. I got that name and 
ma ny a boy afterwards was given the same name, after I had been 
named that in this Dutch colony. 
I was born on a cold bleak November day out on a farm three 
miles west and three miles south of the town of Orange City. For 
some reason or other my grandfather kept Orange City for the town 
where he did his shopping mostly and attending church services . So 
it is very natural that he retired to Orange City , before I was 
born, from the farm place where my father was born and I also was 
born . It was natural for us to go to Orange City, Iowa, to do our 
shopping , even though it was three miles further than to go to the 
little town of Maurice. When I was born the doctor came to the 
country to deliver their babies, and it was quite a thing in those 
days. My father was still in the process of husking corn . So h e was 
very busy and it already was a very late season. We find that it 
was very difficult in those days for them to do that kind of work 
when it would get so very, very cold as I will tell you about that 
later . At any rate, a few years later, three years later , a nother 
baby came into our family. But , about three months before the baby 
was born, my mother became very ill. We would call it leukemia now , 
no doubt ; then they called it pernicious anemia . The doc tors k new 
very little about it and decided that the baby be delivered to try 
and save the mother . The mother died and baby lived. Two days after 
the b irth of my sister Nellie, yes she was named Nellie, my mother 
passed away , at my youthful age of about three and half yea rs. It 
was quite a shock and a blow, no doubt, to my father to be l eft 
with four little children because that little girl, due to my 
mother ' s condition, her mind was not developed well . 
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good at studying. There were so many things she was not able to do. 
Yet, she lived to the ripe age of 67. The doctors, when she was 
born, said that it would be impossible for her to live that length 
of time, but she did. She received the best of care as long as my 
father was able to do that. Then she was sent to a place where she 
was really getting better care, because she was there with people 
I 
of her type. She had great joy being with those people. We do not 
quite often understand as parents as to what is the best thing to 
do for our children. We think that we are the best ones to do that. 
I do not always agree with that. Perhaps some will. Yes, they do 
not get the love and the care, but in the place where she was she 
did have it. We were able to go and see her anytime . 
My father found it very difficult to live throughout the summer 
months, the rest of the spring, and the summer and the fall raising 
four small children. For the first several months, my father's two 
sisters took care of our home. My earliest recollection begins on 
the day that my mother was buried . Those were my first memories. 
My earliest memories are of watching and seeing a black hearse 
with two horses to draw the hearse. A man dressed in black sat high 
on a seat. The horses were draped in black. The undertaker was 
completely dressed in black. The pall bearers wore black arm bands. 
The mourners, men all wore black ties and the women black scarves 
and hats and clothes. It was a long string of carriages that went 
on that day at 12 o'clock noon because the distance to the church 
was seven miles. The services were to start at 1:30, so we had to 
leave early. What a long and difficult ride. That was my earliest 
recollection. From then on my recollection was very vague. 
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THE WASHING MACHINE 
I do remember that my Aunt was at one time washing outside. The 
washing was done outside for the reason we had no engines, no 
motors, but what we did have was called the tread power. The tread 
power was fixed so you could put a dog or a goat in it and it had a 
pulley on a slope. A gate was placed behind him and there were 
little nails in that gate so you did not want him to sit down when 
he got tired. He would simply have to keep on walking or the nails 
would jab him on. The faster the dog walked the faster the machine 
would go . It was like an endless apron. But, there were t imes in 
the years that followed that the dog and the goat would be smart. 
The goat would wander away. The round part of the house tha t we 
lived in had a porch where people sat on so often in those days, in 
the evenings especially. That porch did not have a foundation, and 
the dog seemingly knew that it was Monday and the dog would crawl 
under that porch, and nothing under the sun could induce that dog 
to come out from under that porch. So for quite a long time my 
brothers, who were old enough to do it at the time, would have to 
walk in that tread power to furnish the power for the washi ng 
machine. My next recollection was my Aunt doing the washing, and 
she was going to wring the clothes as they came out of the machine . 
I was being very inquisitive. I put my finger too close to the 
gears and one finger went through. Naturally you would know that I 
put up a scream and a cry and some more crying. My poor Aunt was 
frail and I was not a little boy anymore, approaching the year of 
four. She had to carry me and carry me some more. I carry that scar 
on that finger to this day. That finger is even crooked because of 
it. There was no such things as stitching in those days. At least 
it was not done for me. Later I recall my father was not a t home , 
and I got a severe earache and she had to carry me some more . 
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This house is located at 417 First Street N.W. and now occupied by - John Van Bemmel. In 1902 the Gerri t DeJong family occupied this house. 
- In t his home , Dr . A. DeBey performed an appendectomy on Mrs. DeJong on 
the kitchen table. It was one of the first surgeries Dr . DeBey did in 







UPPER PICTURE: This picture taken in 1913 was the farm homestead of G. 
DeJona from 1872-1902. after which it was occuoied bv his son. P . G. DeJona . 
the father of Nelson DeJona. The location of this orooertv was 3 mi l es 
west and 3miles south of the college corner. The DeJong fami ly members 
pictured in the front row from left to right are: Ne lson , Nellie , Til lie 
Schieringa, a nd Greta, in the back row from left to right are: P . G. De Jong , 
Mrs. P.G. DeJong , Maggie Schieringa (hired girl) ,Harry, and Raymond . Take 
note of the shutters on the house which were useable. 
LOWER PICTURE : This picture is of the same home before remodeling and was 
taken in 1909. First row, left to right: Harry,Nelson, and Raymond Dej ong 
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ABOUT THE NEIGHBOR'S COFFEE AND WEDDING 
My father had to search around for a lady to take care and a 
lady was found. She had just come from the Netherlands , and she was 
at our home a few weeks before my aunt left. She was a very, very 
nice lady, but I didn't seem to be able to get accustomed to her 
and often I would walk away. When I would come back she would ask 
me where I had been. I had gone to the neighbor about a fourth of a 
mile from our home. There were two sisters living there with their 
parents. I thought that was the real place to be. In today's lan-
guage I don't think I would care to be there to drink that coffee. 
I was always given a cup of coffee. It was as black as the ace of 
spades . They did that in those days. They made coffee in the morn-
ing strong as a horse; they wouldn't always clean out the pot every 
day or t ake the grounds out . Oh, no, they ' d add a little more 
coffee every time. Believe me, that coffee was STOUT . It was impos-
sible to see the bottom of the spoon if you had a spoonful, much 
less to see the bottom of the cup. But, I just enjoyed it . Many 
times I would be tired and would fall asleep on the laps of one 
sister or the other one. It didn't make a bit of difference what 
they looked like. 
In September, those t wo sisters decided to get married. The one 
I thought so much of was married in the fall. After they were 
married I recall my father and my uncle wanted to go there and do 
what they call charivari. I wanted to go along so badly so my 
father permitted me to go along . I, a young boy of not even four 
years of age, was taken down to the neighbors' place. They had 
quite a large grove on the north side of their house; and my father 
had taken quite a long string and a horse shoe nail, which he had 
on the end of the one string. He put that under the window casing, 
and then we went back and sat in the grove holding on to the other 
end of that string. My father had taken some rosin. It came off 
some apple trees . He began to rub that cord pulling it tight. We 
began to make a large amount of racket in the house as though the 
siding were corning off . Out of the house came the bridegroom, his 
father-in-law, two brothers-in-law, tearing around the house; and, 
9 
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of course, the string was invisible because of the dark . But, they 
came with a lantern, since it was dark and they were talking in 
Dutch. They could scarcely speak English. Of course, sudde nly my 
father and his brother began to laugh, and all of us had to go into 
the house and have some more coffee, and perhaps a cookie. That was 
the wedding lunch the charivariers got. This was my first experi-
ence in doing something like that and, of course, we then went back 
home . 
MY FATHER REMARRIES 
It didn't t ake l ong until we knew our hired girl would have to 
leave, too. My father found that it was very needful to get someone 
to be a mother to his four children. He had learned to know another 
young woman in Orange City, who had never been married befor e and 
had been a school teacher. She had to quit teaching years befo re to 
take care of her own brothers and sisters because her mother had 
passed away . When her father was going to remarry, she could marry 
too. She became my stepmother on the 26th day of December. The same 
year my mother passed away, my father remarried. To tell you the 
honest truth, that wasn't everything and then some for me either. I 
just could not accept for many years her as my mother because deep 
in my heart I knew that there had been a real mother, and I just 
couldn't accept her at that time. Now, I realize, being about 32 
years of age when she got married, what a struggle she did have to 
raise my family. My sister lived with my mother's sister, whose 
home my mother had made her home when she had become an orphan. 
That sister, the pastor's wife, took care of my little sister for 
one year; and the next spring those people took my sister back to 
our home. My stepmother was faced with a problem of three boys, 
nine, s even, and I was nearly four at the time. It was a great 
problem, I grant you that, and so was being four years old at the 
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ABOUT SCHOOL AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
One time in the fall after my father had remarried he had to go 
to the neighbor about three quarters of a mile from our home. My 
two brothers had already left for school; it was not yet 9:00. My 
father was shelling corn at those neighbors. I knew he was there 
and I wanted to be with him. So my brothers were standing in front 
of the school on a porch that was kind of high up, and they saw me 
running down the road and both of them came after me. I had already 
gone about a quarter of a mile. They caught u~ with me because they 
could naturally run much faster than me. They wanted to have me go 




hear myself screaming. Well, finally one brother said: "I'll 
school and you can take him to Dad". So, to Dad we went and 
were naturally busy. My father had to make a decision. I was 
going to be five in the latter part of November and I can still 
hear him say: "Well, I think you better go to school .. " That is how 
I started school in the country school before I was even five years 
of age. I enjoyed it, I must admit . They took me home and I washed 
up a bit and changed clothes, although I must admit there were not 
many clothes that I could change into. We did not have a closet 
full of clothes or shoes. We just had the things that we were 
absolutely in need of, so, to school I did go. I guess I wasn't one 
who always obeyed, I ' m afraid not . I was doing something I 
shouldn't have done. I realize to this day I was doing a naughty 
thing. The teacher told me to stop. I looked at her as if I were to 
say, "Huh, who are you to tell me what to do. ti And so, I did it 
again. She told me again. I looked at her again and I did it again. 
Then she said, " Nelson, you come here!" But I wouldn't go, so she 
took me by the ear and she took me to the corner and said to stand 
there . I stood there and I stood there. Finally I knew that I had 
better obey, and never again did I have to stand in a corner . From 
then on I had a tremendous respect for every one , my teacher , 
believe me, I certainly did. I only went to that country school for 
a very short time compared to what some do . There was no such thing 
as preschool or kindergarten. But, we learned and the teachers in 
those days had quite a problem. I ' ll tell you they certainly did . 
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Many a time the teacher was of a~out 16 years of age. My stepmother 
and sister and brother were sixteen years when they started to 
teach school. Many times they had boys and girls who had just come 
from the Netherlands, who were unable to speak one word of English. 
In the times when I went to school it was absolutely forbidden to 
speak other languages. I recall seeing my older brother, who had a 
severe headache, and I can hear him saying in Dutch: "Ik heb zo'n 
pijn in mijn hoofd." (Oh, I have such a pain in my head). The 
teacher came over and slapped him on the mouth. 
Isn't it strange how now they are trying to have people learn 
and speak foreign languages. We all know how far behind our country 
is compared to others. When we have people coming to our home from 
other countries, young students from college, they can speak 
English fluently . I tell you not too many people have the knowledge 
that they have of our country. This is 1985 and not too long ago 
there was a meeting of government officials with the officials of 
Russia. Every one of the Russians were able to speak the English 
language. Only two of our group were able to speak the Russian 
language. It was quite a thing, was it not? As I read that thing in 
our local paper, well, we pushed the English language so far. But, 
it didn't hurt those young people any. They knew they had to learn 
to speak English. It was only a matter of weeks when they were able 
to speak English and furthermore because their schooling is so much 
more advanced than ours; when a boy or a girl gets out of high 
school over in the Netherlands, they have the equivalent of two 
years of our college education. So it really was quite something to 
have these boys and girls come from the Netherlands for the teacher 
to also teach them the language. 
She wasn't only a teacher, she had to be a principal, she had 
to discipline, she had to do the janitor work, she had to teach 
eight grades, she had to see that the children played at recess, at 
the noon hour, she had to see to all of that. The only means of 
getting to school, for my teachers, was to walk, twice a day, seven 
miles , not on cement roads, but on dirt roads, mud when it rained. 
When the snowstorms would come she would stay a t the home of one of 
the patrons. But, it was difficult. I had one teacher who would 
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fur coats and fur robes around her. Those cutters were nasty little 
things. The teacher would keep her horse in our barn. Naturally I 
wanted to be of help to her, just like giving her an apple, I would 
hitch the horse when I would see her starting out from the school 
to come, and I would help her unhitch the horse when she'd come to 
our home to bring the horse . Many a time I did that for her. The 
teacher could not always come tha t early to get and keep the school 
warm, because the school houses were not built for warmth. They had 
no storm windows, there were no screens, and it was very, very cold 
in there. They burned cobs to start the thing with and then she 
would add the coals. But most of the time you would keep your 
overshoes on until noon for certain. You would be very cold and 
keep your overcoats on also . 
We had as many as 25 children in our little country school. It 
was really kind of fun to be in that country school, because you 
were given individual attention. Every year, at least one or two 
times there would be a program. How tickled we were when that 
program would happen because then each and every one of us had a 
chance to take part and how we enjoyed to show off how much we did 
know. It was a lot of fun. But what to do during the recess and the 
noon hour with our time; we had to try and find means and ways of 
playing. The school district did not furnish school ground equip-
ment. Finally, one of the fathers made us a teeter-totter out of an 
old bridge board and a few poles driven into the ground. There were 
no ready made things on the school yard. I think we had one or two 
swings hanging from some cottonwood trees . 
Of course, there were no indoor toilets, (at all). And so , 
believe you me, when you wanted to go to the bathroom, in the 
winter time it was no picnic, to put on the overshoes and so forth. 
Far from it, so you can imagine wh a t a chore it was . It was also a 
very hard time for the teacher because she had to shovel a path to 
those places. All of the fue l was outside the school . The tea cher 
had to get a ll from maybe about 70 feet from the schoolhouse. 
On Friday afternoon, it was the custom that a t three o'clock 
the school would be dismissed , and an elder would come from one of 
the churches and teach the children catechism . In this day a nd age , 
in our country, you would not dare to be doing that . But, we did; 
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the catechism was taught in Dutch . I learned to rea d and wri t e the 
Dutch Language . I could speak it very, very well, even to this day . 
I can talk an hour tape to the people of Holland, in Dutch, with out 
stopping one moment. In fact, only a few weeks ago at Christmas 
time, I made f ive one hour tapes a nd sent them down there. I think , 
for me, it is a great thing to be able to do something like that . 
And s o tha t wa s a p a rt o f the s chooling, but, what did we do when 
we went out and p layed? 
GAMES 
In the wintertime we would make a great circ le in the snow . 
And, we'd c riss c r oss it with pa ths . There would be two places wher e 
there would be a g oal. And , the catcher would stand in the center 
in the little c irc le a nd then he'd say tell people it wa s fox and 
geese, tha t's what they 'd cal l i t; a nd then you would have to g o t o 
anothe r place and he would cha se you. And you had to leav e tha t 
goal and go to another one. Every time he ' d catch one, that p e rson 
would have to be it the next time . We played that a great dea l . 
Naturally, there was a lot of running and so forth. 
One time there was a little contest in school, not exactly a 
cont est, no, an incentive program, that for everything t hat you did 
a t home after you left school . Let ' s say the girls, washing dis hes, 
sweeping the floors, or anything like that, they got marks . If they 
got enough marks in let's say a month, they could have a half a day 
vacation from school. For the boys it meant, maybe , feeding the 
= 
horses, and the cows and doing little odds and ends outs ide, ~ 
including the getting of the fuel and so forth. I was determined 
that I was going to get that half day ' s vacation, and I did. I wa s 
the only one o f a ll the boys and girls t hat got that. Fo r the 
simple reason tha t most of the boys and girls would get h ome l a t e 
from walking home f r om school, and in the morning they had to leave 
early and s o there wa s not a s much o f an opportunity for the m t o do 
as muc h a s I did. I would hurry home a nd I would fee d the 1 3 ho r ses 
we had including the colts. I would quickly get the ha y and bed 
t hem , which gave me a lot of marks . So within two weeks I wo uld 
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with that half day when I did get it? I took my pony and I went to 
a school two miles west of us. It was a nice day and naturally I 
got there after the noon hour. I hurried down there and then came 
recess. They wanted to know if they could have a contest. One thing 
I was able to do was run. I could run faster than any other boy in 
the neighborhood, excepting my older brother. I had a whale of a 
time staying a head of him. It was either he would win or I would 
win; it was always a s witch around. Finally, as I got older, I 
could take it much better. But, in other things he was better than 
I. I had a race with some of the boys in that school. They picked 
out their fastest runner. Of course, I beat him. I felt big, oh , so 
big. Those were some of the things we did. 
ON PERFECT ATTENDANCE, CHILDHOOD DISEASES 
AND THE HIRED GIRL 
A few days ago I came across a roll of paper. I did not even 
realize I had kept them. I did not remember them. There were 12 
rolls of paper. They were certificates of honor. can you believe 
it? Those certificates of honor each represented 100 days, five 
consecutive 20 day periods, that I had not been absent or tardy. I 
had ten of them, representing 1000 days of not being absent or 
tardy. Those were the days when there were very few doctors. Think-
ing back now, I wonder how it was possible. We didn't have vitamins 
or shots. What was it that enabled a young boy to not get sick? Why 
was that I was never tardy? One of the reasons was quite natural. 
My father got up very early in the summer or winter. The other one 
was also natural; we lived close to the school. And another thing 
was quite natural to me. I wanted to be on time, which I was as 
these papers show. I was so surprised when I found them. It really 
was of great interest to me as I looked at those; then there were 
two big ones with them. They represented four of those 100 day 
certificates, so I got two of those. Well, I never got a third one, 
though I made nine, ten and thirteen but did not make eleven and 
twelve. I wanted to, but just could not. 
It was such a strange coincidence that in that period of time 
that I was in the country school, I never had any children ' s dis-
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eases while in school. If I did get them, for instance I know I had 
the chicken pox, I got that after school closed. What a terrible 
thing to have. It would have been much nicer if I would have been 
able to stay out of school for a while, instead of having it at 
vacation time. Although I didn't want to , I wanted to get those 
neither absent or tardy certificates. I was so intent on getting 
that. I also at one time got the pink eye. In that period of time, 
I know I did; that's when I goofed it. I was also given my first 
shot for small pox, not a shot they pricked your arm then they put 
a band around it. It never took effect. It didn't hold. I had to go 
to t he doctor again, and he said, "Oh, we better give him another 
one, to be sur e. " I got number two. A few days afterward I woke up 
in the morning and I was s o terri bly sick. I came down s t airs and 
my stepmother noticed that I wasn ' t feeling very well, which was 
very unusual. The s he looked at my arm, and boy, it was a sight for 
sore eyes. That bandage was lots too small , and my arm then got so 
big on both sides of the bandage; the bandage was as tight as a 
fiddle string. She managed to get the bandage off so the circula-
tion started. I dropped to the floor , in a faint . I just collapsed 
and that was all there was to it. That day I know that I spent at 
home . That is what broke my record. In that same summer I got pink 
eye. My goodness, I came down the stairway one morning, and I 
couldn ' t get my eyes open. I didn't know what that meant, I didn't 
know what was wrong . My parents were eating breakfast. They evi-
dently knew that by staying in bed that there were something wrong, 
which I very rarely did. They noticed what was wrong. They were a ll 
around the breakfast t able. 
The hired girl and her sister had come to visit. That young 
girl that was sitting at that table now, just only two days ago, 
her and her husband observed their Goth wedding anniversary. The 
hired girl's sister has had three husbands. Two of them ha ve passed 
away; she's living with her third one . I thought so much of that 
hired girl, I can't begin to tell you how much . She was almos t to 
me, like a mother. It was a strange thing, I would help her do the 
dishes. I shall never have forgotten that. My father felt tha t we 
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home after about six months. So, she had to leave. The evening that 
she left I walked behind the garage and I started to cry like a 
baby, because she was leaving . Yes, I missed her very, very much. 
THE SCHOOL PICNIC 
AND OTHER THINGS WE DID 
There were a few things that we did in the country school . The 
school picnic in the spring, that really was something to look 
forward to. Many times we had the picnic at the same time as a 
neighboring school to the north had it. We had a fine grove that we 
could have the picnic in. I recall going there, with this teacher 
of course . We would make homemade ice cream. My, how we loved to 
have that homemade ice cream. How we enjoyed licking the dasher. We 
enjoyed it so very, very much, because ice cream was so very rare 
to have. We did get our ice cream, and how we looked forward to the 
evening meal when we could eat all the different things that the 
mothers had provided for that particular picnic. The two teachers 
were together. 
One experience I remember from my school days, I saw this 
young . . older woman now, she's almost 80 years, but a t the time she 
was a young girl. I must try and tell you of this experience. As 
boys sometimes we would make bows and arrows, at the school, made 
out of willow wood, we would take twine from the straw piles. We 
would take weeds from along side of the road and would use them as 
arrows. This young girl was the only girl in school. At the noon 
hour she of course wanted something to play with and she wanted to 
play with us. I was the oldest boy, the biggest one . We boys 
thought we wanted to go to some running water. It was about 100 
feet away from the school house, but we wanted to go by ourselves . 
we said, "You stay here in the yard. " But she wanted so badly to go 
along, and I told her, "If you don 't stay down here, I'm going to 
shoot you . " (You see what a nasty character I was , how selfish, how 
indifferent I was) . She continued to come. I couldn't hit the broad 
side of a barn with that arrow . But, I let the arrow go and it went 
directly into her eye. The afternoon was spent crying in school. I 
tell you right now, from a so called big boy, I shrunk down to only 
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as big as Tom Thumb in my mind, I got to be so little. The next 
day , I felt smaller yet; she was not in school. Believe me, the 
t eacher did not set me in a corner, but the looks that she gave me 
were far worse than that. I deserved it, every bit of it. I 'l l tell 
you right now, never again, did I pull a s tunt like t hat . Her 
eyesight was not taken. The day she was not there and the day 
following, she had gone to a specialist . The doctor had said that 
it would be alright . It was. But, she h a d a very , very sore eye . I 
have never fo r gotten , and as I saw her today at a wedding anniver-
sary , that all came back to my mind. 
In spr ing t ime especially there were a lot of ground squirrels ; 
we called them gophers . They would be runni ng in the pastures. 
There were a couple of pastures near the school yard, one just 
across the road. By the way , the school yard was only about 200 
feet from my home or a little more than that. I would always go 
home for dinner. We had a little dog and in the spring time I would 
take that little dog along to school . In one pasture there's always 
running water. The boys , yes, and the girl too would hustle to the 
pasture, we would hav e two pails to fetch water from tha t running 
water and drown out those gophers. Our little dog would do the 
rest. The gopher would stick its head out of the gFound and the dog 
would snap it out of there just as fast as anyone could see. What a 
help we had to catch those gophers a t that time. It was those 
1 
little things that we did that made it oh so much fun. r 
Another thing we did for a while was to make our own stilts. 
Looking back at the time we made them I thought, my I'm real back 
at the time we made them , I thought, my, I'm real tall ; actually I 
was walking only about a foot a nd a half higher than my fee t were 
if they were on the ground. But, even then, it was difficult a t 
first, to learn to walk on them. I did learn to wa lk on them . we 
had one young boy four feet t all. I don't know how he got on them 
at home , but when he' d come to sch ool there wer e about four steps 
leading up to the porch that would go up to the schoolhouse. Why 
that schoolhouse was s o far off the ground on tha t end, I cannot 
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pretty tall ones too. He was six or more years older than I . I 
shall never forget; I was maybe about four years old. I was stand-
ing at the top of the porch and he was going to come up the steps 
with those stilts. Something happened, and one stilt slipped out of 
his hand and it s napped , hitting me right on the forehead. Well, if 
you ask me "did I?" Yes, I did. I screamed, I bawled, I got a 
beautiful Easter egg right on my forehead. I was sort of proud of 
it after I had it. I really was. We used those stilts for quite a 
while . I realize that it was one of those boyish fads . 
Another thing that we would like to do, we would take a rubber 
ball and throw i t over the schoolhouse perhaps we 'd have four or 
five, maybe six or seven, (depending on how many children were a t 
school) on each side. One half would go on one, the other half on 
the other. We would play what we called "Anti, Anti , Over" . If they 
caught the ball on the other side then they could run around , and 
anybody they could catch would have to come to their side . Often 
the one side was depleted by the end of the hour of noon . The side 
that got them all was naturally the winner . It was quite difficult 
when the ball was thrown over the schoolhouse for them to go and 
catch it. They missed it too often . 
Another thing we did in the Winter time also was we'd have our 
own little shovels and we'd make our own eskimo homes right smack 
in the drifts. I did that quite often at home, too. A lot of fun 
that was to burrow like a mole . We did that a great deal. We also 
enjoyed putting up traps for what they called the pocket gophers. 
That was the type of animal that would make big mounds of ground 
above the ground . Oh yes, they made tunnels in the ground, and they 
carried all the extra dirt with them in their pockets . They 
wouldn ' t come out of the hole completely; they would just seem to 
pop out their heads . How they did it I do not know, but they did. 
They were a nuisance for the simple reason that while mowing grass 
or hay the mounds would plug up the sickle and the guards. You 
would have to stop and clean them out, especially after a hard rain 
when the mound was wet . It was very nasty. We would set those traps 
so we could catch quite a number . I remember we would t ake them to 
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our loca l courthouse, and I think at that time we got a nickel and 
later o n they would give you a dime for a pair of legs that were 
sent in. Well, I had quite a number, but my neighbor boy who also 
attended our school, very seldom if ever his parents went to the 
town of Orange City, so I said that I was going to the courthouse 
and I would take 10% of what I got for the gophers for bringing 
them there. When I got home my father found out that I was only 
going to give him part of it and he told me to give him all of it . 
That was hard work . But, that a l so taught me a great lesson . That 
when a person could not do something themselves, why should I 
charge them for doing something when I was going there anyway? I 
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THE TRIP TO WISCONSIN 
When I was a boy of eight years at Christmas time my father 
made up his mind that he wanted to take my little sister, who at 
that time was about four, to Wisconsin. I wanted to go along so 
badly. I had to choose between Wisconsin or an air gun. I wanted to 
go along to Wisconsin. That was where my mother was born and where 
many of her brothers and sisters lived at that time. So, to Wiscon-
sin we went, by train. What an experience for a young boy. Never 
before had I knowingly made the trip. Yes, I had made it once 
before. But, not to my knowledge, as a little baby. When my parents 
had gone to the funeral service of one of my mother 's brothers I 
was there only a few months of age, I became very ill. We had 
pictures taken at that time which were very rare. There are a 
couple pictures taken of me. They did not expect me to live so they 
had photos taken which they didn't have before that. Those photos 
were not very nice; I didn't have much of a smile on those photos. 
Believe me, I certainly did not. I have them to this day. Both of 
them are in a frame. One of them is in just a little bit of a frame 
which can be attached to your coat, and pin it to the lapel of your 
coat. I wore that when we were married 50 years and people wondered 
what it was, I told people that it was the picture of the man that 
they were talking to many years ago. 
Another thing in that trip to Wisconsin was when we crossed the 
Mississippi River. It was during the night and I wanted so badly to 
see it. I had read so much about it already in geography books and 
so forth. So my father asked the conductor when we crossed the 
Mississippi if he could tell us and take us to a door where we may 
see it , and sure enough the conductor a nnounced that we were about 
to cross it a nd the train was going very slow ; way down below was 
the snow and ice covered river. But, I had crossed the Mississippi 
River. It was as though I had gone around the world. When I came 
back to school after vacation, oh what a world of things I had to 
tell the other boys and girls, because none of them had traveled 
except those who had come from the Netherlands. They of course , had 
out-traveled me, by a long, long distance. For them, it too was a 
trip that they could well r e member. 
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SCHOOL AND WINTER TIME 
Quite often there were some jim-dandy fights between the boys. 
There were two boys. They could scrap and hit each other with their 
lunch kits. It's terrible the way they could fight. The teacher had 
to sort of be the referee, and get them to stop. The one was get-
ting the best of the other one; of course there would be crying and 
screaming because they all had those nice juicy bumps on their 
heads. It almost made them look, I can hardly tell you what it 
looked like, terrible. You might say a bump on a log, but that 
would not be the right expression. But at any rate they would go 
home with some nasty bruises and bumps. 
Sometimes when they would come to school in the wintertime 
they'd have to walk, especially the boys from the Netherlands, two 
miles. Their father had no horse and buggy. How cold they would 
sometimes be and the overshoes that they had those days, the tops 
were all made of cloth; They would be wet and they would be frozen 
as stiff as a board. What a time the teacher had to get all of that 
clothing removed, as they came into the schoolhouse. What a lot of 
cold air it brought in during the early morning of the school. When 
a new teacher would come to school there were no drapes or shades 
on the windows; but at any rate, we thought we weren't going to 
have any with this teacher. So, for weeks, we just didn't have 
them, and we were congratulating ourselves we could look out the 
window and see if a horse and buggy or wagon behind it might be 
coming along. But, a week and a half later a groan would come up 
from the pupils and that is what happened, we had curtains. 
Sometimes the teacher had a rough time with the boys, because 
they would go out in the field and stay in the field with corn 
husking until that corn was husked in the latter part of November. 
The older boys would go to school until maybe the latter part of 
March or until spring work began. They were difficult to handle 
because many of them were older than the teacher. I recollect that 
the teacher couldn't handle the older ones very well. Those boys, 
there were three of them, including my brother, and they would take 
a couple of benches that were loose and put their coats on them and 
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did could arouse them. We had no lights in the country school, and 
no matter how dark it would be we had to do our studying. We had 
our reciting time a nd our spelldowns. There was one thing that I 
was very good at and that was to have a spelldown. I cannot recal l 
that I was ever out done in that I was good at mathematics. I was 
good at history. But, if it came to the grammar lessons I was just 
plain lousy. I just could not grasp diagramming. I could not place 
the predicate, the verb, the adjective, the adverb, pronouns, etc .. 
It was very difficult to me . I later on as a boy of about fourteen 
went to the equivalent of a high school the academy . I never did 
get a certificate. My wife did, of the eighth grade. Strange as it 
seems I did not want to go back to school for another year. I had 
not taken the exams for the eighth grade, but I felt that I knew 
enough a nd could go to the academy. They accepted me at that time. 
Perhaps I would have been better off, had I gone another year in 
the country school. But, I did not. 
Coming home from school quite often in the fall or in the 
spring was to me quite something else. House cleaning would start, 
and in those days they had rugs in the bedrooms and so forth. In 
the spring and fall, there were tacks in the rugs on the sides and 
the rugs would be removed and they would be hanging _on a hanger or 
a beam that was between two trees. There they would be hanging and 
I would get out of school, and I knew immediately as to what my job 
would be when I got home. I knew that I would have to take the 
carpet beater . I knew that I would have to beat that thing and the 
dust would be swirling in the air. I would have to keep beating it . 
Every once in a while my stepmother would come out and look and 
say, " Oh , it needs some more." I tell you for a fact I was a very 
thankful boy when it was said, "You may stop." 
Another job that we had often coming home from school in the 
evening, especially in the Fall and Wintertime, and Spring, was to 
gather the fuel for the cook stove a nd also for some of the heating 
stoves. That included cobs a nd wood. We always had a can of kero-
sene in our kitchen and in there we put a couple of corn cobs, to 
start the fire with in the morning. The cook stove had a very nice 
warming oven and believe me, in the Winte rtime ma ny of the gloves 
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and mittens that had gotten wet because of the snow and so forth 
were in that warming oven to warm up. Each cook stove had a reser-
voir which held about seven or so gallons of water. They we r e 
naturally heated and on the stove was also a tea kettle. You ne v e r 
had to be concerned that there not be enough humidity in the hous e 
in the wintertime. A difficult thing to do in the wintertime was 
the washing . All the water had to be hauled in from the outdoo r s . 
It was brought in a copper kettle holding about fifteen gallons . 
That would be filled and placed on the cook stove. As soon as that 
was steaming hot it would be placed into the washing machine . We 
had to do that at first by hand; later on, a gasoline engine was 
bought. My, what a thing that was for power for the washing. I 
recall that also outside, the corn shelling was done with power 
from eight horses, four teams attached to the power . They went 
round and round and round, turning great big long rods. They were 
called tumbling rods that led to the corn sheller. The corn shel-
lers were not fast and you just had to shovel all the ear corn into 
those things. It would take nearly forty minutes or more to shell a 
50 bushel load of corn to go to market; that was about all the 
horses could pull. Sometimes they ' d have to go to market, but most 
of the corn that we had was always fed to the hogs and to the 
cattle. So that is one thing that I have never forgotten. In my 
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THE SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT 
Another thing that happened at the country school once a year 
the county superintendent would come. The teacher would have every-
thing in good shape, knowing that he was going to come. All of the 
children were ready placed and do everything just right, to make a 
good impression of the teacher on the school superintendent. He was 
a very nice man, that superintendent, we had in the country school 
days. He would come, he was very jolly, and a very little man. He 
would sign the honor certificates; I have his signature on all the 
honor certificates that I have. Another thing was, that even before 
I began the country school, I shall never forget that one. Perhaps 
I am jumping a little bit to fast aren't I, but, at any rate, I 
wanted so badly to go to the school and play before school started 
and so forth and there were a couple of rows of fence between our 
house and schoolyard. If I had gone by the road I would have been 
perfectly ok. But for some reason or other I had the nameless fear 
of the whistle of a train. I wanted to hear it, though I was afraid 
of it. It was just at the time when the scholars would have to go 
into school at 9:00, that the train, we always called the coffee 
train, because it came a t 9:00 in the morning, the whistle would 
blow maybe about three miles from home. This time I was walking 
home and suddenly the whistle of that train, did blow. I was just 
leaving for home and I had to come to a barbed wire fence. I began 
to cry. I was terrified. Low and behold, I never saw the fence, I 
tell you; it cut i nto my nose but good. It made a very , very good 
job, that barbed wire did. It is amazing, I never did get a good 
healthy bit of poisoning out of the deal, the old rusty wire. 
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CORN HUSKING 
In those days I would have to learn to go along with my two 
older brothers and husk corn, on Saturdays, late in the fall. I had 
to learn, I was left handed, my two brothers were right handed, 
they insisted as the teacher did in school, that I use my right 
hand, my brothers insisted that I pick corn as they did. So, I had 
to walk along with my brothers and walk along with them, in order 
to learn. I did not use a hook at that time, and so picking corn 
was difficult for me and many times I would be very cold. Well, I 
would husk and husk. My brothers would be on the outside row. Not 
one brother ever watched where he threw the ears. Many an ear found 
its way against my head. Of course, he had a lot of speed behind 
the ears that he would hurl onto the wagon. He was a very fast 
picker, one of the fastest ones I knew. Later on, in years, I could 
keep up with him very nicely without much of an effort. So that 
business of Saturdays I didn't look forward to it much. I just 
disliked the thought of husking corn. It meant early in the morn-
ing, while the stars were still out, that we would have to be on 
our way out to the field. At maybe 11:00 we would stop husking and 
go home and unload the loads, have dinner done by noon, and go back 
to the field about noon hour. At maybe five o'clock in the after-
7 
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noon we would go home, again, do the unloading and do the chores, j 
so you can well imagine when evening would come, we were rather 
weary to say the least. We were very, very weary. Years later, many "'"" 
years later, I was still doing that, even after my married life and 
I was on my own. For years I picked the corn by hand and shoveled 
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HUNTING 
One little experience that I had when I was younger, was that 
my father did give me an air gun in spite of the fact that I did go 
along to Wisconsin. I thought I would like to see how it would work 
if I put shingle nails in that air gun, instead of beebees. Well, 
that would have been fine only I couldn't get them in the way they 
were, so I pinched the heads off and put the shingle nails in there 
anyway. Ha! Ha! I was going to shoot and that wrecked my beebee 
gun. Before that when I didn't have gun very long, my brother was 
walking with me and I had been shooting a t different things , he 
said to me, "Let's shoot each other and see whether it hurts or 
not." That gun doesn 't shoot very far. You could almost see the 
bullet go, and so he said, '' I'll shoot you, then you shoot me." So , 
I, stupid that I was, I raised my coat, my heavy coat, and I 
stooped over and he let me have it. Once again, I let loose a yell 
that could have been heard from who knows where. I grabbed that gun 
out of his hand and I started to shoot at him. He ran so fast 
because he knew that it hurt, more than he had expected. I never 
did get to shoot him because he could out run me anytime he wished, 
which he did. I never got that grand opportunity to shoot him, 
where I had gotten it. 
Later in life I loved to hunt too. I would hunt rabbits. When I 
was through with the country school I was able to go hunting with a 
410 shotgun, we called it the 44. That was the gun that was lighter 
and it wouldn't throw you backward on your back. I t was a very nice 
gun to handle r abbits , and so forth. It could shoot quite a dis-
tance. Rabbits were in abundance and many times I would come home 
with quite a number of them . I recall one time I was butchering a 
rabbit and I had a whole bunch of them caught, that I had shot. I 
think that I was at my last one. I was in the cow barn. I had a 
special apparatus that I could hang the rabbits on to butcher them, 
it would only take me a few moments to do that. All of a sudden 
with the very last one my knife slipped, and I really c hopped a 
hole in my finger. On the way to the house, I was carrying the 
rabbits in a pail, but I left my trademark in the snow. When I got 
to the house, I yelled to my stepmother to bring me a rag. In the 
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house she gave me a pan of water. She put my finger in there and 
got some bandages. In those days we always had the cream separator 
in the kitchen, the tank and the bowl and so forth were sitting on 
the separator. I was standing near it. She put that rag on my 
finger and down the floor I went . In falling I hit the tank of that 
separator and it all landed on the floor . I knew nothing about it. 
Later on, too, I had the flu and my parents were gone. My brother 
and sister had prepared some soup, so they called to see if I would 
like some soup. I came to the table and suddenly everything went in 
a whirl. Thank goodness they were with it, because I fell forward 
with my nose right in that soup dish. It was a lousy fall, I guar-
antee you. But , I never knew about it. My brother carried me to the 
couch that we had in the living room. Then he called my uncle; he 
didn't really know what had happened. I was in a deep faint. When 
my uncle came I started to come out of it. Later on my parents came 
home and they called for a doctor to come. All I had was a little 
siege of the flu; In those days the doctors would come for any 
reason whatsoever, and they would really come. 
ABOUT ACCIDENTS 
There was another occasion that I experienced. I liked to walk 
on bare feet. Sometimes there were boards lying around with nails 
in them. In this particular instance there were some boards lying 
there with the nails still in them sticking up . It had rained and 
oh, I took off my shoes. I was oozing the mud between my toes and 
walking on the yard, immediately after dinner, and having a good 
time. I walked along side of the barn and not paying attention to 
what I was doing. Suddenly I knew what I was doing, where I was 
going and I knew what I had done. I had stepped on at least one of 
those nails . Of course, once again you could have heard me who 
knows how far off. I got to the house and yelled. My father was 
taking a nap and he got up and said, "Maybe you should go along to 
Orange City, I'm going to Orange City with the buggy." The platform 
buggy, we called it . It had sort of a platform about seven feet 
long. In it you could load a lot of groceries a nd so forth. I was 
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me if I went along. Little did I dream of what the next hour and a 
half would do to me. When we got to town my father went to his 
cousin's office. I went along with him. I was put in a chair . I 
guess the doctor looked and then I guess he motioned to my father, 
because I did not realize it, but the doctor, in his hand, had a 
lancing knife . My father held my shoulders just like that and the 
doctor took a hold of my foot, and rammed a knife into that punc-
ture wound. Well, once again I think you could have heard me good-
ness knows where. The worst of it was I was so frightened and 
disturbed that I cried the rest of the afternoon. My father took me 
to my grandparents' home. Then we went home by then it was evening 
and he put me in bed. I cried myself to sleep; I never had supper. 
I ·guess it was a good thing for me to fall asleep. The next morning 
I awoke; no pain, and the crying had stopped, but that was quite a 
thing. (And, it was a funny thing too). 
My cousin broke his arm when he fell off a pony that he had and 
it was quite an experience that he had. But, do you know something, 
when I saw him walking with his arm in a sling, I envied him. I 
thought that was something just jim-dandy. I really thought it was 
great. 
What did we do on the farm for entertainment? First of all we 
would quite often have bobsled parties. Even before that we would 
do a lot using the sled, oh, there were a lot of opportunities. My 
father got me a pony, which I enjoyed very much. I had wanted to 
have a bicycle, but my father said no, that a bicycle on these mud 
roads and in the winter time you couldn't use it. A pony would be 
so much nicer he thought. His judgment was correct. I used that 
pony in the wintertime. We would hitch it to a little buggy that we 
had. A whole bunch of children from the neighborhood would all come 
with their sleds . We would go through the country side pulling 
those sleds. It was quite a thing and a lot of fun we did get out 
of the deal. 
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THE FIRST AUTOMOBILE 
When I was boy of eight, my father got his first automobile, in 
1911. I shall never forget how proud I was that my father had an 
automobile. We were the only ones in that farming area where I 
lived that had the automobile. That afternoon, the man who sold us 
the car went along with us to Orange City; I was in the back seat . 
A mile east of our home there was a man who had just come from the 
Netherlands standing aside the road. I shall never forget that 
little experience. In Holland, if you saw something that was bigger 
than yourself you would lift up your hat and take it off . And, the 
man did just that and said, "Goeden dag meneer!" (Good Day Mis-
ter!). So forth, so forth, you know give good honor. My father 
stopped the car, and he said, "No, Thomas, we do not do that here." 
I think that made a n impression on me, because how wonderful it is 
in this country that we do not have that so called system, that you 
are bigger than I, that you do not have to bend the knee. What a 
deep sense of appreciation we must have for our country, just like 
the letter that my great grandfather wrote, in the very beginning 
of this paper. 
THE ACADEMY 
Then came the time when it was necessary for me to go to the 
academy. My brother thought I should go. My father thought I should 
go to the country school one more year . But, my older brother 
wanted me to be a preacher. I sort of wanted to be one myself. But 
I was not very good at grammar. Well, I did not get to start the 
academy until after the corn had been husked, which was very close 
to Thanksgiving Day . It was absolutely necessary in those days for 
you to take Latin or Greek, if you thought you wanted to be like 
something that I wanted to be. I started out with Latin, but the 
other boys and girls were way ahead of me in that. They had learned 
almost everything they needed to know and so they were advanced, I 
was way behind. I guess I just didn't have the patience to buckle 
down, and really step on it. I didn't understand grammar, so I just 
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were to have taken an examination that there were many a time when 
the teacher would just laugh and laugh at how I translated sen-
tences. He knew very well that I was not riding what they called a 
pony, which did all the translating for you, because mine had 
nothing to do with the pony. They knew that it was just absolutely 
that I just did not know it. I did try Latin for about three and a 
half years. Greek was no better. My history and mathematics, my 
algebra, my physics, that we had to take, laboratory and so forth, 
that was just clear sailing. But, Latin and Greek proved my 
undoing. So, in the fourth year I began to get little holes in my 
report card and they were not moth eaten. No, they were placed 
there with a punch. I soon learned that there was not so big a 
choice. While I was in that academy I had a few experiences, the 
first year I was there I was ill quite often. (Strange, in the 
grade school I wasn't). But, all of a sudden I started to get a few 
problems with my tonsils. I was ill very often. In 1918, when my 
brother got married, I really was sick. Oh, I attended that wed-
ding. It was the first wedding I had ever attended. But, I was just 
plain sick. I was at the ceremony, but I never ate the dinner. I 
came home and I had a healthy fever, if that is what you could call 
it. Believe me , I had a jim-dandy. I was ill for a couple days. I 
also missed my grandparent's fiftieth anniversary, because I was 
ill. I also had to miss the wedding of my uncle and aunt. Those 
were the few days that I missed having my honor certificates for 
that year they all took place around the same time. 
I had my tonsils removed. I had a royal time having that done. 
It took me almost a week to recover . Some people recovered in a day 
or two , but I just could not, so I missed school for a week. My 
father and I were going to the nearest town to have my tonsils 
removed which was LeMars; while driving down the road, there was a 
man, thumbing for a ride, walking along. We took him along. I had a 
lit tle package in the car too, in it were possibly a change of 
nightgown. I do not know exactly what it was. So that man who was 
walking had a little package too. We dropped him off as we came to 
LeMars. I took that little package that I had and it was identical 
to the one the tramp had. We took it to the clinic where my tonsils 
were to be removed . I was put under with ethe r so they removed 
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them . Later in the afternoon, they thought they would change me 
from that little so called operating gown into what I had provided 
for me from home. My father opened that package and here there was 
a razor and brush and a few other items, you know, things that a 
man would be carrying if he were a drifter. My father just could 
not understand how that was possible, it didn't soak in . Then I 
tried in the very best way I could (I was coming to from the ether) 
to explain it was the package of the tramp. Naturally we never did 
see that package that I had . Never did see it. My recovery from 
that was very , very slow. 
One day when I was in the academy the principal told me at 
noon, "Don't you think you better go downtown, go home to your 
grandfather's place? " I said, "Well, why? " It was bitterly cold 
day. He said, "Your grandpa passed away ." I was at that time a boy 
of sixteen. Who doesn't love grandparents? I certainly did. My 
grandfather was as kind a man as you could wish for. I recall I was 
staying there for a while in the wintertime, and somehow or other 
the subject got on to what I wanted to be when I was finished with 
school. Tears streamed down his face, and he said that was some-
thing he had been praying for. It was only a few days later that he 
was gone. He had a heart problem. It had been thawing the day 
before; there was a little bit of leaking in one of the rooms. He 
said he would try and fix that because snow had gathered on the 
roof. The next morning proved to be a very cold, below zero north-
west wind with it. He took the ladder and he climbed the roof. He 
had one foot on it and the other on the ladder yet when his heart 
stopped. When I found out about my grandfather passing, it just 
seemed that the stars went out of my sky too, for a while . It was 
very difficult, to say the least. 
I was getting to the age where I wouldn 't mind having a little 
date. But, oh, so many girls had something wrong with their speech. 
There was something that they couldn't say. They had a problem. 
Many times that word just didn't want to come out. They only had 
one word and that was "no" . Until finally the yeses started to 
come . But, it didn't come very easily, you know, I was frustrated, 
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My father never furnished me with very much money to spend. The 
girls followed them around like a dog or a cat would do if you had 
a chunk of meat, because those boys would have candy in their 
pocket that they had bought and so forth. But, I just didn't have 
that to spend. I recall one time that I went to the store and I had 
such a craving for candy. My father never did buy candy. The only 
candy we ever did get was what he brought from the town, when he 
went to get groceries. Since he would always pay cash the grocer 
would always give him a bag of candy. When he would come home 
perhaps there would be three chocolate drops in there. That was to 
be divided among five boys and girls. Um, how are you going to do 
that without having problems? Put three into five and it doesn't 
work very well; somebody is going to get a whole piece. And so 
there was a problem in itself. There were a few other pieces, but I 
never knew my father to buy candy. 
My father was a pipe smoker, and he was very satisfied just by 
having a pipe in his mouth. He was very content with that and so he 
never thought of the craving I might have. Later on in life after I 
was married, I bought as much candy as I cared to have. Now, I can 
do without it very nicely without thinking, but I also enjoy it 
very, very much. I am so thankful that I have a body that can 
handle it, because naturally if you get any kind of a diabetes, you 
begin to crave even that, even though you didn 't care for it 
before. Many of them do. The high school experiences ended pretty 
soon. I found out there was no use going on . I had to go to the 
farm and start working. 
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FARMING 
Farming was so completely different years ago, from what it is 
now. I had to cultivate corn as a boy of eleven. In the summertime 
my father had an appendectomy on July 5 , 1914, and I was eleven as 
I said. He left for the hospital, about fifteen miles away. We had 
to do all the cultivating of the corn yet. We had to make all the 
hay. It was a very late season . It was the coldest year on r e cord. 
It froze every month. The morning after my father went to the 
hospital, it was on a Monday morning, we had to get up early to 
milk thirteen cows and a little after six o'clock the horses were 
hitched to the cultivators. I had never cultivated before; so they 
gave me the oldest kind, the most difficult to handle. To say the 
least, after I had been in the field ten hours or more on that day, 
I was very, very weary. It had been my job always to pump the water 
for the milk cows and so forth every morning otherwise, when I 
wasn't in the field. Consequently that was left undone that morn-
ing . We had to do the chores after six o'clock when we left the 
field and by the time we had supper it was after eight. They sent 
me to the pump to pump water, the catt le had not had water practi-
cally all the day. The tank was dry. I pumped and I pumped and I 
pumped, I was very weary; I was getting a severe headache because 
it was warm. Finally at long last, the last cow had enough to 
drink . Finally , at long last, I was able to get that tank full. How 
I made it I cannot tell you. All I do know is I did it! ! I remember 
my younger cousin coming down the road who lived only about 500 
feet north of where I was doing the pumping. He came down and he 
to 
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started to talk . I remember that, at the age of eleven, I began 
cry like a baby, because I had such a severe headache and I lay 
a hillside on the grass, trying to tell him I just couldn't go any 
further. I rested there for quite a while. Then the cool of the 
evening started to come and I began to feel better, by that time it 
was dark . So, I went home and that was a day not soon forgotten. 
I recall that summer was so cold , the grain when it had to be 
cut, another man came to cut our grain. In those days if you had an 
appendectomy it was something else . It was really something to have 
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than a tonsillectomy because it isn't half as uncomfortable. They 
make an incision so small that it's only about an inch to two 
inches long. Then they made a great big one and you had to stay in 
bed for 11 days. You were as weak as weak could be when you got out 
of that hospital. My father stayed an invalid for all of July. He 
did not get to cut his grain in August which normally should have 
been done in July. So, it was grain cutting time and the man that 
was hired to do that had his overcoat on. My brothers were shocking 
the grain with overcoats on. You can imagine how cold it was. That 
fall all the corn was wet. There was absolutely no dry corn . You 
can imagine through the course of that winter what a difficult time 
it was to get that corn shelled, because by that time the corn was 
being shelled by gasoline engines and the elevating of the corn 
husked was done with gas power also. Before that, it had been done 
by horse power, two horses doing that. There was one big highlight 
in the summertime that was when the threshing machine came. I was 
just thrilled when that huge threshing machine came on the yard, to 
thresh those huge stacks of grain, with as many as nine big loads 
of bundles on each stack. Each stack there were generally four of 
what they called to a setting. Two and two, so when the threshing 
machine would come they'd pull it in one side, thresh the first two 
and then pull it ahead a little ways and they would thresh the next 
two. All the straw would go on one straw pile. They would have a 
couple of men in each straw pile; they would have two on each stack 
to pitch the bundles. They had four men to shovel the grain. They 
had a machine tender who tended to the machine only. Then they had 
the engineer. They had the water boy, that hauled the water for the 
steam engine. You can imagine what a crew of men they were. One 
night the machine tender stayed as did the water boy when the 
engineer would go home at night. The next morning there was a great 
thumping on the door. During that particular night, my father had 
to stay up with me because I had a severe toothache. My father 
stayed up, finally I fell asleep. So did he and he stayed asleep. I 
tell you right now what a rush there was, the farmers were already 
coming on the yard. It was six o ' clock they were ready to start 
threshing. The engine had not been fired up at four thirty, the 
engine wasn't hot. So, the farmers that came on the yard they 
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hurriedly helped do the chores and when the chores were completed, 
I tell you that engine was with forced draft getting hot and get-
ting the water boiling. At about quarter of seven instead of six 
o'clock we were able to start that machine rolling. It was treme n-
dous the oats that were threshed in one day. What a thrill I got, 
what a hero the engineer to me was and how often I would just stand 
there and watch as he shoveled the coal into the steam engine . As 
well with a long spouted oil can, the separator tender would put 
the grea se where it belonged and all that kind of a thing. When 
they had to attach that huge belt to that big machine . It was 
really something else. I watched and watched. Later on, by the time 
I was a boy of fifteen, we got a machine of our own. Then, I had to 
pitch the bundles myself. At the age of fifteen I had to take the 
part of a grown man. We would do many loads in one day, more than 
once we would be threshing at seven o'clock in the morning. And, 
many a time when we were shock threshing, we'd quit stacking the 
grain, and went to shock threshing, at eight o'clock in the evening 
we'd be at it yet; and then we 'd have to go home and do the chores . 
I tell you we did not have much time for play in those days. It was 
the same when it came to husking corn, not much time for play. We 
would get up in the morning before five o'clock and be in the field 
with the stars at six, frosty mornings or not, we were there. 
Sometimes we'd be soaked to the waist. But, oh, what a glamorous 
feeling when by eleven or so in the morning you had a huge load of 
ear corn that you had picked. When I stopped picking by hand, we 
had different kinds of corn, hybrid they called it. By that time 
you could pick a whole lot of ears and I know that many times I 
picked more than 14,000 ears in one day. But, if you say it wasn't 
tiring I say it was very tiring. I was very weary. What a rejoicing 
it would be when the last ear was in the wagon. What a celebration 
because we didn't have to get up early the next morning if we 
didn't want to. How often I wished throughout the course of those 
years that I could just stay in bed in the morning and just rest. 
How we looked forward always to Sunday mornings , when we didn't 
have to go to the field and how we dreaded the fact when Sunday 
evening came. We knew that early the next morning .... I was old 
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you had one or not because you didn't want to stay out late. You 
knew the next morning at five o'clock or earlier you had to be out 
of bed, and a full six days of drudgery. It was work. You saw no 
person save yourself all day. You could only talk to yourself 
really, if you wanted to. Many times the corn would be so dry and 
your mittens and gloves would wear out so fast and be hard on your 
fingers and then it could be wet and you'd be cold , as cold as 
possibly could be. Yes, it wasn't all moonlight and roses, but 
there were the times too, when we could really enjoy ourselves . We 
were more or less independent. If we wanted to or had to go some 
place we didn't have to ask the boss , may I do this or may I do 
that, no, we could just help ourselves and go. 
THE WAR WITH MEXICO 
I believe it was 1912 or 1913, one of the two -around the same 
year as the Titanic-. And my stepmother came to the outdoors, and 
she hollered to the barn: "WE ARE AT WAR WITH MEXICO!" And that is 
the only memory, reading it in the papers, and so forth, that I do 
have of the war with Mexico. Because I was only a boy of about nine 
years of age. That is the only memory I have, because there was no 
draft, no people going to the service, as in 1918 and 1944. 
WORLD WAR I 
At the age of about sixteen or so in 1918 to 1919 a thing 
happened that really made me think; the World War I was in process. 
Oh, when I was in the academy too, the soldiers would have to leave 
by train and all of the academy would be dismissed and go to that 
train that was only three blocks away. We would all go there. The 
band would be there. What a crowd of people were there to see those 
men off to go to the army camps and so forth. It was an experience 
that I will never forget. I do know that we had corn picking vaca-
tion then because so many of the boys were gone. My two brothers 
were supposed to be going in a few weeks. We were in the field 
husking corn for a neighbor when the news came, the armistice was 
signed! What a day! What a morning that was ! We went to town that 
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afternoon. What rejoicing!! The war was over! It was a war s up-
posedly to end wars, but there is no such a thing in this old world 
of ours. I don't think there will ever be a time. It is strange how 
some people have lived their lives almost without war. I h ave read 
and reread the stories that have been around now the nice books 
that were written. THE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE, the woman who wrote 
those books never lived at a period of time when this country was 
at war . Yes, she lived in the time and the book took place in the 
time about thirty years before these stories are being told. But 
much of the things that happened in her days were also being done 
when I was born . The stories that she tells do not go for any 
changes in her lifetime out on the farm. 
THE MODEL T FORD 
The changes that I have seen are hard to believe. Our roads in 
the wintertime, for instance, we'd want to get to town in an auto-
mobile and we'd have to open the roads ourselves . We would take a 
walking plow and attach it to the front runner of a bobsled on the 
right side and we'd attach four horses to the tongue, two and two. 
We'd be on the bobsled, two or three of us. We'd have to open the 
road on a dead gallop where the snow was, otherwise we'd let the 
horses walk. We had to go about three miles. Coming past back we ' d 
plow another path, so that the two paths would be as wide as the 
tread of the automobile. The snow would be thrown so far that it 
would not raise the sides; that's why we went so fast. Many times 
the horses really had to struggle to get through the deeper drifts, 
but we did make it. Very rarely did we use the shovels to dig a 
hole through those drifts so we could get through. We had the Model 
T Fords. They were difficult to start, I grant you, very difficult 
to start. You 'd have to jack up one wheel. On the road they were 
ideal, the tires were narrow, the wheels were up high, the axles 
were far off the ground. You could really go down the road. Time 
came and the mud was there. Those Model T Fords could make dee p 
ruts. Sometimes you would meet another car. Generally there were 
only two ruts in the narrow roads. If you would meet, many times 
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out of those deep ruts. Sometimes the mud would be so sticky that 
the wheels would get so filled up to the fenders. I recall one 
evening we were coming home and it had begun to thaw, the ruts were 
deep, suddenly we could go no further. We were maybe 500 feet from 
our home. I had to hitch up the horses and pull the car to the 
house. Then, I had to clean out the wheels and get it in the 
garage. But, the weather was changing and it was going to freeze. 
That evening by lantern light I went out and I cleaned all the 
fenders and the wheels, so the wheels could turn after it was 
frozen. It was a most difficult job. The first Model T Ford that 
came out did not have batteries or electric lights. Yes, they did 
have lights, but they were operated by the magneto . The car would 
start on the magneto; sometimes it was difficult to get it started. 
In the earlier years the faster you went the more light you would 
produce, so if you went a wee bit too fast, say 40 MPH, which was a 
high speed for a Model T Ford, 45 was about the limit, but if you 
went that and were driving at night your lights would get so bright 
that you would blow the bulbs. When that happened you ran a whale 
of a chance because one minute your light is very bright and the 
next you would be in total darkness. It was a miracle that some 
people did not tip over . I had two experiences like that. We man-
aged to keep the car on the road. 
In the days of the horse and buggy we had to drive and do so 
many things that our eyes were needed in the dark . We had no flash-
lights. We did not take light on the buggy or anything like that. 
We hitched the horse in the dark. We'd harness the horse in the 
dark . We'd put him back into the barn in the darkness. We put the 
buggy in the shed in the dark. It seemed as though we could do 
everything in the dark. Our eyes seemed to be accustomed to it. 
Now, things have changed considerably and we live in the lights of 
everything even on the farms, with the security lights of electric-
ity. Why, you just don 't see in darkness like you used to see. 
Years ago you ' d step outside, and how beautiful it was to see the 
sky just loaded with stars , to see the coming of the moon. All you 
had to do was step out. Now, living in the town, where its all 
electric lights you just do not see that beauty. It's very diffi-
cult to even see the sunrises and the sunsets . But, years ago on 
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the farm you could see that. You could see in all directio ns. You 
could see the threatening storms as they approached and watc h t h em 
come in . Some of those storms were pretty rugged. But, now let us 
go b ack to the first automobile that we had, shall we. 
It did not have a n electric horn, It had a horn on the outside 
on the l e ft side where the gear shift was also. It had to be 
cranked in order to get it to start . It had no front doors . It had 
j us t a c l oth t op , curtains were put on, it was v e ry cold there. My 
fat her got it in the fall. He used it only a short time, because in 
Octob e r those automobiles would go on jacks. We did not t ake them 
off again until April, when the roa ds would be getting d r y . If 
there were a ny ide a that the re would be rain, when we wou ld go to 
town, we would have to go in the carriage with horses . It was not 
possible for those automobiles to go through muddy roads. It j ust 
could not be done . My f a ther had that car from about 1911 to 191 5 , 
he had put on about 4,000 miles at the very most . At that time the 
tires were very, very poor . They were very, very e xpensive, too . 
The t ype of oil you used in the wintertime, it was very d ifficult 
to get a car started. The gasoline was not too good either. Many 
times it would want to freeze the gas mains, then you couldn't get 
the car started, the water had settled in the gasoline . There wa s a 
suggestion that you take a tea kettle with boiling water i n it and 
pour it over the carburetor and nearly always that made the c ar-
buretor warm and it was successfu l in starting the automobile. In 
the radiat or we did not have such a thing as Prestone, we had 
a l cohol. If the car got a little bit warm, maybe by the time you 
got home , the alcohol had boiled away. That a horrible smell that 
could be. It was, believe you me, it was . The automobiles proved a 
big thing in my life . That was a switch from the horse and buggy 
days, or the sled days . 
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CHRISTMAS GIFTS 
We had a two seated sled that we called a small family sled. It 
could seat five people and it had just two runners, not like a 
bobsled that had four runners. I mean two in the front and two in 
the back, so that you could turn on a very small spot. The sled was 
made by my grandfather, the father of my stepmother. He was a wagon 
and a sled maker. He also made buggy wheels and so forth. Well, 
anyway our sled was used for many, many years. We also had another 
one that was a smaller one and it was drawn by one horse. It was a 
great deal of fun to ride in those things. They were not much 
noise, and on Christmas Eve there were always sleigh bells on the 
horses. There was always a program in the church, we as boys and 
girls looked forward to that Sunday School program, because that 
was the time we would get a bag of candy and nuts and maybe a 
fruit, a n orange or so. How we looked forward to that. It was one 
of the highlights of the winter. Gifts in my family just were not 
exchanged. I was a boy of eight when I received my first gift. My 
stepmother's sister became a missionary in Japan in 1911. She went 
in August and about two months later she sent us the gifts for 
Christmas. Among them was a top f or me, a Japanese top. It was a 
very unusual toy. It was so unusual and I was so proud of it, as 
you can well imagine . In this day and age children get such a 
tremendous amount of presents that you could not even remember 
maybe the next Christmas what you had gotten the Christmas before. 
They get so many packages that they just open one a nd then hurry up 
and grab for another. In those days that was not the case. When I 
received that top I was so proud of it. I was so careful with it. I 
still to this day, nearly 74 years later have that top. It will be 
74 years this coming fall. I have shown that top to hundreds of 
school children in different states. They are all amazed because it 
is so different. We spin that top, you have to use a cord to spin 
it, when you raise the top, just like a hen with little chicks, out 
come five or six little tops. They come spinning out of there. It's 
really quite a thing to see. It is in very good condition yet. 
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in the tank. I had a lot of experiences with skunks. 
About in 1920 my brother was on his way to church. He was 
married then and was on his way with the horse and the buggy. As he 
was going down the road, he noticed a mother skunk leading, they 
were full grown already, her young, five or six of them. They 
crossed the road so he had to stop the horse before he would mess 
up the whole thing. The next week while he told my father about it. 
My father and I took the Model T Ford and went and looked to see 
where the skunks might have their dens. We had the dogs with us, 
the Model T Ford and a hose. The dog began to sniff around the 
field and sure enough he found a hole. We attached the hose to the 
exhaust of the Model T Ford and stuck it in the hole. We started 
the car and let it run for a short time. We had put something over 
the hole so that the gas would all go down, then we removed the 
hose and dug down a little. Sure enough there was the mother skunk. 
It was a large one, a heavy one. She was dead. There was absolutely 
no odor. We could put that skunk right into the Model T Ford, and 
nobody ever knew we had a pole cat in that car. 
The next Saturday my cousin and two other boys took a dog again 
to another field. We began scouting around because there were a lot 
of what you called badger holes. They became interested in one 
special hole. This time I had a 410 shotgun with me. We dug a 
little while and out came skunk number one. There was no other 
place for them to go except to ramble around on the field. Those 
boys had so much fun. They would throw clods of dirt at the skunk 
and you should have seen how they'd swish their tails and have that 
beautiful odor coming. The boys had more fun than a circus. Finally 
six of them were dead, but we didn't haul them home. I had walked 
down there so I had to go home. I hitched up the pony that I had to 
the little buggy and I went back to that field then took all those 
skunks home. Well, you can imagine I had a beautiful odor myself. I 
tied ropes around their legs and attached them all to the side of 
the grainery, hanging on nails. There they were hanging. Now, what 
to do about myself to get rid of that odor. It was fall, there were 
leaves which were a little bit dampish yet. I started a leaf bon-
fire in the grove. I stood in the smoke. The smoke was quite a bit 
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to stop drinking. He would get a colic. Sometimes if the water was 
too cold and the horse would be very warm you'd have what they call 
a foundered horse. Sometimes if the horse had a colic like that, 
years ago beer came in long necked bottles. My father was not a 
beer drinker but he sometimes did have a case of beer in the base-
ment. On a very hot summer day he would take a small glass. Never 
did I see him drinking a whole bottle of beer at any given time. We 
had a n empty beer bottle, and that was very handy, because a horse 
was very difficult to give medication to. We would have to tie a 
rope around its head and attach it to the ceiling in the stable. 
Then pull it up. In that bottle would be a mixture of stuff that 
would perhaps help for the colic. Sometimes you would be amazed at 
what you would give them. A cow was so much different. They were 
much easier to give the medication, especially if they were 
bloated. Can you imagine the cure for a bloat? They would bloat 
because they would eat clover or alfalfa or something like that 
when it was wet in the pasture, with the white clover especially. 
When they would bloat, how uncomfortable those animals would be. 
They couldn't breathe. When it would get bad enough, you would take 
a half a cup to a whole cup of kerosene, put it in the bottle, add 
some milk, and pour it in the cow. I tell you for a fact it didn't 
take long a nd there would be a tremendous exhaust from the mouth, 
and smell like kerosene. The odor was just an unbelievable thing. 
One experience I had while milking. I got up quite early in the 
morning and I was in the barn milking. I had a tank standing in the 
alley way of the barn. It was empty at the time. I heard a racket 
in that alley way. I thought, "What on earth is that?" I finally 
went and looked, it was two civet cats, the family of the skunk. 
They had been playing on the mangers evidently, had fallen or 
jumped, and could not get out. Well, the smell of a pole cat is 
nothing to sneeze at, now how to get those skunks out of the barn 
without any problems, that was something else . I opened the door. 
The door was big. I was able to get that tank outside. We had a 
couple of dogs that were really nasty for any kind of a rodent. I 
really didn't like them to t ackle those skunks because them they 
would smell and smell some more. But, they did t ackle those skunks 
and killed them. The smell was in the yard , but not in the ba rn, or 
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in the tank. I had a lot of experiences with skunks. 
About in 1920 my brother was on his way to church. He was 
married then and was on his way with the horse and the buggy. As he 
was going down the road, he noticed a mother skunk leading, they 
were full grown already, her young, five or six of them. They 
crossed the road so he had to stop the horse before he would mess 
up t he whole thing. The next week while he told my father about it. 
My father a nd I took the Model T Ford and went and looked to see 
where the skunks might have their dens . We had the dogs with us, 
the Model T Ford and a hose. The dog began to sniff around the 
field and sure e nough he found a hole. We attached the hose to the 
exhaust of the Model T Ford and stuck it in the hole . We started 
the car and let it run for a short time . We had put something over 
the hole so that the gas would all go down , then we removed the 
hose and dug down a little. Sure enough there was the mother skunk. 
It was a large one, a heavy one . She was dead. There was absolutely 
no odor. We could put that skunk right into the Model T Ford, and 
nobody ever knew we had a pole cat in that car. 
The next Saturday my cousin and two other boys took a dog again 
to another field. We began scouting around because there were a lot 
of what you called badger holes. They became interested in one 
special hole . This time I had a 410 shotgun with me . We dug a 
little while and out came skunk number one. There was no other 
place for them to go except to ramble around on the field. Those 
boys had so much fun. They would throw clods of dirt at the skunk 
and you should have seen how they'd swish their tails and have that 
beautiful odor corning. The boys had more fun than a circus. Finally 
six of them were dead , but we didn't haul them home. I had walked 
down there so I had to go home. I hitched up the pony that I had to 
the little buggy and I went back t o that field then took all those 
skunks home . Well, you can imagine I had a beautiful odor myself. I 
tied ropes around their legs and attached them all to the side of 
the grainery, hanging on nails . There they were hanging . Now, what 
to do about myself to get rid of that odor. It was fall , there were 
leaves which were a little bit darnpish yet . I started a leaf bon-
fire in the grove. I s tood in the smoke. The smoke was quite a bit 
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When we had supper no one knew that I had even seen a skunk. After 
supper I said to my father and brother, "Would you like to see a 
real picture scene?" I took them outdoors and led them to that 
grainery where the pole cats were hanging. That was quite a thing. 
The next Monday I managed to get a ride to the nearest town, 
LeMars. I went to a place where they bought furs and they bought 
the skunks just the way they were, without skinning them. I had 
$15.00. I was rich as anyone could possibly be in my mind. 
THE FIRST REVOLVER 
I went to the nearest hardware store. What did I do? I bought 
me a pistol. I had always longed for a revolver. My father warned 
me when I got home. He said, "Oh boy, what are you doing with that? 
Those are so dangerous." Only too soon I found out that they were 
dangerous. My cousin came down one time just to visit one night. 
The next morning we went to the corn field where there were corn 
shocks standing. It was winter. We turned the shocks over and there 
were field mice. We would shoot them. We had more fun than a cir-
cus. It was amazing that we didn't have a ricocheting bullet that 
hit one of us. No it didn't. We came home. The gun had been used 
quite a bit that morning. In the afternoon every one was gone, save 
us. So we thought we better clean that gun. We cleaned it and we 
had a little problem. So we laid it on the table after we did get 
it together again. My cousin asked me if we should go and shoot 
some more and I said, "Yeah!" I brought away the material I had 
used. Then he said, "Why don't you load it and we'll go out and 
shoot." I said, "Yeah let's do that." Then I did a few other 
things, not dreaming that I had it loaded. I came back and he was 
sitting on the opposite side of the table from where I was. He 
asked me to see if the cylinder of the revolver would turn. Stupid 
that I was I didn't stop to think, neither did he, that I had just 
loaded the gun. It did turn. All of a s udden he said, "I'm shot," 
the bullet had gone right through his coat and into his arnr.--Acros-s 
the body, not into the body, but through his arm, the bullet came 
out and hit the stove on the other side, which I didn't know until 
my little dog picked it up and I heard a jingle on the floor. Of 
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back in the house. The underwear would bend in so many directions, 
it was difficult sometimes to get them back in the house because 
you couldn't bend them. sometimes if there were bed sheets out 
there, it was terrible to get them in the house. They would hang 
them in the dining room area on long lines. We didn't have to worry 
about the humidity in the house. There was plenty of it that we 
didn't have to add it, because the heating apparatus also had (like 
the cook stove) the tea kettle on. 
In the fall we would put up a little stove in the dining a rea . 
There is where we would burn cobs and wood. About in the latter 
part of November we would put up a self heater. Generally , in the 
evening we would pour a whole bucket of coal in it. My father would 
shake the grates, give it a complete turn, boy would that make a 
lot of dust. Just last week I saw an advertisement that stated 
those kind of heaters. If they can get a hold of them, they sell 
now for $3500. In those days they'd sell for $35 or about. They had 
mica in the doors, which was transparent. You could always see 
beautiful blue flames. The nice part of a self heater was there 
never was a great big flame, but oh, it was so cozy. It had those 
mica doors. I don't know how many panels would be there in each, on 
the front and on the sides. How cozy it was to sit by that stove. 
It was the only heat, the pipe would go through the floor and that 
was the heat in the little room upstairs where we did our sleeping. 
It was generally quite cold up there. 
When I was a very young boy the room had not been plastered, 
just a ceiling of shingles and boards. The two by fours that were 
in the ceiling or heavier boards of timbers. It was remodeled at 
one time and they raised the roof of that part. That was fixed to a 
much better condition. Before that we even had rats in the house . 
We had a cat quite often that we'd take along upstairs, the cat 
knew which side of the bed was buttered too, because it would come 
in bed with me. I always had such a comfortable feeling because I 
knew very well the rat better not come too near. You would hear 
them scampering about the floor when there was no cat there. Those 
rats seemed to be very conscious of anything that was dangerous for 
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things. I am beginning more and more to realize as I am older what 
a lot of things she was deprived of. It was really quite something. 
At the time I didn't think much of it having grown right i nto it, 
you know into the family; it was just a part of our family life. 
You just took it for granted. 
GROCERY SHOPPING, FROZEN UNDERWEAR 
AND HEATING IN THE WINTER 
In the winter time, my father, being that we couldn't get to 
town for groceries whenever we felt like it with the snow and so 
forth, would come home with many pounds of flour, 100 pound bags of 
sugar, 25 pounds of coffee unground. As we needed the coffee we 
would grind it. That was one of my jobs too. We had a little coffee 
grinder that you would put between your knees. On Saturday morning 
that would be my job to grind enough coffee for the week. Then came 
the time when they bought a coffee grinder that you could hang on 
the wall . It had a little cup under it and if you ground so many 
turns that would under it and if you ground so many turns that 
would be so many cups of coffee. You always had freshly ground 
coffee. My, how I did welcome that into the house. And how I did 
welcome the fact when they were kneading bread, making bread 
instead of doing it with your hand. My folks got what they called a 
bread mixer; you cranked it; that did a good job but that's when I 
had to get into the work too. 
As I said before we did not have a lot of clothes. I had an 
aunt that was living about 15 miles from home, the one who had 
taken care of me after my mother had passed away. What a joy it was 
to go to her house in the summertime. This particular time I was 
there, it just so happened that she was washing and I wasn't tend-
ing to my business, (I did not have a change of clothing with me). 
I accidentally fell into that tub of water on the floor . I think it 
was rinsing water, thank goodness it wasn't washing water. Well, 
you can guess the rest. I had to go to bed while my clothes were 
drying. The drying of clothes was a chore and a half in the winter-
time. They would have to hang outdoors and then they'd have to come 
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back in the house. The underwear would bend in so many directions, 
it was difficult sometimes to get them back in the house becau s e 
you couldn't bend them. Sometimes if there were bed sheets out 
there, it was terrible to get them in the house. They would hang 
them in the dining room area on long lines. We didn't have to worry 
about the humidity in the house. There was plenty of it that we 
didn't have to add it, because the heating apparatus also had ( like 
the cook stove) the tea kettle on. 
In the fall we would put up a little stove in the dining area. 
There is where we would burn cobs and wood. About in the l a tter 
part of November we would put up a self heater . Generally, in the 
evening we would pour a whole bucket of coal in it. My father would 
shake the grates, give it a complete turn, boy would that make a 
lot of dust . Just last week I saw an advertisement that stated 
those kind of heaters. If they can get a hold of them, they sell 
now for $3500. In those days they'd sell for $35 or about. They had 
mica in the doors, which was transparent. You could always see 
beautiful blue flames. The nice part of a self heater was there 
never was a great big flame, but oh, it was so cozy. It had those 
mica doors. I don't know how many panels would be there in each, on 
the front and on the sides. How cozy it was to sit by that stove. 
It was the only heat, the pipe would go through the floor and that 
was the heat in the little room upstairs where we did our sleeping. 
It was generally quite cold up there. 
When I was a very young boy the room had not been plastered, 
just a ceiling of shingles and boards. The two by fours that were 
in the ceiling or heavier boards of timbers. It was remodeled at 
one time and they raised the roof of that part. That was fixed to a 
much better condition. Before that we even had rats in the house. 
We had a cat quite often that we'd take along upstairs, the cat 
knew which side of the bed was buttered too, because it would come 
.i.n bed with me. I always had such a comfortable feeling because I 
knew very well the rat better not come too near. You would hear 
them scampering about the floor when there was no cat there. Those 
rats seemed to be very conscious of anything that was dangerous for 
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when we remodeled the house. It was quite an undertaking to have 
that done, too. I will never forget when we had that done. 
FEAR OF HEIGHTS AND WHAT I WAS AND WASN'T GOOD AT 
In 1914 we built a barn, a new barn for the cows. I was a boy 
of eleven. On Memorial Day my two brothers went away, but my father 
was the type of a man that when the siding was on the barn even 
before the roof was on he wanted to get it painted immediately 
before the boards would get wet. So, we spent all of Memorial Day 
painting. Yes, I painted. I was not afraid to climb in those days. 
I would climb quite high. I would go even on the top of that barn 
too. Later on, I had two accidents of falling out of a barn. I fell 
as much as 20 feet or more. I scared so that it was very difficult 
for me to climb. One time as I got older, I was helping fill the 
silo. I was the one who had to walk in the silage to get it packed 
tighter. We got to the top and we had to get out and have some 
coffee and lunch. We were near the top, so we had to go over 
through the top in order to get out. In order to get through that 
hole the other two men that were with me, I lifted them out, but I 
had to see that I got out. I had to bring my feet up and put them 
through that hole and then bring my body up through there. Well, I 
was upside down too long. When I got out of that hole, the blood 
came back and I fainted on top of that silo. Luckily there was a 
steal guard rail around there and that is where I hooked on. Two 
men came up and took me down. Never again did I ever climb a silo 
that I had to get out through the top. Always I would leave the 
silo when the last door went into the chute where you throw the 
silage down from. I did not dare to climb. I farmed for myself for 
38 years. We had a windmill on that farm for more than a dozen 
years. In those dozen years I never dared to oil the windmill head. 
I would just get up that high and everything would begin to swim, 
you know float back and forth . I just didn't dare to do any higher. 
Down I would go again. My father-in-law would do that . 
At that time I was a very good runner. I guess the Lord did 
bless me with the ability to talk. But, my hands were not very 
handy. My writing is lousy and for doing carpenter work I just 
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can't saw a board straight. When it comes to fixing machinery, it 
a strange coincidence, though I farmed for 38 years, we made a 
e living, but I never did understand machinery. If a ny -
thing went wrong I was at a loss as to what to do. Some people h ave 
such a knack at being able to do those things. My father-in-l a w was 
so handy at building and repairing things. It wasn't even funny h ow 
good he could do it. I was just filled with envy. 
Pe rhaps there were some things I was able to do. In the very 
early years when I was attending the academy, I was already begin-
ning at the age of about 15 nearly 16, to call on people, to c all 
on the m in the hospital, to call on the lonely ones, to call on the 
aged ones I have been doing that for all of these years. To me it 
has been a hobby that has really paid off. In the joy of bringi ng 
something to people, I have always been amazed in seeing more 
beauty in the smile coming from a bed or the smile coming from a 
handicapped person, than I do from the beauty from the mountains. 
Yes, in the course of our lifetime we have traveled too, espe-
cially since we retired nearly 20 years ago. We have traveled 
considerably. We have seen a lot of natural beauty. The natural 
beauty had nothing to do with itself, to make itself beautiful. 
That is why I say I see a lot more beauty in a person who can smile 
in spite of tribulation and pain and so forth. I have been doing 
that for many, many years. When I was on the farm farming for 
myself many times I would go to the field real early in the morn-
ing, because it was such a joy just to spend the afternoon going to 
see people here; there and goodness knows where. 
ABOUT ADA 
I have been talking mostly about the time before I got married. 
Then came the time when I became more and more interested in that 
kind of a thought. Yes, the girls began to have less of an impedi-
ment in their speech. They were beginning to say yes a little bit 
oftener. But, there were many, many times in the course of my life, 
in those years when I thought, "Now, that is the girl intended for 
me ." Sometimes I would be disappointed. I am so glad that now, 
looking back, tha t I just didn' t have the patience sometimes. But 
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I'm glad I was patient enough because in store for me was someone 
who proved to be the most wonderful helpmate that I would ever have 
wished for. She was j ust made for me. Just the kind of nature that 
she had, s he was as kind as anyone could ever wish. Never in al l 
the years of our married life did I hea r her raise her voice in 
anger neither to myself or to our children . Never did she raise a 
hand to spank the three childre n that we had. It was a miracle to 
me, absolutely amazing that I should be given a blessing of having 
a helpmate which we have had together for 57 and more years. 
ABOUT FLOODS AND TORNADOES 
In 1926 there was a great flood, a terrible flood in Sioux 
County. It rained e l even inches. After the flood there were a lot 
of livestock dead. In those days there were no rendering plants and 
there were no trucks to haul the livestock to the rendering plants. 
They had to be buried in our towns hip. I and several others were 
hired to do the burying. A father and son had drowned when they 
were going through it on the road. They were swept into the water. 
The father had tied the son to himself because the father was a 
good swimme r. The boy was nine years old. The father tied him with 
his suspenders, but the water was so terrible that the suspenders 
were ripped loose. The father drowned, of course, and so did the 
boy. Four days later as we were going along that river bed sud-
denly one of the men riding in back of that wagon (we were going 
from one animal burial to another) said, "I believe I see that 
boy." There in the bottom of the creek bed was that boy. I was the 
only one who had rubber boots on, so when the coroner came I was 
the one who had to so into that river bed and get that boy out. I 
was at that time maybe 23 years old, but it is something that has 
stayed in my memory all of these years. It is something that you 
don't forget all that suddenly. That was one flood and a half. 
Later on we had one fully as big in 1948 that covered a lot 
more territory. It did not affect us much, because we lived on the 
top of a hill, but we did have some fences down and so forth. The 
bigger streams , they really went out. Sioux City was --U.Y- hit so 
badly I don't know how many people lost their lives . But, again in 
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that stream there were not quite as many livestock that were 
drowned, at least I don't think so. It came on a Sunday, eight 
inches of rain that covered such a tremendous amount of territory 
it wasn't just a shower that would cover a small space. 
In 1944 we had a tremendous tornado, it was a real big one, it 
really was a grounder. My, what a lot of destruction it did only a 
few miles north of our home. After the terrible tornado we made a 
storm cave, and what a comfort that was to have a s helter where you 
could go in the time of a storm. Many a time we went down to the 
cave and even the neighbors came. In the home that we built later 
on here in town we also had a storm cave built. We felt the need of 
it very , very much. 
CHURCH LIFE 
What about our church life? When I was a boy of about sixteen 
there was a great big argument in the church. The services were 
always in the Dutch language . There were some parents who thought 
there should be English for their children. Only about 24 families 
in that large church wanted that. They did not win the election of 
having the choice of English and Dutch, half and half. The 24 
families, fathers and mothers, decided they would organize a church 
of their own. My father and stepmother decided they would go along 
with that. I grew up in a newly organized church. It gave everybody 
an opportunity to be very active in church life. We enjoyed that 
very much. I soon sang in the choir. My brother and sister did too. 
We would sometimes have to drive there with the horse and buggy in 
those days. When I was a boy of sixteen we would still have to 
drive when the weather was not fit for an automobile, because there 
were no gravel roads to speak of. The mud could be very , very deep. 
Sometimes it would be very, very difficult going through rainstorms 
and especially thunderstorms. That really was so very dangerous at 
night, because it was so difficult to see the road - suddenly the 
flash of lightning- the horses seemed to know exactly where to go. 
Many a time we would see that the lightning would strike the tele-
phone poles. Our telephone lines were something different too. 
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tinue with the churches first. Our church was organized then and we 
have been a member of that church ever since. I n that church our 
children were baptized a nd raised to maturity until all of them had 
been married . Two of them were married in that church. The third 
one, the youngest one, was married in Oregon. They have all left 
our home. At the same time we are still attending those church 
services. We have attended that for nearLy 65 years now. It was 
really quite a thing, a privilege and a joy, in being brought up in 
that kind of a life, to be able to live what you believed and s o 
forth. At one time I read this little verse, "Remember how you 
live, it is the only bible some people will ever read"; how true 
that is in our lives. 
MARRIED LIFE 
In 1926 I had my first date with my good wife to be. It didn 't 
always go smoothly, oh, no, no, no, it did not. There were a few 
times when both of us had that impediment in our speech and we 
would separate for a while again, but finally in July of 1927, July 
17, she agreed to finally become my helpmate. To say the least of 
how I felt I cannot describe it. I became almost a new man sud-
denly . I had been having a little heart problem and had been going 
to two doctors that spring . Suddenly it all stopped, kind of 
strange, wasn't it. No, it wasn't! I came to think that was my 
trouble all the time. But, be that as it may, I again began to work 
and work j ust as hard as I ever did before. It didn't seem to 
bother me one speck. We decided, we were both 23, we didn't want to 
let any more years go past without being married. December 30 of 
1927 Ada and I were married . In those days, the marriages were 
considerably different from what they a re now . In the first place 
they were a t the house. The dinners were served in the home. It was 
quite an activity going on generally when that was going on. You 
didn't go on big long honeymoons either, a t least we did not. That 
evening we went to a movie about 20 miles from the home . It was so 
bitter cold. For the first time in my life I slept in a room that 
was warm . I had a lways slept i n a room that was cold; sometime 
even l eft the window open in the bedroom tha t I had slept out on 
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the farm place where I was raised. But, now we were sleeping in 
that warm room. It was uncomfortable, very uncomfortable to say the 
least, because I preferred the nice cold room. But, we got used to 
that . In the spring we moved to the farm . That house was colder 
than Greenland's Icy Mountains, in the bedrooms especially. They 
could be so very, very cold. When we would have the childre n in 
their little beds they never did kick the blankets off. Oh no, we 
would tuck them in and they ' d be the same way i n the morning. That 
was very nice. Yes, we did have problems with colds and so forth 
but we find that there are fully as many nowadays . Yes, we did have 
problems with measles and so forth. 
And after we had been married a few years I became a township 
clerk. One of the duties of the township clerk was to quarantine 
the families who had chicken pox, mumps, small pox, anything that 
went around, that was contagious . I had a sheaf of plaques that I 
would have to mail to those people. It is so strange that now there 
is not such a thing done. Quarantining you never see, oh years ago 
you would see quarantine signs, red ones, yellow ones, all kinds of 
colors, mumps what have you they all had t o be quarantined. It 
really was quite something. Having mumps too was quite a thing in 
those days. It could be quite a dangerous thing. I 
brothers had them, my father (when he was young) and 
both had them . I had them the very first year 
academy . It was a nasty thing, oh yes, I had it for a 
That was not the easiest of things so I missed a lot 
in the academy . It was very little wonder that I just 
not pass and become a preacher. 
I 
had them , my 
my sisters 




But, there is one thing that a person can become without educa-
tion and that is to be a minister . We can minister to every one and 
anyone that needs to be ministered to. That is what I have been 
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THE DEPRESSION 
It was a joy to be able to have on a family home of our own my 
father-in-law's farm . Eight years before we married he sold the 
farm and it was returned to him because we had gone through a very 
serious depression era. He said, "Oh I can easily pay that price of 
$550 an acre". And he had it about a year and a half. All of a 
sudden the bubble burst in 1920 . It just broke completely and he 
was wiped out . Believe me, he had to lose the farm he had paid down 
$20,000 of $55,000 that he was supposed to pay. It took him many 
years to regain anything at all which he did not do to speak of. 
There were many other people who had to go through the very same 
thing. Now, as I am talking here we are having the same kind of a 
problem again. Throughout the past number of years when everything 
went so nice, people would think oh, that will never happen again. 
When land went up to as much as $4,000 an acre and now in the 
course of this past year it has dropped to as low as $1,800. In 
the 20 1 s from $550 down to as low as $112 an acre. 
My brother bought a farm that could have been sold for $550 
several years before and he bought a farm for $95 .50 an acre. So 
you can imagine the tremendous loss that there was in those days 
too. There was no government to run to in the 1920's. Now we cry 
out or yell more and try to get help to get out of this problem, 
But, this too will pass. Yes, it will leave its scar and the gener-
ations to come will not believe again that it can happen again. 
There will be coming better times, but in the meantime when you're 
going through something like that it's very difficult. 
We were married as I said December 30, 1927. About in October 
of 1929 we were going to have a little baby and she was born on 
black Tuesday of October 29, 1929. Who having lived in that period 
can ever forget that terrible shock that hit this country when the 
stock market just literally blew itself to pieces. Many, many 
people took their lives because they had lost their life savings. 
Their bubble had broken. Through the course of my life I have seen 
a great deal of that too, the bubbles breaking. When the bubbles do 
break, how can we withstand that kind of a storm? Have we got a 
shelter to go to? Can we take it? Ca n we ha ndle it? How will we 
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handle it? Yes, throughout the course of those years we have passed 
through difficult days ourselves in our married life. There was the 
year of 1933 for instance, the year when the banks were closed. It 
was the year when it was difficult to get money together. We were 
going to have another baby in November . My wife had surgery that 
year. Money was difficult to come by. The doctor delivered the baby 
for $25 and we had a registered nurse in our home for ten days at a 
dollar a day, so the cost of having that baby was $35 . You couldn't 
dream of having a baby nowadays at that cost. It would be impos-
sible, especially if you go to a doctor in a hospital, it could be 
closer to $2,000 tha n to $35. 
In the winter of '36 the snow was so very, very deep you just 
could not leave home and the thermometer did not rise above zero 
for thirty days . To get anything from the town you had to walk 
there; the roads were closed. The little bit of r oad equipment that 
they had motorized to open the roads broke down and the snow was 
frozen the machines could not get through. The only way one could 
get through was to have a crew of men break the snow first with 
axes and so forth. Then the machine could finally make a road or 
path through it. The snow was so hard that you could go right over 
it with horses and bobsled, but a n automobile was out of the ques-
tion . There were times that we had to go to town. I went with the 
bobsled and my neighbor needed coal badly. He had not provided for 
fuel in the fall, which was just too bad that he didn't do that 
because it can be very, very nasty to have no provision made for 
the winter. If it comes to fuel my family, when I was at home and 
also later in our own home, always provided enough fuel, enough 
wood for the winter by sawing the trees down the winter before so 
they could cure throughout the course of the year and be nice to 
burn. 
When I was at home before I was married, always about in Janu-
ary, if the weather were nice, we would go and chop down some 
trees. We had to do it by hand. We had to saw the trees into long 
logs, into about eight foot l ogs. Then we had to wedge them. How we 
would wedge it and-get it into logs, big enough so the circle saw 
could handle it, a nd also not too big that we couldn't carry it 
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warmer and perhaps a little more drier we would take a hay rack and 
two or three men or four men would be at the saw, and they would be 
carrying the wood to the circle saw. One would be holding the log 
while the other one would be guiding the sawing part of it, and it 
really was quite a thing throwing the wood away and so forth onto a 
huge pile. We would have two men generally who would gather the 
wood from the piles that scattered here there throughout the 
groves. The wood, the trees that were cut down, bra nches that we 
had trimmed and so forth we had many piles like that. After many 
hours of sawing we would have many, many piles of wood. 
There was another kind of sawing that I recall doing for at 
least three barns in our community, in our neighborhood in fact, 
all relatives of mine. We had a lot of cottonwoods. We would saw 
the cottonwoods down and get them down to usable logs and then a 
man came along with a steam engine driven lumber saw and he would 
cut all the rough lumber and so forth for those barns. Well, that 
wood was alright, but we did not let it cure long enough and so 
cottonwood wasn't really good for barns, and it all turned crooked 
and did so many crazy things that it wasn't decent wood for barns 
to be made of . The barns were destroyed long ago . In the fall we 
would chop up that wood into smaller blocks. We would pile it in 
neat piles and neat rows, so that we could get at it real handy 
like if snow storms came . That was very nice. We always had our 
corn cobs in a shed too, so they were always nice and dry. That was 
a difficult thing if you didn 't have that. Many times for the fuel 
we'd also in the fall go and pick the cobs out of the hog yard; 
that was not the nicest of nice tasks to do. 
Now we are coming back to the winter of 1936. We were going 
with a bobsled to town with our two neighbors. We had a difficult 
time getting to town. We had eggs a nd we had cream in the bobsled 
because it hadn't been sold for quite a while. We had quite a bit 
of it. We took it to the creamery a nd we also got several sacks of 
coal, quite a number, too many. Going back home, in the afternoon, 
we had a difficult time getting home and finally the one runner of 
the bobsled broke. Well, we had a difficult time having the horses 
draw that bobsled. We walked. We dragged that bobsled to the neigh-
bor where the coal was to be left and then we had to go another 
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quarter of a mile 
use that bobsled 
to get home. Needless to say I was never 
again. We would have kindling, most of 




so it would be placed in the little wooden cob stoves, that we put 
up early in the fall. Then also the next spring, and of course in 
December or late November, we put up that beautiful base burner . 
Oh, what a pretty picture that always was. I remember that so well, 
to be sitting by that stove, because it kept the home warm despite 
the fact that we had no insulation or anything like that. 
DOGS 
I enjoyed dogs, I have always enjoyed dogs. Now, that we are 
living in town, and should not have dogs at all . A dog should not 
be chained, should not be in a pen. It should be privileged to 
roam. They sometimes say "living a dog's life". Well, that's j ust 
exactly what it is. It is a dog's life if you have to be chained 
with a leash and walked by someone else and cannot tear around and 
chase anything that you are supposed to be chasing. Of course, they 
are all spoon fed nowadays, those poor dogs in town. They have 
doctor bills and goodness knows what else the owner must pay. They 
have to go to the vet so often. Why, with all the dogs we had I 
don't think, the only time they were ever taken to the vet was when 
we had two accidents. My father had one, he cut the leg off of a 
very nice rat terrier dog we had. It was a useful dog with rodents 
and what have you. My goodness I had to take that to the vet and 
the doctor took care of it. Ada and I had our own dog. I was mowing 
alfalfa and what a shock it was to me. The dog was sniffing around 
for different things and I cut its leg off. I had to remove the 
rest of it. I called the vet . I was very disturbed. He said, "Just 
cut that piece of leg off and the dog will take care of the rest" . 
Surely it did. A few weeks later, well of course the dog had just 
chewed off the bone and so forth, just made a perfect job of heal-
ing by its licking. The licking of a dog will really do wonders. 
We had another dog before I was married. I thought so much of 
that dog as a little boy. It was a Newfoundland dog. It was a large 
dog, a very large dog. We had it for quite a number of years . one 
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hot afternoon clover hay was being put up. It was about a quarter 
of a mile or more away from home. The dog was always on h a nd over 
there too. I think it tangled with a skunk. Naturally the dog h a d a 
very sore, dry throat and wanted to get at water (which they always 
wanted to do when they tangled with a skunk). Not too far from 
there was a neighbor's well, in the low lands. He did not have a 
cover on it. The well had a wooden casing. Instead of having a 
cover on it, why there was a pump in there, but the dog thought it 
was a tank because the water level was quite high down in that low 
land. He jumped in there. That wooden stock pump was in there and 
he struggled and struggled and struggled and struggled, even chew-
ing big long slivers from the corners of that pump. But, the dog 
could not get out. A few days later the neighbor's hired man came 
by that well and he had been cutting that slough hay, and he called 
us and he told us that he thought our dog was in that well. The 
next morning my two older brothers and I with the little buggy, a 
spring wagon they called it, and a team of horses and surely enough 
it was our dog. We had a difficult time getting that almost 100 
pound dog out of the well. But, we did. Of course, we could not dig 
a grave site there for that dog in that low land so we had to go to 
the top of a hill and that's where he was buried. Needless to say I 
shed many a tear for that dog and I've shed many a tear for other 
dogs that we had. 
My father was not handy at handling dogs, not too patient. He 
was disgusted with a lot of them and he put an end to their lives . 
I always loved the dogs, the pets that I did have. I recall one dog 
was a sort of a hunting dog. It was a spotted one . I don't even 
know what the breed of it was. I got along with that dog just 
famously. It would do almost anything I wanted it to do, rodents 
and so forth. My father couldn't handle the dog with driving the 
cattle. He would always holler at it and that is something he 
should not do. I always would whistle at it. So my father got sick 
and tired of it and when a neighbor came from about two miles away 
and bought a cow from my father , he said, ''Well, should I throw the 
dog in with it?" The neighbor said, "Yes, I could use one". He took 
the dog home and, he got it home and he didn't know how to handle 
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that animal either. He took it into the yard where his cattle were; 
he had quite a number of them. The dog went after the cattle and 
the cattle stampeded when that strange dog came in. They went 
through the fence. It was the first time that the dog ever drove 
cattle because the neighbor disposed of the dog just like that 
evidently . 
Then there were a lot of dogs that got distemper; there were 
such a tremendous lot of those. There was just nothing that could 
be done for distemper. We would get young dogs and they would have 
it in a short time. We had many rat terriers. We had a Saint Ber-
nard and we had one dog, a rat terrier that was such a dandy dog 
and it had a fight with another dog. That neighbor had his dog 
walking along with him and came down the road with a wagon and he 
was going to stop to talk to my brother; and those two dogs got 
into a fight and just almost as he was corning to a stop our dog 
happened to fall and land right in front of the wheel of that 
wagon, breaking its back. That dog was in our barn and that whole 
winter just walking on its front feet; the back legs just clear up 
in the air. We kept our dogs alive in the wintertime; we fed them 
horse meat . 
One thing that my father did he butchered a lot of horses that 
were disabled and crippled and too old to work anymore. A great 
number of them were butchered. That was quite a chore, to dispose 
of that horse. To begin with, my father always had a shotgun. Quite 
often it was my duty to throw an ear of corn on the ground and then 
the horse would put its head to the ground and the minute it 
started to pick up the ear of corn my father would shoot. This 
particular t ime my father had bought a very nice pony. We had it at 
our home for many, many years. We had driven with it with the buggy 
and rode on it so often. And he decided that it was time for the 
pony to go too because he felt it had lost its usefulness. Well, it 
was bad enough for me to lose the pony, but I knew that it should 
go the way of all the earth and I gave the horse the ear of corn 
and my father shot it . 
We had a dog a nd that was another dog my father just couldn ' t 
get along with and I did a nd I thought a great deal of tha t dog 
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ground, the dog sniffed at it and my father all of a sudden, he 
said in Dutch, "Well, now you better go too". He shot the dog right 
in front of my eyes. Needless to say some of those scenes have 
never left my memory. Sometimes we as parents can frequently make 
some large mistakes. I know I have made them in the course of 
raising our children. We are not perfect, I realize that. But, 
neither was my father at that moment he was VERY THOUGHTLESS to do 
what he did. I'm certain that if our daughters were to be talking 
on this tape, they would perhaps say the same thing that I had been 
thoughtless with them on occasions. There is not a doubt in the 
world about that one. Perhaps, my wife can say the same thing for 
all I know, no doubt, she would if she were right here with me, 
now. But, she is in another room talking to the children on a tape, 
the tapes that we always send every week to the daughter and to my 
wife ' s sister. 
After we were married, we had a Newfoundland dog , too, for a 
while . We enjoyed that dog very much too, but it proved its 
undoing; it began to kill hogs . It was so trained to keep hogs off 
the yard, if they broke out of the fence. This particular one, a 
couple of them were quite big already and they broke out. The dog 
chased the hogs until they were dead. Two of them dead in a row , we 
knew we had to do something about it because we couldn 't stop it . 
We had to dispose of that dog, but it was such a jim- dandy dog . We 
have a picture of it taken with our daughter; the oldest girl would 
be sitting on it as if it were a horse so a good dog it was. 
We had another dog, a very nice rat terrier, t wo of t hem 
(Mother and her pup) they were always together. It didn't take long 
and the mother began to kill hens just for the sake of killing 
them. How to dispose of it when the daughter loved the dog so wel l; 
she loved the pup, too. So , what was I going to do? Well, there was 
only one way , I had told her time and again that someday that dog 
was going to die, the chicken would pick it and pick it and it wil l 
get a pick and it will get sick. One morning early I took the dog 
to the garage I put the exhaust pipe of the car and I put a sack 
around it and the dog inside of it and soon the dog was dead . I 
carried the dog to the house with absolutely no injuries what so 
ever. Our daughter came out of bed and she saw the dog. She said , 
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"What happened?" I said, "Well, I said to you the other day tha t I 
was afraid that the dog was going to get picked by a chic ken" . I 
left her to believe that for many, many years. Maybe she does not 
know the difference yet, I do not know. The pup of that dog a year 
or so later he followed in the footsteps of its mother. It k ill e d 
fifty chicks in just a very short time. I knew there was no c ure 
for that unless we tied it up and tied it up some longer beca u se it 
would go from chick to chickens. So I had to dispose of that . Tha t 
was a lousy thing to do, but I had to do it. We had to get a puppy. 
The next morning, we already had a puppy. It was a very diff icult 
thing for us to get her accustomed to that new puppy. She griev e d 
for the dog that had been taken. 
We had another dog. That dog was always so terribly afraid of 
thunder. I had an awful time with that dog in the field. I would be 
driving the tractor and I knew scarcely before there was e ven a 
cloud in the sky there was lightning somewhere. The dog would 
almost crawl under the tractor. So often I had to stop the tractor 
in order to save the dog. It also wanted to get into the house. My 
father-in-law made us a dogwood door so to speak, a little hinged 
panel in the door. The dog would climb in there slick as a whistle 
and go into the furthest corner of our clothes closet in our bed-
room. It would be thundering and the dog would be panting away. It 
was just in terrible misery, agony because of the thunder and the 
lightning. It just drooled and drooled and sometimes Ada would have 
to wipe the floor in the morning where it had been sitting or lying 
down. It would have crawled in bed with you if it possibly could 
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BUTCHERING HOGS 
~s I have told you we did a lot of butchering of horses but we 
also butchered hogs and cattle. On the farm before I was married we 
butchered a lot o f them. After we were married we only butchered 
one or two steers and maybe four hogs at the very most. We were not 
big meat eaters and the butcher always told us it did not pay for 
us to butcher. We did have a lock box and we did butcher a few 
times, but not too often. One thing we did butcher a lot and that 
was chickens. At any rate when it came to butchering time on the 
farm, especially hogs, we put that copper kettle that we used for 
heating the water for washing . We would put that on the stove. It 
held about sixteen gallons. At the corn crib where we would hang 
the hog up on a block and tackle. We would have a barrel and we 
would have a bench where we would put the hog on and then we would 
have the water boiling hot. We would dispose of the hog first. 
Later on in life, when married, I didn't dispose of it the way my 
father did. He would turn the hog upside down and would stab it in 
the throat. It was a miserable death for the hog, it had to bleed 
to death. I didn't like it one bit. I would take my twenty-two 
rifle and shoot the hog and then bleed it. That worked ever so much 
nicer. I would shoot it right where the block and tackle were. Then 
we'd hang it up and let it bleed. That worked just perfectly. When 
the water was hot enough we would pour it into that barrel and we'd r. drop the hog into that barrel head first. Later on we would turn it 
around and do the other end by hanging it by its head, or by its 
snoot with a hook. That worked real well . After it had been scalded 
we had to scrape with sharp knives to get all those bristles off. 
Again we would turn and hang it by its hind legs and of course then 
it was butchered. It would hang there for several hours to cook off 
and so forth. If it was not too big a hog, the whole half of the 
hog, each half would be carried into the house. 
The next morning it was time to cut it up into pieces . Some 
were made into hams and bacon and so forth and were placed in 
brine. We would take it later on, after it had been in brine for a 
while, to a lady. She would always have a fire whenever there was 
plenty of meat in a little bit of a special building. She would 
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smoke it. It would be very, very tasty when we would get it b a ck. 
Those were the ways we would prepare meat and of course there wa s a 
lot of meat canning, especially when a beef would be butchered . The 
meat that was going to be dried beef, we would cut out and put i t 
in brine and have that smoked later on. How licking good that could 
be, too, in the summertime or anytime of the year for that matte r. 
It was really quite a thing with the butchering we had to do. 
RAISING CHICKENS 
When it came summertime we would raise a lot of little chicks. 
Out on the farm where I was born and raised we did not raise them 
that way. We raised some chicks that way. My stepmother did have a n 
incubator. A great deal of the time my father had sort of a brooder 
made and it could hold 32 hens in individual pens. It was on the 
ground. It was covered with plaster lathes. The hen was sheltered 
from the rain by the cover, of course. We would put straw in those 
nests. We would put the eggs in there. Sometimes we would buy the 
fertile eggs and my goodness, sometimes the hatching quality was 
not very good. We were very, very fortunate if fifty percent 
hatched. Then those clucky hens would be taking care of those 
little chicks. Sometimes we'd put as many as 20 chicks with one 
hen. It was a very pretty picture to see those hens walking around 
with all those little chicks and to hear them clucking and scratch-
ing when they'd find something to eat. So that is what would happen 
in those days we would feed it wheat and oatmeal quite often to 
those chicks because those were the days before mash was being made 
or you would have the feed ground. After we were married a year or 
two we had a brooder house that I bought and we put a brooder stove 
in there. Then it was lots simpler to raise the chicks. We raised 
as many as 1,300 in one year. Then came the time when those chicks 
were grown and naturally there were rooster~, plenty of the, they 
had to be butchered. So there came a time when we ' d have a butcher. 
I have given away a lot of chickens to people because we wanted to 
dispose of those roosters. When the fall came, those chickens would 
be roosting in the trees and they'd be roosting goodness knows 
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coop, before the winter set in. That was not a joke to take care of 
all of that. We would have to climb ladders and of course we would 
use a flashlight to find the chickens up in the tree branches. I 
would put the flashlight in my mouth and that is the way I would 
spot the chicken and catch it. How well I remember one time we had 
a rooster, when our youngest daughter was born, we had one rooster 
left. The lady that was taking care of Ada said, "Wouldn't it be 
nice to have some chicken.'' I said, "Yes, I will see that I get 
that chicken tomorrow." Well, tomorrow came and I saw that rooster 
in the grove, I took my trusty twenty-two rifle and I shot. I had 
not noticed the hen on the other side of the rooster. The rooster 
jumped up high in the air and ran away. The chicken was dead. Oh, 
we had chicken because I butchered the hen. It bothered me to 
butcher that hen because it was a good laying hen. Well, at any 
rate we butchered the hen. The next week the same lady said, 
"Should we h ave another chicken?''" Sure, I'll see if I can get 
that rooster." So this time I caught it. It was in the hog shed. 
The next morning I was going to butcher it. I chopped its head off. 
I had a kettle of water to scald it. I pulled the feathers off. I 
had to throw the rooster away. Yes, the bullet had gone through the 
fleshy part of the back. No wonder the rooster jumped, it went 
through the fleshy part, sort of ricocheted a little bit, and went 
down a little bit and killed the hen on the other side. I pulled 
the same stunt shooting a rooster in the top of a tree once. Oh, 
there was a pullet sitting right next to it. The pullet came down 
but not the rooster. So that was really quite a thing that happened 
with our butchering and we were very capable of doing that, Ada and 
I. I would get up quite early in the morning and at six o'clock I 
would already have the water hot and I could scald about four 
chickens with one big kettle of water. Sometimes I would leave it 
right on the stove. I would chop the heads off of four roosters and 
scald them all, then hang them up in the grove on special wires . I 
would pull all their feathers off come back to the house, burn the 
pin feathers off and clean them out and put it in cold water. Then 
Ada would cut it into pieces fit to be put into packages or to be 
canned. We did can for a while until we got a lock box. Canning was 
not always successful. One time we butchered I don't know how many 
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roosters and all of the chicken spoiled. I think about twenty-four 
chickens spoiled on that deal. We didn't like to have something 
like that happen again. We just simply decided to start freezing 
it. Of course, later on after we moved to town we got a deep 
freeze. But, we just never did butcher because it is not a handy 
thing to butcher roosters here in town. We always buy the ready cut 
and ready butchered chickens at the store. I like to buy them when 
I see some real nice ones. I like to have a rooster big enough so 
that when you sink your teeth into it you will not hit the bone 
before the meat. I don't like the thin ones, the little pigeon like 
ones. I like them a little bit bigger: four to six pounds. Well, be 
that as it may, that is enough about butchering and so forth. 
CONFESSION 
The most important decisions I made in my life was when I was 
of sixteen years. I decided I would go to the church elders and 
that I wanted to make a confession that I believed in Jesus Christ 
as my Lord and Savior. That was the highlight and it was also the 
highlight of my life too when our children did likewise. There were 
quite a number of young people for a newly organized church that 
did that at that time. That was sixty-five years ago when that 
happened. It changed my life quite a bit from thinking of self to 
thinking of others more so. It was more than sixty-five years ago 
that I began to call on many, many people. It was my hobby for the 
rest of my life, and still is as of today. I have pursued it very 
much so. 
I have no interest whatever in sports. I guess that is the one 
reason why maybe I did not see the need for the children. They 
might have been interested in sports if I would have taken them to 
sporting events, but I just did not care about any of that kind of 
thing. As strange as it seems there could be baseball games and 
basketball games and football games and I would pay very little or 
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THE HARMONICA 
Musically spe aking there was one thing that I was able to do 
-my father did it too- pla y a harmonica. I had a harmonica long 
ago . I recall that one o f the first birthday presents that I ever 
had was a new overall, that I recall having as a little boy and in 
the overall was a harmonica. My gracious, I bet they were sick in 
the house t o l i sten to me blowing that thing and not knowing how ; I 
don't doubt it one bit. My father was real good at it. He and my 
sister and I would often march around in the house. We would play 
"Marching Through Georgia" or anything like that and we would have 
a great time doing s omething like that, my younger sister, my 
father and I going around that table. Now I think I am going to 
talk about the years when Ada and I got married. It was quite a 
thing. 
THE BRIDGE AND THE AUCTION 
But, before I get to that point, there was also a time when I 
was twenty one that I had a sore tooth and it had to be extracted. 
So to the d e ntist I went. At about four in the afternoon I got 
there, if not earlier. I went into the dental chair and of course 
he froze it. What a terrible time that poor man had. He was a 
strong man, but he could not get that tooth out. He tugged and he 
pulled. And he pulled and he tugged. Of course you can well imagine 
as to what it was doing to my jaw. The sweat was pouring down his 
face, but it was streaming down mine too. Finally two hours later 
he did get it out after freezing it several times. Yes, that is the 
time I did have it frozen. I had more than one time that I didn't 
have a tooth frozen that was pulled. I also had a root canal done 
without freezing. I seemed to have a rather high pain level. I 
often wish that there was such a thing as a pain thermometer. I 
think many people wouldn't complain so much if the y knew that there 
wasn't exactly so much pain to complain about. But, we just don't 
have something like that. A few weeks later that same doctor put a 
bridge there, a platinum gold bridge. That was kind of an expensive 
thing to have in my mouth, but it went well for at least three 
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years. 
Two weeks after we were married I went to an auction, about 
eight miles from Orange City. There were two wagons -a friend of 
mine wanted one with the lower wheels, that is in diameter- and I 
wanted the big one, which would pull lighter with narrow rims and 
high wheels. Well, I was checking on that big one. We had just had 
lunch that they served at auctions in those days, cold buns with 
some meat on them and coffee and cold donuts. I had the bun and 
eaten that, drank the coffee and then I had the donut in my hand 
and I went and checked on that wagon because the auction was draw-
ing closer. They were selling already before the dinner hour and I 
got on that wagon and I was looking at the box and I noticed that 
it was very new in fact and in very, very good condition, not a 
sliver out of the floor of that box or anything. I thought I better 
have that wagon. I jumped off the steps of that wagon to the frozen 
ground with a piece of donut in my mouth. I hit the ground, my 
mouth was empty, no donut, no bridge. How I searched the ground 
thinking it had fallen out when I hit the ground. No, I would not 
find it. You could imagine the joy of buying that wagon; I did buy 
it. I did put it behind the Model T Ford and pull it to Orange 
City. But, the pleasure of having been at that auction was gone. 
Every time I would get a little cramp I would go to the doctor and 
he said, "Oh Nelson, that will work okay. You just drink lots of 
Caster Oil." You just can't believe how much caster oil I took with 
huge gulps of coffee to get it down. Time and again I would take 
caster oil. They always say don't cross a bridge until you come to 
it. For me it was a very, very expensive dinner, I must admit. But, 
a few days later I was over joyed. My bridge decided to pass me. It 
was quite an experience. My life in those 72 hours were not very 
enjoyable for me, much less for Ada because she thought her new 
groom might have to have surgery, just because of a blooming 
bridge. Well, at any rate the bridge lasted several years and then 
one of the teeth that it was attached to had to also be removed. 
Fortunately at the age of 81 I have practically all of my teeth 
yet. I am able to do very nicely without any false teeth for which 
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ADA 
First of all on our wedding day Ada's mother was always saying 
that Ada was not strong. She was the weakling of the family and 
here my goodness she is older than anyone in the family. She has 
almost reached 81. Her sister though seemingly muc h stronger, her 
younger sister by only about three or four years. She has been gone 
already for many, many years. Ada , now, it is very rarely that she 
is sick . She had a few minor problems such as blood pressure and 
diabetes . She's not really sick. She has had some periods in her 
life, sometimes in her life, she would sometimes be very weak. She 
is here today and stronger I think than she was at many other 
times. At any rate she was very frail, there was no getting around 
that. 
When we went to LeMars we stepped on one of those penny scales 
that evening of our marriage. They had penny scales in those days 
and for a penny you'd have your weight. A little card would tell 
you your fortune. Sorry to say we just put those cards away. I wish 
to this day what was on them. But, our weights were very unusual 
too. She had her overcoat, overshoes, and clothes on because it was 
very cold and I did likewise. Well, her weight was 96 pounds and my 
weight was 206. Quite a difference, but at any rate it just didn't 
seem to bother her very much. She was always quite healthy . Very 
rarely in these 57 years of our marriage that she needed a hired 
girl. How I recall that years ago in the home, that of course there 
were many things to be done that do not have to be done nowadays, 
like I mentioned before already, but at the same time you still had 
your house cleaning and varieties of things that have to be done. 
out on the farm preparing the food for workers. There was always 
one thing I always tried to do and that is never have a hired man 
in the home. Many farmers have the wives feed hired men, sometimes 
one or two of them continually, because their husbands are big 
farmers. 
Well , we just didn't have that but on the day of our wedding 
like I told you she was not very strong, and I had a cousin who was 
our best man, and my brother was there too, and they cooked up an 
idea they wanted to give a whale of a wild ride around town . My 
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father thought that it was just too cold for his new daughter-in-
law, who was frail , to go out in that cold kind of cold and h ave 
such a wild ride. So, what did he do , Ada ' s folks ' home was n ew a nd 
it had huge walk in closets . He locked us in there and mind you we 
had to stay in there two whole hours that after noon . Fina l ly my 
brother and my cousin had to go home and do chores , as 
were gone tha t is when my father at long last opened 
tha t time the sun was about to set in the west and that 
soon a s they 
the door. By 
in itself 
was quite something. Of course the next day when we had to sort of 
help c lea n up, bring the chairs and so forth that had been bor-
r owed, bac k t o their individual homes where they were supposed to 
h ave c ome from a nd so forth and s o forth. 
ANOTHER AUCTI ON 
One time I went to a place and I bought a horse at an auction 
and I took it back to Orange City behind the car. Then I put it in 
the barn right near the town here. The next morning I took it home. 
When my father saw the horse he thought it was bet ter to be 
butchered than to keep it so he killed it. Quite a thought wasn't 
it. Well, I didn't pay very much for that animal but my father felt 
that it was not a horse for me to have to do all of the work. The 
horse was too old for that. Yes, she was supposed to have a colt 
but it wasn't certain so the horse was shot and butcher ed for the 
hogs to eat. 
I went to more than one auction , I bought a variety of little 
things. But , on the average we were given a new, we did have a used 
manure spreader , a new grass mower , a new seeder, no that was a 
used one too, a new harrow. Those harrows were quit e something 
because when you have to harrow the land you walked . Many times I 
would walk as much as ten hours a day in the soft plowed ground. To 
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ABOUT MANURE, HAY LOADERS AND BEING PUNCTUAL WITH MEALS 
Then of course, in this day and age practically all of the 
yards are cleaned with manure buckets and so forth. In those days 
everything had to be pitched on by hand. That was not a very easy 
thing to do. You had to haul the manure. You could do maybe around 
15 or 17 loads a day if the manure wasn't too difficult to load. 
You had to get it from around the straw pile where many animals had 
been pulling the straw out and trampling it under foot. Sometimes 
there it would be one to two feet in depth. Then of course, years 
ago before I was married we always cut corn and we would feed that 
to the animals and that would be in the manure, trampled into the 
manure. It was a horrible job to load that on the spreaders. Also 
came the big problem when you had the straw from around the straw 
piles and that had been trampled into the ground in turn to sort of 
be a fertilizer. You had to load that and there were always the 
pieces of twine that tied the bundles, and they would wrap them-
selves around the cylinder of the machine so that ever so often you 
had to take a good knife and cut all of that off. Quite often we 
would have quite some piles. The big problem too would often be 
that the apro n would break, the chain would break. Sometimes when 
you had the load on what a chore we would have; we would always 
have to carry the pitchfork on the manure spreader so that in case 
we would have to throw it off we could just throw it off right in 
the field there. More than one time I had to do that, the chain 
would break and that was kind of a chore to put a brand new link 
in . We would take it home and loosen the bolts get some machine 
tools to knock the link out away and put in a fresh link and so 
forth. 
Well, later on in life we did get a hay loader. It was kind of 
a nice hay loader. It was the kind that had a web . Oh, you had to 
be so careful with the loading part, because if you did not watch 
out you could stick your pitch fork in there and the seats would 
break. When I bought the hay loader for myself, I had a different 
kind. That really was neat. It wasn't so terribly heavy, but it 
certainly did a good job of picking up the hay. Then too I did most 
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of my hay making alone. I felt it was easier for me t o do , to 
all by myself if it was possible, because if I had a neighbor 
do it 
help 
did. me he might frequently have a lot more hay to put up than I 
Furthermore perhaps I'd have to wait for him to get started. I'd 
have to wait for him to come and help. I prefer to start right out 
when it was convenient for me. I always wanted to be through r e al 
early in the evening. I did not care for those late hours. 
I always like to be on time in the evening, always try to make 
it that I was punctual with all meals, if possible, at noon espe-
cially . Ada too learned that real soon. She never as far as I can 
recall kept me waiting for the meal as long as I was punctual. I 
couldn't blame any woman for not having meals on time if the hus-
band was always coming in late for the meals . It would be most 
difficult to try and keep food in good shape if they had to wait as 
much as a half an hour or an hour before he would appear on the 
scene. The only time that it was unpredictable was to when we would 
have a supper hour for instance a nd then Ada did not prepare the 
kind of food that it took a long time to prepare . It was generally 
eggs and maybe a fried potato, something like that and some bread 
and fruit. In threshing time especially it was unpredictable. There 
were times when you'd have your evening meal at eight o'clock but 
there were also times that you ' d have it at nine o'clock. It is 
also when we started to fill silos . It was the same story. There 
were times when you never did know when you were going to have your 
evening meal. But, wh en they were at our home, believe me it was 
always prompt with the f i lling of the silo . We always tried to be 
done early in the afternoon. We did not have a big silo that had to 
be filled. But when we ' d get to the neighbors quite frequently they 
had enormous ones, twice as tall and bigger in diameter. We'd have 
to spend several days filling their silos . Wh ich in itself was 
quite a chore. Then quite frequently I would help the neighbors in 
mixing cement. We very rarely had to mix cement so I very rarely 
needed help. But, oh, the neighbors were so often calling, "Can you 
help me mix cement this morning? " They ' d put in big floors and what 
have you and so sometimes they would offer to come in return by 
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tractor yet. But, when the time would come if they could possibly 
come they were too busy with their own work so I never did get any 
of that kind of work returned to me. The threshing season was 
pretty, was quite a full season. How tickled one was when you were 
through with that. You did not have to get up quite so early in the 
morning. You didn't know whether there would be dew on the grass or 
not, when you got up, or dew on the bundles, when you would have to 
wait for a while. One thing I would do quite frequently was to 
stack straw. Then I would not have to take a team and a wagon 
along. Oh, yes, it was a dirty job sometimes to be stacking straw, 
but I was very, very proud to see the stacks that I had made. They 
were neat and so forth, after the threshing season, and they'd be 
standing in the farmer's yard in many different places. Yes, I had 
the privilege of not having to take my team and wagon along. I also 
had the privilege that I would get double time work done for doing 
that . 
The farmers themselves, a lot of them just had a special dis-
like for stacking straw and for me it was a very easy thing to do 
especially so if you add a very capable blower tender; he could 
just about deliver the straw to the exact spot where you needed it. 
If you had a good one, he would not blow a lot of the straw over 
the other side of the straw pile. That would have to be cleaned up 
later by the farmer himself if that happened. 
I recall one time, when we were threshing that the stack got 
higher and higher, and because we had to move to another place the 
next morning, we thought we wanted to finish because the moving 
would take quite a long time and it was a distance of almost three 
miles that we would have to move that machine. We stayed and 
pitched bundles; it was pitch dark by lantern light we were thresh-
ing. I was high up on that straw pile. There were only a few people 
at the machine at the time when that was done. My father-in-law and 
father went to our home and they did the chores for me so I didn't 
have to do that when I'd come home . Well, the threshing machine 
stopped and the belt went off. I wanted to get out of that straw 
pile. I was far too far up in the air to get at the ladder that was 
there. I slid off the back end. Quite a bit of straw, because the 
darkness, had gone over the back side, so I slid off that straw 
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pile and there was a lot of straw there. But, I got between the 
stack that I had stacked and that straw and I slid way down. I was 
just surrounded by straw around the sides and nobody knew that I 
was there. If you say that I was almost panicking, yes, I was , 
because there was a noise, the tractor was still running and so 
forth. They were going to pull it out of the yard. But, finally at 
long last through a lot of struggling and effort I did get myself 
to get out of that straw pile. 
Then there would be times when it would be very quiet and there 
would be dusty grain and so forth. The dust just didn't want to 
leave the straw pile or any place . I would come home and just be as 
black as the ace of spades. My whole body would be black. There 
would be times too when I'd be so raw under my armpits and so forth 
that I could scarcely move the arms anymore, with prickle heat and 
so forth, that would come on an occasion such as that. That could 
be very nasty. 
Also one time I was stacking barley beards and that also, I had 
a little trouble with my feet. You'd call it athlete's foot. I had 
some holes under my toes. I got a couple of those barley beards 
into those holes. I had a horrible time. I had to soak them in salt 
water. But, 
they began to 
had this one 
finally I did manage to get rid of those things and 
heal better. There was one thing that we did. I also 
dog and she had learned to lick my toes and feet. I 
never did wear socks as long as I farmed, everyday socks. I spared 
Ada many, many hours of sock darning. 
ABOUT SOCKS AND UNDERWEAR OR THE LACK OF IT 
By the way, that was one of the things years ago that happened, 
there were always plenty of socks to be darned. Nowadays when they 
get to that point. A sock of today, it is very difficult to darn 
the holes in them. In those days they did. I can recall my step 
mother always having a bag with her when they'd go and visit the 
neighbors or relatives in the evening. She would take this bag 
along, and there in the place where they were visiting this lady 
would sit there and darn socks. That lady would have a stack of 
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needed to be done. Well, when we got married I felt that it wasn't 
very comfortable to wear socks. I would always buy very good work 
shoes. So, in 38 years I never did wear socks, summer or winter. My 
feet were sweaty and I tried it a couple of times, put a sock on 
one foot in the winter time and not one on the other. You can guess 
which foot got cold. I never did wear them, so as I've said Ada did 
not have to darn socks. Occasionally she might have to darn a dress 
sock, but not very often, not for me. She did perhaps have to do it 
for the daughters that were born to us, but not me. 
There was a period of time when I got quite a case of arthri-
tis. They suggested that I wear woolen underwear. YUK! It was heavy 
stuff, much too heavy. It was hot if you were in the house and it 
was decent if you'd get out. But, you would quite frequently be 
sweating when you went out and that wasn't the very nicest of nice 
things. I just simply discarded it because it was horrible stuff to 
wash, because you had to be very careful that the water wasn't hot. 
It was much more horrible to get it dry, it took ages to dry, that 
heavy underwear. I absolutely know for certain that I never did get 
to wear it out. I almost preferred in summer not to wear any at 
all. She didn't have big washing either because of what I was 
wearing. All I would have to do would be to get the outer clothing 
washed, which had to be washed anyway, because it could get soiled 
on the outside. I tried to keep as much hard work away from my 
beloved wife as possible without making special work for her. One 
of the things that I always had the habit of doing. I never did go 
out on the yard. If I had to go out in the barn and so forth with-
out having rubbers on. So often that people would have rubbers and 
not use them. That is the nice thing about having wooden shoes, 
that the Dutch people used to wear. They would never wear them in 
the house. They would take them off at the door. Perhaps they would 
have a pair that would be worn in the house. But, most of the time 
they would just walk in their stocking feet on the floors. The 
Dutch mothers when their children had wooden shoes and left them at 
the door they never had to do a lot of "Are your shoes clean?", and 
their floors were nice and polished and clean because they would 
not mess up the floor. I think if any one of you listened to this, 
why you too would have experienced that in your lifetime, come in 
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with soiled shoes and walk goodness knows where, and not take care 
of that part of it. 
There was another thing that I had about when I had s ore feet , 
that sickness you know. We had that one dog, that later on killed 
the chickens. That dog was so good, every time that dog would be 
watching when I would take my shoes off in the evening before I 
would go in the house. And I would s it there and wait a nd my feet 
were natura lly bare. The dog would come and lick those toes a nd 
lick those toes, that athlete's foot and lick everything. It just 
seemed to looking forward to tha t. This was a hard one to believe. 
Do you know something, that salt licking and so forth, i s wha t 
helped a grea t dea l. I am certain of it. It cured my athle te' s 
foot. That licking that dog did. It was a strange kind of a cure. I 
must admit . There were othe r things that were very strange f or t he 
cures that we used for our illnesses, too. We could not alwa y s be 
flying to the doctor. We had to use different kinds of r emed ies. 
One of the remedies for having coughing spells or colds was to take 
onions and slice them and then put sugar on them and let that stand 
for awhile and that would form quite a lot of onion juice. Every so 
often you would take a spoonful of onion juice and I tell you it 
certainly did help. It was amazing how much good that did. A whole 
lot more good than a lot of the cough syrups that we have now, with 
this and that and some in it . The cost thereof was so minor. In 
those days we always had to count every penny that we did spend. 
That was natural, because the money was not there in abundance. 
After we had been married about a year, the corn had been 
husked the first year and my, I was so happy as anyone could possi-
bly be because we had a good crop of grain , a good crop of corn in 
the crib, and I had husked a lot of c orn by hand and had no 
sprained wrists. If there was one thing I did get it was sprained 
wrists, I had sleeping arms that would come a week or so after we 
had started husking corn. It was a nasty thing to have. You would 
have to hang the arm outside of the bed and you'd have to sit up 
and swing that arm around. We tried to get it out of its sleep, 
that terrible tingling noi se . That would stay with you at least a 
week and a half after a ll the corn had been husked. It was really 
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years I did shovel the corn and later about seven or eight years 
after we were married we bought a grain elevator. It was powered by 
the back wheel of an automobile for the longest time, until in 1947 
when we bought our first tractor. 
ADA'S FIRST DRIVING LESSON 
The very first year we were married in the spring about in 
April or so in May perhaps, it was necessary for me to go to the 
neighbor about a mile north of us and get a bull at his home. It 
was late in the evening when I got home from doing the field work 
and I had to do the chores. I felt that if I walked down there 
first of all and then get the animal and lead it home, and then 
have to go back again and so forth, I felt that would take a lot of 
time. So, I said to Ada to get in the car. It was the Model T. She 
said, "What for?" "You come along and you are going to drive back." 
She said, "I have never done that before," I said, "No, but you 
will now." I had her behind the steering wheel a couple of times 
while I was sitting with her, but she had never driven alone. To 
that neighbor we went more than a mile north of our home . I turned 
the car around on the road and with the model T Ford you would fix 
it if you did not put a lever ahead. You had to push the foot pedal 
and you'd be going in low gear. I said, "All you have to do is take 
your foot off the pedal when you get on the yard and step on the 
one other pedal and it will stop on you." "Just leave the throttle 
in the same place. Just don't move it all the way home." I wish a 
candid picture could have been taken of that as she drove that mile 
to our home. surely enough I got home and the car was standing on 
the yard safe and sound and so was she proud as a peacock because 
she had driven the car for the first time. 
I am so thankful that she was able to drive the car. It was not 
necessary that, if there was a lot of field work for me, that I 
would not go to town and help with groceries. If she had anything 
at church of the ladies aide and so forth I did not have to make a 
couple of trips to take her and get her again. All of that could be 
done. Sometimes she would go for repairs for machinery and so 
forth. It was right down handy. 
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SITTING BULL 
I was just talking about a bull. That was an unusual thing that 
I saw a year or so later. Then I also had a neighbor's bull there . 
Something you never see, very rarely, in fact only once in my life 
and that was the time. The bull was sitting by the straw pile. No , 
it i s absolutely impossible for any cow or animal like that, a cow 
especially, to get up from sitting down. It can't do it. It had to 
lie down first and then get up by its hind legs. It just can' t do 
it otherwise. Its hind legs have to come first, its front legs can 
not do it. 
A horse is just the reverse. A horse can sit down and get up 
just like that. But, a horse cannot do it in reverse neither. And 
so this bull was sitting down there by the straw pile and the look 
of amazement on that animals face . You could just read it: " Oh, 
what should I do next?" So it had to lie down and start from 
scratc h and it did and it got up. I knew the Indians had a custom 
that the young boys when they just got old enough, they would go 
and chose their own name. They would go out on the prairie or in 
the woods and see if they see something unusual. They would t a ke 
that as their name, Leaping this and Howling Wolf and you name it, 
all those names . I just often wondered, there was an Indian c hief 
named Sitting Bull, and I am just interested to know if b y chance 
t hat when he went out to get his name as a young boy whether he did 
see the exact same thing as I saw among the buffalo. I cannot prove 
it but I have a feeling that there is a possibility that he was a 
bull sit ting down . 
By the way, talking about Indians, when we were in Oregon for 
the first time to attend the wedding of our daughter, we were 
coming home by train and we met a man and his wife; and he was an 
Indian and she was a pale face. He was a missionary a mong the 
Oklahoma Indians. Every year since then for the last sixteen years 
we've been getting their greeting card calendar a nd this is the way 
the Indians . .. , everything went according to nature , there months 
where, they had never heard of Rome or the Ceasars and so their 
months were named January the Snow Moon , February the Hunger Moon , 









Planting Moon, June, the Rose Moon, July, the Heat Moon, 
the Thunder Moon, September, the Hunting Moon, October, the 
Leaf Moon, November, the Mad Moon and December, the Long 
Moon. 
When a person like he would write a letter they would write 
some thing like this. He was talking about Christmas. "It is the 
time when the nights are long and the stars seem brighter than 
before. It is the time when the snow drops gently but without 
mercy. How truly that is in Indian country. The cold bites like a 
beaver. The wind claws long at the doors of our dwelling. It is the 
time of reflection, cuddled in a blanket during the long nights. We 
meditate in a special way on the babe of Bethlehem. We remember 
friends and other pleasant things and give thanks for every one who 
in any measure has been with us in our journey with the mender of 
souls." I thought that was just a beautiful letter. You see how 
nature comes out in this. In just one year later he lost very 
suddenly his precious wife. Here is what he writes: 
As most of you know I have had a great sorrow this year, the 
passing of the brown eyed one, my darling Wilma who had been by 
my side for nearly 43 years. Those years together passed like 
those for Jacob, who labored seven years for his beloved 
Rachel, they seemed but a few days. With her going the stars 
fell from my sky and the grief hung on. The friends and God 
sustained me, and I'm sure that God will make the stars shine 
again . I have always felt that in this sorrow, this experience 
will even give me more compassion for those who walk the lonely 
road. I hope to be a better man because of it. It was difficult 
for me to make a calender this year with only my picture on it 
since we began sending this calender 30 years ago. We have 
always appeared together but, I have decided I should go ahead. 
I felt that both you and Wilma would want it that way. At this 
season I wish for both you and yours a heavenly joy that our 
days will be bright like the stars of the Long Night Moon. 
See how mother nature comes in there again. We talk about that 
letter and think about that he had more compassion on those who too 
had lost ones. I am thinking now of people who are crippled. People 
who have lost loved ones , elderly people in nursing homes and what 
have you. Like the Indian said, he thought he had compassion for 
those who had lost, but now that he had the experience he realized 
what it really did mean. Some day we too will learn what it really 
means to be lonely like these old people are . 
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THE DAUGHTERS 
Now I'm going to come back to our years of being on the farm. 
The second year our oldest daughter was born. She was born , as I 
said before, on October 29, 1929. She got married on the 22nd day 
of December in 1948 to Leonard Krommendyk. They have five living 
children. They lost one. 
Marlys Joan, our second daughter, was born on the 21st day of 
November of 1933. That's the year that the banks were closed. She 
was married on the 2nd day of June in 1960 to Stanley Frericks. 
They have four sons. 
Our daughter Carolyn Joy was born on the 21st day of July i n 
1939. She married on the sixth day of July in 1968. They have two 
childre n. The joys have come into our life. Yes, there were times 
of illness . 
ALL THE CARS WE HAD 
The second or third year that we were married after our little 
girl had been born we got a new automobile in 1930. It was a Chev-
rolet six cylinder. We really thought we had something; up to that 
time we had been driving the old fashioned Model T Ford. What a 
world of difference there was. There was a shift in there and a 
clutch and so forth. Ada also soon learned how to drive that with 
all its shifting and self starter and what have you. Yes, it had an 
electric horn. It had electric lights. It had a self starter and 
all that goes with it . Yes, it even had a trunk in the back. Before 
that we never did have that. Most cars were built real strong, as 
was the machinery that you bought. They were all built very, very 
strong. We were very proud of that automobile and we kept it for a 
great number of years . In about 1940, ten or more years later, we 
bought a used 1936 model. We had that for a great number of years. 
About in 1954 we bought another automobile. That was also a Chevro-
let. We always had Chevrolets after that until this last one. That 
is now an Olds mobile that we got in '77. But, in 1 64 we also bought 
another new Chevrolet. Slowly but surely the quality of the bodies 
decreased and sometimes the tires that were on those new cars were 
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not the best. They were dangerous. They often wore out almost 
before you drove your first mile, almost seemingly. They just did 
not last. Well, that's automobile wise. We have been very fortu-
nate, the two of us . I have been driving for more than 70 years. My 
wife, Ada, has been driving now more than 57 years. We have never 
had more than just little fender benders of automobile accidents. 
No one has ever been hurt. No one has ever had a head on crash. It 
usually was just backing away from a curb on snowy streets or 
something like that. In fact we had two of them this winter. Ada 
had one and I had another one. A few years ago Ada had a couple of 
them. Maybe it was a good idea that we even it up a little. Other-
wise she will be thinking that she is the one that is always having 
them. It might have been a good idea that I have a little one 
myself. But, it is a nasty feeling when you feel you are the one to 
blame, yourself, for having done what you did . 
ABOUT SMOKING, DRINKING AND OTHER BAD HABITS 
Coming back to how that is too when one has a serious illness. 
When you have no regrets when you get a serious illness when you 
know very well t here isn't anything that could have happened to you 
that you could help to start it. Then if you try everything under 
the sun to stop it how wonderful that is. I have talked to some 
people who felt that they were guilty of sort of helping it along 
to get serious illnesses, and living with regrets is a horrible 
thing. It's bad enough to live with a serious illness, but it is 
far worse when you think that it could have been possible perhaps 
if you had not been a smoker or heavy drinker that you could have 
avoided the illness that you do have . I met two people only a few 
weeks back that had those regrets and it is really quite a thing 
for the self same thing. I am so thankful, my father was a heavy 
smoker, tobacco and also cigars, and never were we three boys ever 
told not to smoke . When you 're told not to do things, its lots more 
fun to try it . We were never told not to, so no joy in even start-
ing. We never did. If it came to a drink. One time I did take a 
little swallow (in the basement) of beer. Never again did I touch a 
strong drink . I just never had a taste for it, nor a longing for 
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it. Neither did my two brothers or my sisters either. Later on, I 
was so thankful when it got to be popular for ladies to smoke, 
knowing we had three daughters. How could I as a father tell my 
children not to do something that I was doing myself. That would be 
almost as a hypocrite. I am so thankful that they themselves never 
did start doing those things because they are sometimes very diffi-
cult to break the habits of as we all know. So we had lots of 
r e asons throughout the course of our married life to be very, very 
thankful. 
Our children were born, each one of them, about five years 
apart. The first one had started school when the second one was 
born, just about, only about a year later she started school after 
the second one was born. The second year when the second daughter 
was about two years of age she got the whooping cough. She became 
very, very ill. She had pneumonia and so forth and for while it was 
just a case of can we or can we not keep her. She was taken to the 
hospital and of course, in those days the means of medication were 
not so good. In the meantime, about 1940, I got arthritis in the 
arms. It was very, very painful thing for many, many months and 
years. Now seemingly that part is gone from me. They have left 
their trademark. My arm is slightly deformed but that is it. 
THE PERFECT WIFE 
But through it all we were always able to keep on keeping on 
and I was able to do the work that I was able to raise, help raise 
and keep the family together financially and so forth. Ada, her-
self, too, in the home she always made the clothes for the chil-
dren, dresses, coats and so forth and what have you. She is very 
good at being a seamstress and she still makes a lot of things of 
this and that. She makes all of her own clothing outside of her 
overcoats. They are made fully as well as the ones you can buy in 
the store. Well, she has done that, and as far as eating is con-
cerned, I almost hate to go to a restaurant because as far as I'm 
concerned there is no one that could make a better chicken or 
prepare better food then she can. If it comes to baking pies and so 
forth and pudding, why, she really can take to that. There is no 
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restaurant that can make a pie like hers. Just like the same as 
when we used to make ice cream. You don't get ice cream made mostly 
with cream and so forth and a lot of eggs and so forth. What a lot 
of that we made, after we were married. One of the first things we 
did buy was an ice cream freezer. Time and again people would come 
from Orange City in the summer time especially and they would take 
a cake of ice from the ice house and take that along and by using 
that we would freeze ice cream. What a time we did have eating that 
nice newly frozen ice cream. What a joy it was to lick that dasher. 
I t was just a joy. I thought, one time I pulled a boner, I thought 
"goodness that brine should not run away." I closed that little 
hole, where the brine runs out of . We were going to serve the ice 
cream and, it was impossible to eat it because the brine had actu-
ally gotten into the ice cream and it was so very salty. We could 
not eat it. 
When we talk about salt, one time a lady had passed away . Her 
family, her children were gathered together on this particular 
Sunday morning . After our church service we decided to call on 
them. They were serving coffee. Naturally I took coffee. When I had 
coffee I just enjoyed putting in at least two to two and a half 
spoons of sugar. The sugar bowl was passed. I did just exactly 
that, two and a half teaspoons sugar. I stirred it. I took a sip, 
you know and I thought, "Ooh, that city water sure makes lousy 
coffee." Well , I luckily had a piece of cake with very nice frost-
~ ing on it, chocolate . That offset the horrible taste of that cof-




and it wasn't very long and the telephone did ring. The lady at the 
other end said, "Did Nelson notice anything wrong with the coffee?" 
My wife asked me. She said, "Yes he did. He thought the city water 
was horrible . " "No," she said, " it wasn ' t that at all." One daught-
er- in-law had accidentally taken the wrong bowl and put salt in the 
sugar bowl . I had put two and a half spoons of salt in that cup of 
coffee . You can readily understand why I say that it tasted lousy. 
With the years coming and coming we did get more farm machin-
ery. First of all there was the hay loader and a side rake that we 
bought for ourselves. I bought another 
first one that we bought proved to be 
new grass mower, because the 
a flop . I bought a new grain 
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binder so I didn't have to go shock grain for someone else. I 
didn't have a good understanding of the machinery, and I never did. 
So, my father-in-law would always cut the grain. The first number 
of years, I would do the shocking and he would do the grain cut-
ting . It was amazing, at his age, how well he could do those things 
yet . He would come to our home and he would do little odds and ends 
in the yard. 
THE HOT SUMMER OF 1 36 AND THE 50¢ GOAT 
In the year 1936 he was helpful in building a wooden silo. We 
just did not know what the terrible heat wave of 1936 would bring 
when the thermometer and a high wind drove the thermometer up to 
115 degrees. A town to the south of Orange City by the name of 
Remsen and also a smaller town by the name of Oyens literally 
burned. A big share of the town burned. The heat was so intense 
that day. It was hard to believe. So that nice tall corn went down, 
down, down, it just shrunk and shrunk to almost nothing. It was 
very difficult to even cut it with a binder. We built that wooden 
silo and got it erected. We cut the corn first because it was 
fading away. We cut it and shocked it. Later on the silo cutter 
came and we had to add water to the ensilage with cutting, so we 
could make it a little bit palatable for the cows. It was about the 
only food that we had that year. I had a field of clover. Fortu-
nately, I had that in the barn too. We had a precious littl e bit. 
There were no stubble fields to speak of. The oats were so light 
that the bundles would if there was a little breeze fly off the 
wagon and so forth. That was one of the worst years that we had 
crop wise. We also had a year or two when we had hailstorms. That 
too would take the crop's toll. But, through it all we were there. 
In 1934 or '33, either one, the prices of livestock dropped . I had 
eleven nice sows. They weighed more than 400 pounds a piece. When I 
got the check for those eleven sows it was $66. You just didn't get 
very much. One time I went to a sale pavilion. That was when the 
three little girls were already getting to the age of where they 
enjoyed things. I was at the sale pavilion and a nanny goat was 
brought in. The prices were lousy. I got that nanny goat, who was 
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going to have kids in a few weeks, for 50¢. I came home with that 
nanny goat. I think I had it in the back of the car, I don't even 
recall, but I had it. It was only a matter of time when there were 
three kids. We gave one to my nephew and we kept two of them . The 
children had so much fun with that animal. They would tie it up by 
the stake and lead it to some grass along the side of the road. 
That nanny goat, they always called it "Nanny". We would come home 
in the dark and there that goat would be along side the road and 
the children would open the window of the car and say,"Hi Nanny". 
Just as sure as shooting that 
though it knew who it was, 
nuisance. If you were leading 
that you were not near a tree . 
nanny goat would just bleat 
calling to them . They were a 




One time I was leading that goat to another place to eat. It 
got to close to a young tree just in the twinkling of an eye it 
tore a strip of bark off. They'll eat almost anything that comes in 
front of their jaws. It is amazing that they can strip anything 
that they touch. They will almost chew anything. They would prob-
ably eat tin cans if there could be a possibility to do something 
like that. But, the time came when I thought that we should get rid 
of that animal. I was working in a field and a man came along with 
a rendering truck with a load going north of our home. He came 
back . He stopped. He saw me working there and he came down to me 
and he said, "Uh, would you like to sell that animal? " I said, 
"Well, no, I hadn't even thought of that." He said, "My wife needs 
goat ' s milk. She needs it badly . " He said, "I'll give you five 
dollars for that animal if I may have it." I said, "Yes, I think in 
that case you better have it, because it ' s a nuisance to me." But, 
the children were watching. They saw that man putting it in his 
rendering truck, and one of the kids, too. We kept one. When we 
came home, I had the five dollar bill in my pocket. At that time 
that was quite a wad of money . The children were crying. They said, 
"He is going to go to the rendering plant and he's going to kill 
Nanny." I said, "No, Nanny is going to help save a life. Nanny is 
going to give milk to a lady that needs milk and otherwise she 
can't live. He can't find any goat that gives milk at present . " 
They were satisfied because I gave them the money for that goat. 
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Then they were completely satisfied. They were satisfied with the 
fact that they had each received a third of that money. 
One time the girls had a pet cat. The pet cat died. I was home 
doing the chores, milking and they came and said that the cat was 
dead and I said, "You just take a spade and go and bury it." And so 
the two daughters went behind the shed and they buried it. It made 
an impression on me, because I came behind the shed the next day 
and they had the tail sticking up about three inches above the 
ground. I knew they had buried it oh so shallow. That made me 
laugh. It was deep enough. Only about a week ago or so I found out 
why they had the tail up. They wanted to put a marker on that cat's 
gravesite. The only thing they could think of was to put the tail 
up. It was quite a thought as far as I was concerned. 
That was one of the first things that our oldest daughter 
learned was to drive the team to pull the hay. It was a dangerous 
job because you never knew when the rope could possibly break, 
which has happened and then you'd get tangled up in the rope and so 
forth. It was also sometimes the sling of hay would be almost too 
big and you would have to pull with a great amount of pull for the 
horses to do that, to get that sling full into the barn. Throughout 
those years I was as a loner and I even made stacks of hay, and big 
ones, wide ones and big ones, tall ones, high up in the air. It was 
very easy for me to do something like that because there was a new 
way that we could stack hay with the use of ropes and so forth. 
That went so nicely. We often used horses, of course, in front of 
the manure spreader and so forth. In 1939 when our baby daughter, 
Carolyn, was born we had electricity about a week before that. The 
first electricity we ever had in our home. Our home never was 
modern, towards last we did have running water in there, but never 
was it modern. We always took our baths on Saturday nights you know 
in the rinsing tub and so forth. But, that was one thing we had our 
first refrigerator. How nice it was to have that refrigerator and 
there was a new baby in the home, with the milk and so forth we had 
to have for the child. Oh, gracious, how proud we were and how 
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size of the bulbs were lots smaller than what we have today. We 
really thought we had something. Well, it didn't take long and I 
had a radio in the barn, too. One morning there was one of those 
showers, a precious little bit of rain, but oh, the terrific bit of 
lightning. I had the horses in front of the spreader and I was 
cleaning out a pen in the barn and suddenly came the crash of 
lightning. It burned out the radio in the barn. It burned out the 
radio in the house. Of course, the horses decided to go on the run 
away. It was something else. There was an alley leading to the 
pasture and they went down that alley with that spreader. Before 
they got it they got too close with the hubs of the wheels of the 
manure spreader . They got in the wire netting fence. They just cut 
the wire netting fence in half for more than a hundred feet. There 
they went down the lane into the pasture. They ran more than a 
quarter of a mile and the tongue came out of the neck yoke. How 
they ever stayed each on their own side of the tongue is something 
I've never been able to understand, but they did. Finally they got 
into a corner of the pasture and there was no way that they could 
get away . They were pushed in there by that manure spreader. That's 
where they stood. To say the least, I had a whale of a job. I ran 
down there. The thunder was rolling . It was terrific . I got there 
and had to back up that manure spreader by hand because it was 
impossible. The tongue was out of the neck yoke and it had pushed 
itself under the wire netting of our neighbor's fence . I had to 
back it up by hand and then I could attach the horses to it and 
start going home. When I got home all that work awaited me, to tear 
down that fence, put in new poles, buy new netting, and get that 
stretched and fixed, about two hundred feet . Then, as I approached 
the house, there had been just a little bit of rain and it was so 
very, very hot. It was steaming from the roof . From the distance, 
where I was, it j ust looked like smoke. I wa s so afraid I thought 
the barn had been hit by lightning too, because I had heard the 
crackle of the radios when in the barn with that terrible flash of 
lightning. Often those lightning and thunder showers were pretty 
r ugged . I had steel poles around the straw pile one time after 
t h reshing and I was going to go a nd plow. I had the horses hitched, 
three of them to a sulky plow. I had them tied to the barn. I went 
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to the house for just a brief moment. Suddenly, there was a ter-
rible crash. I looked, just before the crash I was looking towards 
the barn where the horses were. The horses went down on their 
knees, they couldn't stand much electricity. Around that straw 
pile, it just seemed like flickers of light on top of the posts. 
The lightning had also hit those steel poles. It really was quite 
something to see. If I had been by those horses, sitting on the 
plow perhaps I too would have had the effects of that terrible 
shoc k of lightning. We had that more than once, that lightning 
would strike nearby. Especially with telephones, they would be 
nasty things. They only had wires and yes, ground wire. But we had 
our telephone on the farm where the girls were born and raised. We 
had that in the kitchen. One evening we had a terrific thunder-
storm. Ada and I were sitting in the dining room and the girls were 
doing the dishes in the kitchen. Suddenly bang, fire just spouted 
out of the mouth piece of the telephone and just dropped to the 
floor, of the lightning that had hit nearby or wherever it had hit. 
The girls came out of that kitchen white as a ghost. I mean on 
hands and knees, so scared they were. 
In 1944 we tried to flee away from that tornado that was only a 
mile and a half north of our home. We went in the right direction 
alright enough. Little did we realize that terrible destruction 
that was going on behind us. But, there was not a single life lost 
because that tremendous tornado would take the stones even right 
out of the ground, pumps out of wells, and all that kind of 
destruction went on and many farm buildings were destroyed. It 
really was a storm and a half to say the least. Of course, out o f 
it came something seemingly better. Some buildings were rebuilt and 
some of them repaired and so forth. But it was a long string of 
buildings for miles and miles that were destroyed. Fortunately that 
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RETIREMENT 
In 1965 we felt that we had lived on the farm long enough, 38 
years. I was going to be 62 years of age and Ada was going to be 
that too . We decided that we would like to have a modern home. But, 
we also decided that we were not going to build it on the farm. We 
would build it in town. In October of 1965 we did move to Orange 
City. It was quite a move for us. We didn't have the very best of 
machinery so the auction didn't amount to much of anything. We did 
move at that time. How wonderful it was that we did. Two years 
later we made a trip to the Netherlands. We made several trips 
after that. It didn't take long and our youngest daughter was 
married in Oregon. We went there several times, in those years. 
Then they were transferred to Idaho and we went there several 
times, at least six of them. Now, they are in Florida and we've 
been there quite frequently too. We've been doing some traveling. 
Slowly but surely time crawls up on us. 
I have a feeling that like the old song goes, "Our traveling 
days will soon be over". We know that for certain because already 
the desire to do so is sort of slowly but surely slowing us down. 
In town I had many h obbies. One of them was calling on people. I 
could do more of that because I didn't have anything I had to do. 
Then I also became useful let's say j ust doing volunteer work, such 
as at the cemetery. Coming to that is where some of the greatest 
changes have been made throughout the course of the years. When 
they first started the cemetery, many years ago, 1871, the family 
would come there to bury their loved one; the casket was always 
without flowers. There was only a wooden rough box over the top and 
the casket was lowered by ropes, by six pallbearers. At the begin-
ning I said there were arm bands on those pallbearers and so forth. 
Things changed so fast. Then came the time when there would be a 
tent there to shelter the people that were there, the near rela-
tives. It didn't take long they had to have steel vaults . It didn't 
take long and the gravesites were no longer opened by hand; they 
were opened by machinery. The things changed so fast; in order to 
keep the cemetery looking decent it required a considerable bit of 
work. No, I was not the man who took care of it. But, I did a lot 
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of volunteer work that he didn't notice, that he didn't pay atten-
tion to. I did a lot of those things and it was always a joy. I 
even planted flowers and so forth. But, at our home here we had 
some nice gardening too. I would go out helping people who could 
not help themselves with their lawns and shrubbery and so forth. So 
I never was at a loss as to how I was going to use my time. It just 
seemed that every day was a brand new day. It seemed that every day 
had someth ing new in store for me to do. 
THE ILLNESS 
About four years ago I began to feel not too well. I had been 
in Florida in November and I felt that there was some thing very 
s eriously wrong with me. When I got home finally about a week or 
two l ater , in the latter part of November, I did go to the doctor. 
He immediately told me I should go and have X-rays. Then I was told 
to come back to the doctor in the afternoon. He suggested that I g o 
to see a specialist and they found that I had a tremendous tumor in 
the bladder. The next week I went to the hospital and, of course, 
after biopsies they found out that the tumor was very malignant and 
very large . So large in fact that I had to have major surgery three 
times in a row. First to disconnect it (the bladder) with what they 
call a ileal conduit in me. Next, after all the radiation treat-
ments, I had to have the bladder removed and then I still was being 
very, very ill, with high fever s even before that and after that. 
Three months later they had 
strength was given from 
loved ones was just great, 
removed a kidney. Through it all the 
above. Through it all the love shown by 
and that is why I always feel that love 
is the greatest. The more we pour it out the more it grows . It 
never runs dry . What a wonderful feeling it is at a time such as 
that to be just on the reverse side: instead of giving of your care 
to others it all of sudden comes back to you . There is such a world 
of difference b e tween looking down on a bed or looking up from one. 
In the story of the Indian who lost his wife, how he, too, had 
a greater compassion for people with problems now that he ever had 
before. Oh yes, he thought he knew what it was like . But, as soon 
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I, too, have looked down on the faces of hundreds of people who 
were ill. I thought I really knew, but now, I really do know. That 
helpless feeling that you do have but, through it all I was given 
strength. I was given patience. I was given courage. I was given 
the desire and the will to go on. I thank God for that. I was given 
a will and desire to help as much as I possibly could. The doctor 
was very good about that. He was amazed every time as to how soon I 
was recovering at the age of 77 from that experience in my life-
time. That was one of the highlights . There were lots of other 
highlights. The birth of grandchildren. The marriage of grandchil-
dren. What a wonderful thing it was. The highlights naturally of 
seeing our own children attending school and graduating from grade 
school to high school . The children, all three of them, the younger 
one only for a short time attended grade school and then the conso-
lidating of schools came. All the country schools were taken away 
and it was all consolidated schools. They went to a high school, 
the same one all three of them graduated from. Two of them did go 
to college. Two of them were teachers. The youngest girl had more 
college education. She had a degree higher than a college degree. 
She is looking for more. She also has a lot of instrument ability, 
piano and so forth. The oldest did that too. The younger daughter 
can play well. She can sing well. Those are all such wonderful 
things, highlights in the life of this man . 
I started out with a thought in mind . That I would try and show 
the changes in life that I have seen. First of all in four big wars 
I have gone through. A few years ago , a year and a half ago or less 
than that when I had attained, reached, the age of 80 years, our 
son-in-law wrote this little expression: "Octogenarian's Reflec-
tion" that was when I was 80 years old. You can well imagine coming 
from a son-in-law that was one grand and wonderful feeling. All the 
daughters and sons-in-law had that same feeling . What a grand and 
wonderful feeling it is to have love in one's life. As I have said 
before, love is nothing greater. It is long suffering. It is 
patient in adversity, thankful in prosperity. Yes, in all things. 
There are so many things that we can give thanks for. Truly one can 
say, "This is the day that the Lord had made. Let us rejoice and be 
glad in it. 11 We have so many reasons to rejoice even when the days 
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· · Li'ke the li'ttle boy one time said it was don't seem quite so nice. 
a rainy dark gloomy morning and he has asked to give a little 
prayer at the breakfast table. He said, "Thank you Lord for this 
beautiful day." His father was grumpy and he said, "What is so nice 
about this day?" The boy said, "Dad, do not judge the day by the 
weather." How often we do that in our lifetime, only too often . 
In the last number of years, at the college we have a lot of 
people who come from foreign lands, and we've been there because 
often those students are very lonely; and in the course of these 
number of years, we have found more than sixty young people who 
call us their grandparents. Some are from Japan, New Guinea, Bra-
zil, South Africa, Holland, Canada, Mexico, and many, many states 
of the union. They keep in touch with us. But, it keeps me very, 
very busy. 
Time never weighs heavily on my hands, because I don't have to 
sit and twiddle my thumbs and I don't have to be in the house and 
make Ada climb the walls because I am so restless. No, I am always 
up trying to do a little something. If I don't write, I send 
talking letters. I have sent many of those throughout the course of 
a lifetime. When our daughter in Oregon, her little girl was to be 
baptized, I bought the first tape recorder; and since then I have 
been sending away many, many tapes. I have recorded more than 150 
funeral services for the relatives. They were so thankful to have 
that to send to people who could not attend the services of their 
loved one. Sometimes I would make as many as five copies. Nl)W, that 
is no longer necessary. The changes that have come through the 
course of 81 years. Who ever thought of a tape recorder? Who ever 
thought of television? Who ever thought of radios? Who ever thought 
of telephone services the way we have them now? It was great to 
have a central operator and have her ask the number you wanted and 
so forth to be of help to you in time of need. But, now with just 
our little push button affairs and yes, they even have the wireless 
telephoning now too. So you can just call right from your automo-
bile as you go. All those things have come to pass throughout the 
course of these years. The changes from buggy to automobile to 
airplane. It took my grandfather more than six weeks to come to the 
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only a matter of a little more than fourteen hours, from the time 
we left home. What a tremendous change? Now I know that the speed 
is getting faster and faster; only too soon they may even cut that 
time to almost an hour. You never can tell what the next fifty 
years will be doing . But, in the meantime I have been blest to see 
all these tremendous changes in the lifetime, life span that I have 
been permitted to live through. I must come to a close and have 
been trying to give the highlights of the life that we have had, 
and the wonderful blessings that we have been permitted to enjoy 
throughout the course of these years; and we can certainly say God 
has been oh so very good in our life. 
THE COW AND THE TURTLE 
MORE SKUNKS AND WEASELS AND THE END OF THE TURTLE 
I have time for just one more story about a cow I had, a beau-
tiful Airshire cow . She had her first calf. I don't think I ever 
had a cow that gave more milk than that cow. We had a mud hole out 
in our pasture and in the mudhole evidently was an enormous turtle. 
And the cows wanted to stand in that mudhole when the days were 
hot. The flies were bad, so their legs wouldn't be covered with 
flies. Evidently the turtle got a hold of one of the tits of this 
cow's udder and chewed a great big hole in it. I had a terrible 
time with that cow and slowly but surely an infection came in and 
it got so bad the cow got thinner and thinner and the odor got so 
terrible with that infection. It was full of maggots, that udder, 
so I had to sell the cow and I only got a few dollars for that 
animal. I have never forgotten that experience. 
And I also had another cow and I had a very nice cat. The cow 
was a jim-dandy cow. That Brown Swiss cow gave a lot of milk too. 
And I was milking the cow and we had a lantern behind the cow. I 
could see it hanging above my head on a wire and all of the sudden 
that cow stepped on that cat ' s tail. Because the cat thought it was 
warmer under the cow in winter time. By then the cow 's legs were 
scratched and the cow went wild and the cat screamed of course. The 
hobble was hanging by the wire where the lantern was and I had to 
lay flat on my face in the gutter, but before I got there the cow 
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had kicked me in the jaw and in the shoulder. Well, I had a ter-
rible time getting out of that gutter and I had to sell the cow 
because no matter who walked behind there she'd slam back with her 
hoofs just like that. The kick of a cow is very, very nasty because 
they kick sideways sort of, more or less. When they kick you your 
leg can be broken very quickly. 
Many skunk stories to be told. One is about, I was coming down 
the road one time and near the home where we lived after we were 
married, and I had about five or six steal poles in my hands and 
suddenly my dog was barking and barking coming out of a grain 
field. He was being chased by a skunk; very rarely would that dog 
run away from the skunk but I guess it knew when danger was danger. 
The skunk came rapidly down the hill chasing the dog. The dog ran 
away and then the skunk chased me. Well, I dropped the steel poles 
and I ran home, which was maybe six hundred feet away or more. When 
I was back the skunk was gone into a corn field. Several days later 
a neighbor saw it on the road just going in circles. He shot it. 
Another time I was gathering eggs. I had gathered on one side 
of the partition of the series of nests, then I went to the other 
side and I started there and then I looked up to the next row of 
nests and there was a civet cat, which was really sort of a skunk 
but their odor was much more potent. The civet cat was sleeping in 
that nest. You can readily understand, I did not disturb it. That 
evening I left the door slightly open and the next day there was no 
civet cat; there was no odor that it had ever been there. There was 
the time that my father thought it was a rule, the only good skunk 
was a dead one. Evidently there was a skunk under the south porch 
of our home where I was born and raised. The porch had no founda-
tion; it was raised off the ground and a skunk was under there. My 
uncle was working for my father at the time. It must have been 
around the time when I was a very little boy. It was evening and my 
father had a lantern. He was looking under the porch to see if he 
could locate it. My uncle was standing next to him with a loaded 
shotgun. I guess my uncle was a little disturbed because all of a 
sudden he blasted the shotgun right next to my father's head. It 
came very close, to the fact that I would not of had a father . But, 
they did kill the skunk. 
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Another time my father was planting corn and he saw a skunk 
wandering around a large hole in the ground. Evidently it had a 
nest of young ones down in there, and my father just kept on a 
planting. He knew the skunk was still there. When he came home and 
he went back after dinner to plant some more corn, he took his 
shotgun along. He went to the hole where the skunk had been pran-
cing around and the skunk noticed him before my father noticed the 
skunk; it was in the hole . The skunk was not facing my father, and 
suddenly as my father put his head close to the hole to look in the 
skunk gave him the full blast. My father got it in the face and 
that burns like nobody's business. Then my father recovered some-
what from the burns and his eyes were beginning to be able to see a 
little bit better again, he gave that skunk the works with the 
shotgun. 
Another time I was husking corn; another skunk was just roaming 
around in the field in the same spot (every time I'd walk past 
there, there would be that skunk just aimlessly walking around). 
Perhaps it too had rabies, I am not certain . I do know that I took 
the gun along to the field after dinner. After I husked and came to 




was a very foolish, thoughtless man. I did not think about my 
horses. I walked up to where the skunk was and shot it. The blast 
of the shotgun 
all. I dropped the 
scared the horses and there they went, wagon and 
shotgun and I ran and ran. In those days I 
and I caught up with the back end of the wagon. 
high up that I had to throw the end gate off 
really could run 
The end gate was so 
and then I could get over into the box and get up to where the 
lines were. Needless to say, I got the wagon and the horses 
stopped. The side boards, the high bang boards we called them, they 
were broken and I had to go home and get those repaired. All in all 
it took quite a long time before I did get back to the field to 
husk corn again, all because of a skunk. 
One time we had some weasels. As I was working in about the 
same spot where I met the first skunk that I told you about, there 
was a nest of weasels. I had my dog with me, the rat terrier. The 
dog immediately began to attack the weasels . The mother and father 
of the weasels were very angry because the young ones were almost 
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as big and they attacked the dog. I had a large stick with me and I 
tell you right now I had a difficult time keeping the dog from 
being killed. At long last all of the weasels were dead . They are 
nasty brutes to have them get angry at you because they c an g et you 
right behind the feet and so forth and give you a pretty nasty 
time , e s pecially if there is a nest of them. 
Another time there was a nest of weasels in a pasture and I 
decided I would drown them, because wea sels could be very nasty for 
your chickens . I decided to drown them and I got some buckets of 
water. The dog was with me . What a difference between a weasel and 
a ground squirrel if it comes to drowning. A drown squirrel just 
comes up so dilapidated looking and bewildered that the dog had an 
easy time getting a h o ld of that . When it came to the weasel, they 
come up fighting mad and all t eeth and the dog did not d are to grab 
a hold of it as it came out of the hole. It did catch it and kill 
it as it was running away. But, believe me, it is quite a struggle 
to kill those animals. We did get three of them. 
I believe I told you about the cow that had been bit by a 
turtle. The day after the turtle had done that, my brother-in-law 
and our local dentist were visiting at our home and they went to 
that mudhole. Surely enough they found the turtle. They put it in 
the tank of water where the cattle drank. We had nice spring roos-
ters; they were about 3 ~ or more pounds already. The roosters would 
sometimes climb on the tank and drink water out of there if the 
tank was quite full. When I came home at noon hour a fter having 
been at the field, I went to the tank with the horses. Would you 
believe it, the rooster had been drinking and the turtle snapped it 
and it's head was off. I need not tell you how angry I was. That 
turtle came out of the water. I got the ax out of the tool shed and 
that turtle was soon chopped in half. 
One time, I always had my clothes behind the stove in the 
kitchen when I'd go to bed. Sometimes we had mice on the farm . 
Well, the next morning I put my shirt on and I went to the outdoor 
toilet. All of a sudden I noticed there was something crawling on 
my shoulder. There was a mouse in there. The mouse was squeezed to 
death. Believe me I got rid of the mouse in one whale of a rush. So 
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ABOUT OUTHOUSES 
Talking of the outdoor plumbing, years and years ago my grand-
mother and her husband were visiting at my grandfather's brother 
and there was another sister-in-law of my grandmother's. The three 
sisters-in-law having done the dishes after dinner because they'd 
visit all day then in those days, in the wintertime especially so, 
they decided they had to go outdoors to the toilet. Those were the 
days when they had big toilets and little ones. This was a roomy 
one . It had a capacity of seating three people . They went in there, 
but they were quite heavy and they did not realize what was going 
to happen. Naturally being women they had locked the door and 
suddenly the floor gave way and of course down went the women, all 
three of them. Well, the husbands heard the women screaming and so 
they came a tearing out of the house . What could they do, the door 
was locked so they tipped the toilet over and each husband pulled 
his wife out of that hole. That was quite an experience. 
One night we were in bed and Ada said to me that floor in our 
outhouse is getting kind of weak. I said I would repair it the next 
morning. But the next morning I had to go there myself and yes it 
definitely needed repair, because I was j ust going to leave it and 
down I went. I hit so hard trying not to go clear down and catch 
myself . After a while later I still had a sore knee. I had what 
they call scrub woman's knee and I had to go to the doctor and he 
had to remove the fluid. He had to do that a couple of times over. 
RUNAWAY HORSES 
We had a few runaways with horses. One of them was my 
brother's. He was about nine years old and he put a saddle on a 
pony. It was a bronco but it was a very fast traveling pony . My 
brother was too young to tie the straps of the saddle good and 
tight. Well, everything went fine. He went to a neighbor ' s place 
and picked up a young man there of about nine also. Together they 
went to another place where there was a young boy . Then going home 
with the two of them on that pony, the pony decided to take the 
"bull by the horns". The pony took the bit into it's teeth; no 
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tugging would stop it. It went on the run. They came past the home 
of the boy that was riding with my brother. The mother of that boy 
saw them going and she knew the pony was out of control. She imme-
diately hollered to her husband who was out on the yard, and he 
jumped on a harnessed horse and he tore after that pony too. The 
mother called my aunt who was taking care of us because it was the 
year my mother had passed away. She was worried and worried. The 
father of the other boy , he came upon the scene. The pony had run 
home. His son was meeting him with a gash in his head . A short time 
later my aunt was worried sick when the pony came on the yard 
without the saddle or anything on. She was worried and after a bit 
there came my brother dragging the saddle. Another time my older 
brother had the same pony, but the pony was considerably older. My 
brother had raised ducks and the pony was what they call moon 
blind. It's blind, but occasionally it can see a bit. Those ducks 
were in the driveway and my brother was riding on that pony and 
came on the yard at a terrific speed. A new hitching post had been 
placed right near where the ducks were, The pony seemingly shied 
from the ducks because it suddenly seemed to see it and ran right 
into the hitching post. The pony stopped, but my brother did not. 
He did a couple of complete somersaults in the air and landed on 
the ground. If that had been an older man like myself now, I think 
every bone would have been broken. 
On the old cars of years ago the wheels would come off because 
the axle would break. That happened a couple of times. When you 
were going the fastest the axle generally would break. Inevitably 
if your right wheel the axle would break, the wheel would not go 
into the same side of the road as the car was. It always went to 
the opposite side of the road. I had that experience two or three 
times and it wasn't any joke. 
THE COUNTY FAIR 
There was five or seven years that I parked automobiles at the 
county fair. There was one experience that I positively will never 
forget. I had stopped working. It was around 10:30 and I was stand-
ing at a sideshow or something on a midway and suddenly there was a 
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screaming going on. I was not a very brave man, I guarantee you 
that. The scream came and a lady came running down and I had not 
taken my badge off, even though I was no longer working , and she 
screamed, "Please come and help, the man that is running down the 
midway stabbed my husband." Well, I ran after the man who had done 
the stabbing and I hollered for people who were at the gate to stop 
him. I went slower because I didn't want to catch up to him before 
they did, but I did. He still had that knife in his hand but he 
gave it to me without any problem. Those people came and they had 
sent for the sheriff who was also at the grounds, and the next day 
that whole sideshow outfit was gone. At the same time there was 
another sideshow outfit and in it was a woman . She had been part of 
~ a crew of bankrobbers. Evidently there had been friction between 








shack at Sioux Falls, South Dakota . They were shot several times 
and then they took a fuse to the dynamite that was in the shack of 
the county where there were many hundred pounds of dynamite, and 
Sioux Falls is nearly 65 miles from our home. It was a terrible 
blast . Just before the dynamite went off and the men who had shot 
the other man and almost the woman , I don't know how many bullet s 
she had in her; she managed to get enough strength to crawl away 
several hundred feet before the blast went off, because they had a 
long fuse on there. Her life was spared. She did recover from the 
bu l l et holes . She was horribly scarred as is natural, by the blast . 
The blast could be heard and the windows shook even 70 miles away . 
It was a tremendous blast. She was in that sideshow telling the 
people of her experience. 
FALLING OUT OFF THE BARN 
I did fall out of barns a c ouple of times. One time especially 
I shall recall, I can never forget . Two cousins and another young 
boy and I were up in the top of the barn . It was filled with hay. 
we were having so much fun turning somersaults and everything on 
t hat hay . There was a hole going clear down to the ground where the 
hay was thrown down . I said to the boys , "Watch me do this one! " I 
was going to do a back somersault. I did not look where I was going 
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and suddenly I went right down through the hole. The drop was 
almost 25 feet because the barn was filled. It was a miracle that I 
did not get hurt. There was a foot of hay on the ground floor. That 
is what spared me from injury. 
OTHER ANIMALS 
A lot of fun we did have hunting jackrabbits at night . We had 
automobiles that the tops could be put down. We would do it with 
the headlights of the car. Two or three of us would be in the back 
seat. We would stand up driving through a field going lickety-cut, 
chasing the jack rabbits, shooting them down as they were running. 
Many times we would run across jack rabbits six or seven in a row. 
It would be hard to tell some evenings how many we would kill. 
Nowadays you rarely, if ever, see a jackrabbit. Years ago you would 
see a lot of prairie chickens too. Now you never see a prairie 
chicken anymore. I recall the time when tree squirrels were very 
rare. In fact they were introduced on this side of the Mississippi 
river, maybe around 1910 or somewhere around there, but I do remem-
ber we had a tree squirrel one time in a water tank at our home. We 
thought so much that we had a tree squirrel on the yard. But, the 
tree squirrel was drowned. There were a nest or two of tree squir-
rels in the trees near the watertank, and my father thought he was 
going to check because he found out the tree squirrel had drowned 
was a mother. So my father got a long ladder and h e climbed into 
those trees and surely enough he found the nest that the little 
ones were in. He put them in a handkerchief and I can still see him 
coming down the tree with a handkerchief in his mouth. There were 
the five or more little tree squirrels. The tree squirrels multi-
plied like rabbits. After a while they became a nuisance. The 
hundreds of tree squirrels that we did shoot. Our dogs would tree 
the squirrel and they would wait until we got home. They would just 
sit under the tree until we shot them (the squirrels). 
This is a story that could be true, but I doubt if it is true, 
because it didn't happen to me but it is a plain story. A young man 
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discussion as to what shape a kiss was. They couldn't agree. 
Finally the young man said, "I'll tell you what, you give me one 
and I will call it square." The girl did and then she said, "I 
don't agree with you, I think it is just a liptickle and it is 
really nothing divided by two." So the young man was really quite 
taken in by the kiss that he got from that girl, so the next day he 
called her. He said, "I am going to give you one over the tele-
phone." The answer came back, "That is just like a straw hat." He 
said , "What do you mean? " "Why, it isn't felt," she said. That is 
the type it was. 
Then there was a time that a neighbor man and I were working 
together on the farr~. I think we were cultivating. He called me 
across the road . There were always fences along the road. So he was 
on his side of the fence and I. He was angry with me because he 
said I had said something and said he had told me or something like 
that, whatever it was. No, it was another person that had given it 
to me, but I realized that later. I said I was sorry that I had 
made that mistake . He was so angry, and he said (fortunately as I 
said before, I could run very fast) to me, "Do you know the differ-
ence between yourself and a fool?" I said, "Yes, the fence . " Then I 
started to run, because I knew that he could come across that 
fence. But, he did not know that I could run a wee bit faster . 
I received a beebee gun at about the age of nine . I had so much 
fun with it. You could put 500 beebees in it. You c ould just shoot 
and shoot and shoot. My brother and I (my older brother by about 
five years) had been out and we had been shooting winter sparrows 
that morning. As we were walking toward the house we had a little 
discussion as to how much power those beebees had. They were strong 
enough to kill a sparrow. But we figured they weren't that strong. 
we decided we would see. As I told you before I never did get to 
return the shot he gave me. our second daughter, Marlys, had to 
wear glasses at the age of two. One time she was at the water tank 
playing a little bit with her sister and I guess she got angry. I 
think she hit her with the glasses. It was cultivating time. When I 
came home Ada said, "She broke her glasses." So, I had to go and 
travel more than 20 miles to the place where we had gotten the 
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glasses. I had to get new ones for her. Well, that was her experi-
ence with glasses. Also in the same tank when she was lots younger, 
maybe a year and a half old, she was playing with her little cousin 
and the father of the cousin and I were in the barn . I was milking. 
It was on a Sunday afternoon. Suddenly we heard a cry and here she 
had fallen in head first. It was just a miracle that she didn't 
drink enough water, but that she got turned around to come up. 
There she was standing in that tank full of water. The tank had a 
tank heater in it and so forth. In that little cramped quarters she 
was able to get turned around and come up head first. It would have 
been a tragedy had it not been for that. 
Our oldest daughter and her cousin also were visiting with her 
parents in our home . They had been in the grove having a lot of 
fun. Suddenly I found out that they were making mud pies. But, they 
were making them with eggs out of the chicken coop. How many eggs 
they used I do not know. Well, I started to run after the daughter. 
I had to laugh, too; she thought I was going to catch her and give 
her a "good one''· But that is something we never did. I only once 
spanked one of the children. That was because she wanted to go 
along so badly to the field where I was going to haul a load of 
manure. It was so terribly hot that day and I did not want anyone 
to ride with me on the manure spreader, because you never could 
tell what the horses were going to do and there could be an acci-
dent. She wanted to go along. I told her to go home and she didn't. 
I was already on the road so I picked a little switch from a willo\1 
tree . I spanked her a bit and told her to go to the house, because 
I was right near the house yet. I went to the field and as I was 
returning having unloaded the load, I saw her tears streaked face 
and in the long grass of the slough and hot and sweaty, face red. 
It just about broke my heart . I picked her up and I took her in the 
spreader. Yes, that is the one and only time that I ever spanked 
one of the children. 
We were hauling hogs to market at my father's home. I don't 
know how many wagons we had, maybe ten of them. A lot of neighbors 
would come and help do that . On the way home, it was a cold winter 
day, my father had told me I should take a ton and a half of coal 
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were coming to quite a lengthy hill. We were going up the slight 
incline and the horses went faster and faster as they were only two 
miles from home. Suddenly as we were at the brow of the hill, that 
tongue came out of the neck yoke and landed on the frozen ground. 
The wagon was going quite fast. There was no way to stop it. That 
hill was about 500 feet long, if not longer, and towards the bottom 
of it there was a railroad track . It was a very difficult thing. It 
was a miracle that the horses each stayed on their side of the 
tongue. That the wagon stayed on the road. I had my heart in my 
throat to say the least, because I jumped down into the bottom of 
the wagon. I knew that anything could happen. We went across that 
railroad track; the tongue did not hook on the rails. We got to the 
level ground and slowly but surely the wagon came to a stop. 
Believe me I was shaking and shivering, not so much from the cold 
as from the scare that I had. Needless to say that I tied the 
tongue to the neck yoke, after that . 
There were the occasions when the britching strap of the har-
ness that with a single horse would break. That would hold the 
buggies back. One time my brother and I were in the buggy and there 
were two girls i n the buggy too. We were going towards our home. We 
backed up for some reason or other. The britching strap broke. It 
was dark and we did not notic e it. We started out, the horse went 
faster and faster. My brother was trying to stop it but the more he 
pulled on the lines the faster the horse would go . Because the 
buggy would not stop. There was no way to stop it unless you were 
to jump out. It was very diffic ult with four of us in that buggy . 
Ahead of us maybe a short distance was another young man with one 
of my cousins in that buggy. They had stopped at a driveway of my 
uncle just to talk for a short time . Down the hill we came towards 
that buggy. The front wheel of our buggy that we were in went over 
the back wheel of theirs and over the axle. There it hooked. The 
other horse of that other buggy held it so tha t we didn't go any 
farther and stopped . But the other buggy almost tipped out my 
cousin; the girl fell out. Everything was safe a nd sound. Nothing 
was broke, but i t was awfully close . 
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Another time my sister was going to the academy and she had the 
same horse and the same buggy. For some reason or another, the 
britching strap broke again. The horse was on the runaway on the 
same road, and the same distance perhaps. My aunt saw my sister 
going past with that horse going on a dead gallop and my sister 
screaming or just about ready to scream at least. She was holding 
on to the lines, but almost too tight . So you can readily imagine 
what that horse was doing. It was also kicking. My aunt called my 
stepmother , my sister's mother; mother said come out in a hurry and 
try to stop that horse. Well, it came on 
and the buggy almost tipped over. It had 
and was headed for the barn. I stopped it 
the yard at a dead gallop 
come a tearing up the hill 
in the middle of the 
yard. My sister was just about frozen. I helped her out of the 
buggy. Mother was crying. My sister was crying, too. 
There is one thing I should not soon forget. The picture of our 
youngest daughter Carolyn. She brought me lunch and she could run 
like a deer. We had a very young heifer, a very tame one; it was in 
the pasture grazing with the other cows. Carolyn was walking 
through the pasture and the heifer came to follow her and it 
started to run when she started to run. She was afraid. The heifer 
went faster and she went faster than that. I'll never forget how 
she slithered under the fence, because it was a barbed wire fence 
in front of her. She went under there like nobody's business. The 
heifer of course stopped at the fence. It was such a comical pic-
ture. She was scared spitless, the poor girl, because to her it was 
real. 
Another time when we were just married and I was cultivating 
corn after supper because it was so very hot. It got to be almost 
dark. Ada had come through the pasture, through the field, how long 
I would be in the field yet. So, there I saw her as I was approach-
ing that end. She was sitting on a fence post. Somehow or other 
just as I had approached the end, she lost her balance. One leg 
went across the barbed wire and made a nasty gash on the inside of 
her thigh, very nasty in fact. It was very difficult to stop the 
bleeding. Well, the field was in such an unusual condition that I 
had to go a mile to get to the farm buildings from where I was. She 
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across the pasture by herself. Finally when I got home she had 
bandaged the leg. I really think it should have been stitched. It 
did heal nicely. In those days you didn't run to the doctor just 
for little odds and ends. 
ON SURGERY AND THE FLU EPIDEMIC 
Years ago you didn't always do surgeries in the hospitals. Now, 
the hospitals are equipped with this and that and goodness knows 
what. But, in those days, my grandmother, about 76 years ago, was 
operated on the kitchen table for an appendectomy. A neighbor lady 
and my father's sister were also operated on like that in the home. 
There were no registered nurses to speak of at that time, at least 
not available. They got care and they recovered. 
1918 was a year that one never forgets, because that is when we 
had the worst flu epidemic that we ever did have. I do not know how 
many pregnant women died because they, if they got the flu, would 
really get it. Our family was spared from any serious flu. My 
brother is the only one that really got it. I don't think I really 
ever did have it. The neighbors all did. We often had to do chores 
for the neighbors. The doctors were so busy calling on flu patients 
they hired chauffeurs or horse drivers to drive them around. They 
would sleep as they went from one place to another if at all pos-
sible. Yes, it was a season when more people died from the 
influenza than were lost with the fighting of the battles of World 
War I. It was a terrific illness. 
Years ago the first automobiles did not have gauges on their 
gas tanks. If it shows empty nowadays fine and dandy but in those 
days you had to take the gas cap off of the tank and just check it. 
Well, there was always a little song that they made out to the tune 
of My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean. It is really kind of cute. "My 
Johnny looked into the gas tank, the depth of it's contents to see; 
he lit a match to assist him; oh bring back my Johnny to me." You 
could imagine what would happen. It was done; more than one person 
made the sad mistake of lighting a match. More than one person 
would light the tank heater to heat the water within the tanks in 
the winter time and they would throw in coal oil or kerosene, 
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whatever you wish to call it. It would perhaps have a spark in the 
bottom and that created explosions second to none. It really could 
do a very, very dirty job. 
MARRIAGE 
Now I come to an experience that was greatest of all, and that 
was the year that we were married also, July 17, 1927, was a spe-
cial day in my life. When Ada lost that impediment in her speech 
and was able to say "yes" instead of "no" . It changed my whole way 
of living, no doubt, from being single to that of being together. 
There were a lot of 7 1 s that year for us. Ada's home telephone 
number was 75, we went on highway 75 to Sioux City on the 21th day 
of July. I decided that Ada could pick the choice of the setting of 
the ring that I was to give her. So we did. We went to a jeweler 
that had been recommended to us. We spent $75.00 for the ring. That 
in today's language sound like not much money, but when one stops 
to think that at that time a teacher had to teach almost a month 
and a half to get $75. A hired man on a farm had to also work more 
than a month and a half to get $75. When you stop to think as 
what a teacher gets today in a month and a half of teaching. 
to think about that and about how the prices of everything 
have gone up. Then the ring that she was given was the result 
lot of work and love. That was another 7. Then came the last 7, 









In October of 1929 we welcomed our first little girl into our 
~ 
life. Her name was Lorraine, that is the name she was given, Lor- :'9. 
raine Faye. It was quite a day, dark, cloudy, rainy, muddy, you 
name it. The doctor came to our home and delivered the baby. I had 
to go and get the nurse; her name was Matilda sterrenberg. She not 
only took care of the mother and the baby, but she also took care 
of me. She prepared meals and keeping the house clean and so forth. 
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In the course of that time Lorraine had plenty of measles, more 
than one time. She had the other few little things that went with 
it. 
MARLYS JOAN 
Then, on the 21st day of November 1933, another little girl 
came into our family. How welcome she too was. We named her Marlys 
Joan. She was born on a very nice day. The corn was husked. But 
two days before s he was born, what a day that was! It was Sunday 
then. We had a terrible windstorm. The corn stalks were flying 
through the air. Thank goodness the corn was husked. Corn stalks 
were hanging on fences. Corn stalks were hanging on telephone 
lines. It was as dark as the ace of spades outdoors. We needed a 
lamp. The lights lit the church services. We needed light when we 
drove everywhere, even with doing chores . After supper on that 
Sunday, I noticed that the telephone was out of order. We were 
looking for a baby perhaps in a moment. So I took the l antern and I 
went down the road searching for the place where there might have 
been a break in the wire, due to all the corn stalks that were 
hanging on the wires; and surely enough more than a half a mile 
south of our home, there I noticed the wire was gone. I went to the 
nearest pole. You could notice the wire by the lantern light. I 
traced it back, way to the corn field where it had been carried. I 
took the end of that towards the road. Then I went to the other 
pole. I was about to locate the other end of the wire, also in a 
corn field. I took that to the road. Fortunately I had taken some 
extra wire along and I spliced t he two wires together. Oh yes, they 
were dangling very low to the ground. Then I went home. Yes, indeed 
when I got home I noticed that the telephone was working well . Two 
days later on a beautiful morning at 7:00 , Marlys came into our 
life. Two years later we had whooping cough in our home. Lorraine 
was already in school. She had been i n school already a couple of 
years. But, be that as it may there was whooping cough and Marlys 
became very ill with pneumonia. She went into convulsions and that 
was quite a thing. That was in December 1935. She was very, very 
ill as I have said. From then on she always had to wear glasses. 
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CAROLYN JOY 
In July of 1939 we were, it was the harvest time, we were in 
the threshing season. On a beautiful sun shiny, but very h ot day. 
Thank goodness just two weeks before that we had electricity turned 
on for the first time. on a beautiful day of sunshine at about noon 
another baby girl was born . We sort of gave her more or less a 
Christ mas season name , Carolyn Joy, and that is just exactly what 
all the girls have been, Joy in our lives. It has been such a 
precious thing to have a family and to share each other's love 
throughout the course of these years . 
THE CHILDREN'S MARRIAGES 
In the passi ng of time , as one would say, they were married. 
Lorraine married Leonard Krornrnendyk. They were married on the 22nd 
day of the twelfth month, three days before Christmas in 1948 . 
Marlys was married to Stanley Frericks on the second day of June 
1960. Carolyn was married on the sixth day of July to Glenn Richter 
from Indiana. Stanley Frericks came from LeMars. Leonard Krornrnendyk 
was raised at Ireton, Iowa. They were married on the sixth d a y of 
July 1968. But that was a different type of a wedding. Both Lor-
raine and Marlys were married in Trinity Reformed Church, but 
Carolyn with Glenn had gone to Oregon. She was teaching there. He 
was working with an engineering firm. In July they decided to get 
married . Ada and I went by passenger train to Portland and there is 
where Carolyn met us to take us to Corvallis where they were mar-
ried in a Luthern Church. There was a nice gathering there, consid-
ering they had only been there for a matter of not more than five 
months at the most. A very nice gathering at that wedding. All 
those weddings were very precious to us, because we knew that all 
of them had gotten some very wonderful help mates. 
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THE GRANDCHILDREN 
To Carolyn and, Glenn were born two children. To Marlys, four. 
To Lorraine, six, but she lost one at the age of only four years; 
Rhonda Gail passed away due to a critical and serious illness of 
leukemia. She has five children living. They are Lynn Rae, Robert 
Jay, Barbara Kay, Daniel Bruce, Paul Douglas . Marlys had Michael 
and Jeffrey Alan, Gregory Jay, and Curtis James. 
Carolyn, to them was born Lora Elaine and Timothy Arnold. That 
made up our family tree. 
Later Barbara was married. Bob was married . Dan is married, 





children. Bob has one. Mike as yet has none. Dan has none. Lynn has 
one. So that is the number of our children, grandchildren and great 
grandchildren. 
How proud and thankful we truly can be for all of these God 
given years which for me now are 81 years and more than two months . 
For Ada they will be 81 years on April 26 . God has certainly spared 
our lives and given us many, many years of togetherness. Yes, we 
have had days of problems that we have had also . The greatest 
number of them have been days of joy and happiness. Truly we can 
say those were the days that the Lord has made and we always tried 
to' rejoice and be glad in them. 
ONE MORE DOG STORY 
I think the tales have been told. There are a lot of tales and 
tales, I could f i ll another half dozen tape s if needful, but I 
notice I have a few more moments left on this tape. There is one 
dog story I would like to tell you . I had a beautiful dog. It was a 
hunting dog. He would listen to me every time that I would whistle. 
But if you were to shout to him he would go faster and faster. My 
father just could not get along with that dog. When his cousin came 
t o buy an animal on our yard, at our place, why, my father said, 
"I'll throw the dog in with it" . The man said, "I sure could use a 
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dog." So home went the dog with him. He got the dog home. It was 
evening and he was going to put the cattle in the barn to milk. He 
After had a lot of cattle. The dog was in the yard with him. 
cattle went the dog . The cattle were not adjusted to that 
he shouted to the dog. The more he shouted , the faster 
dog. Through the fence went the cattle, dog and all. Sorry 
the dog in a few moments' time met the wrong end of the 







They have come and they have gone. That is exactly what life is. We 
place so much of our hearts and affection on the things that will 
or can be taken away from us. But, we know that when we do. 
I had a little white calf one time that I made a special pet 
out of it and would romp around in fresh straw it jumped on the 
manger and landed on it's abdomen and got infections and was dead. 
I missed that calf, because it was a beautiful heifer calf . But, 
that is the way it is. We cannot change things. If we do place our 
affection on the things of this world we are going to lose them 
just as certainly as I sit here. 
I know that this tape now is drawing awfully close to an end so 
I must stop now in telling these tales that have been told and my, 
it is a beautiful February day. February 28, 1985. There have only 
been a few snowflakes in this past month. It has probably been one 
oi the driest months of many Februaries. This past winter has been 
one of the most of open months almost, or so to speak very, almost 
in fact no snow drifted at all . The snowplows d id not need to be 
used at all except just to take the snow off the roads but n o 
drifting . It has been a n amazing winter . It is like an oasis in the 
desert, they sometimes say . We have had much cold weather, but 
outside o f that, this past winter has been very neat for us down 
here. May God bless every one of you who may be reading this. 
There are many little incidences that have happened throughout 
the course of years . Several of them are very vivid in my memory. 
It seems strange t hat when one is young, those memories almost s eem 
forgotten. When one is older the memories of t he years before a r e 
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ing, the ordinary things that are happening are so soon forgotten 
and cannot be remembered in the everyday living as one gets older. 
It happens to many people and it seems to be that way with myself 
much less often their faces. Many times I've been asked, "Don't you 
remember me?" and I feel ashamed of myself but I simply have to 
admit it. It is not bad at all to admit that you are not able to do 
things. Don't try to bluff your way through. People can see through 
you too easily, if it comes to trying to do that. 
Some of the memories that I have are of the ringing, the sound 
of the sleigh bells, they were placed on the horses in the winter 
time. Especially on evenings when there would be meetings at a 
church, such as Christmas Eve. What a beautiful sound. Most of the 
sleigh bells had a different tone. There were such a variety of 
sleigh bells . Some of them were attached to the shaft of the 
sleighs. They were beauties, they were made of beautiful brass and 
they were kept so nice and shiny. Others were just simply strapped 
around the backs of the horses. In our garage we have a strand of 
sleigh bells that were bought by my father more than ninety years 
ago. I recall seeing my father placing them on the horses and going 
to town with them. It was a sound that I shall never forget. Of 
course, the sound of the horses as they went down the streets, on 
the frozen ground. There were no pavements, there was no gravel. 
The streets were rugged if it came to spring time or rainy times. 
Then there were the little incidences that came . My brothers 
had ducks. Those ducks had a nasty way of coming around the house 
and making a grand and royal mess out of the sidewalks and so 
forth. Nearby was a pond of water. The ducks enjoyed going there 
very, very much. But, you had to wade into that pond quite 
frequently and find the eggs. My, how they enjoyed laying those 
eggs while they were swimming in the water. Then there were the 
times when we would go catch little fish. It seemed every place 
that had running water had small fish in it and crabs and so forth . 
well, yes, we had crabs, but most of them were people. We don't 
have any kind of crabs like that. One thing I do know, there were a 
variety of crabs. Some of them could be very nasty. For little fish 
too, they would grab them in their claws. We had found that more 
than once, that a crab had a little minnow in its claws . 
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Then there were the turtles. They really could make a dirty job 
of anything came around. If there was a turtle in a mudhole . They 
could do a nasty job to a cow udder if they were in there. 
THE DATE AT THE FAIR 
There came the time when, as I grew up when the horse and 
buggy, we would go and have a d a te. One time I went to the Sioux 
County fair. There was a girl just standing around the merry-go-
round and I said to her, "Would you like to have a ride?" She said, 
"Why surely I would." So we had a ride together on that merry-go-
round. I learned to know who she was. I learned, but I did not 
realize that she lived more than eleven miles from the town of 
orange City to the Northwest. My home was seven miles southwest of 
Orange City. I asked if I could take her home and she said, "Why, 
surely." So, homeward bound we went. The journey was more than 
eleven miles to her home. The highway I was supposed to be travel-
ing on was broken up and being graded and so forth. I could not use 
that. Going back home, it was not a very early hour, because I had 
to travel nearly 22 miles that evening. That takes a long time for 
the horse and buggy. It was just pitch dark. Needless to say we did 
get home in a go here, go there way of going because of road work. 
It was a thing I did not forget very soon. I'll tell you forcer-
tain I did not do such a thing again and not realizing that I had 
to travel that far in uncer~ain places with naturally no signs, no 
light, no anything. 
ACCIDENTS WITH THE MODEL T 
As the years come and went, I did buy flashlights. They were 
very, very handy. They came in so handy when it really came to the 
automobiles and perhaps when you had to change tires at night. What 
was one thing about the Model T Fords and yes, a lot of automobiles 
in those days. It was so easy to have a broken axle. One time my 
two brothers and I on a Sunday morning were going to go and attend 
church at LeMars where my uncle and aunt lived, and we were going 
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about a half a mile from our home. Suddenly, I was sitting in the 
back seat, and on the side where I sat, the car went down and a 
wheel came off. We were going a fairly good clip, for a Model T 
Ford. I guess 35 or so miles per hour. The wheel did not go off the 
road on the side of the car where it came off of. No, it went on 
the opposite side. Of course, the car came to a halt, but the wheel 
did not. We found it, but we had to go home, walk home. We had to 
get a team of horses, and we had to drag that car home. A new axle 
was all that was needed. That could be replaced by yourself, but of 
course we did not have them on hand, which is something we should 
had, but did not. 
The problem of flat tires was oh so often. We had to repair the 
tires as we went. We had our own tire pump. We had our own tire 
patches. At one time we made a small trip on a Sunday. My wife to 
be, Ada, was with us, my sister was with it, our aunt was with it 
who was a missionary in Japan, and a friend of my aunt was with it. 
It was only a matter of a little more than 65 miles but that morn-
ing we had five flat tires before we got there. Every time, it 
required of me to get out of that car, jack it up, remove the tire, 
patch the inner tube, put it back in, blow up the tire and away we 
would go; until the next one would go flat. 
Another thing that could happen, would be dealing with the fact 
that there were no oil gauges. One time I had a date and my brother 
and our cousin were going along and they had dates too in the town 
of Hawarden. It was Sunday evening after the Christian endeavor 
which was approximately 8:30. We were merrily on our way. My 
brother knew immediately that there was something wrong. He and my 
cousin went to the nearest farm. No one was home. They came to the 
second farm, and they came back with some oil. It was about 3 
quarts, enough to satisfy the thirst of the automobile. So, on we 
went. We got to the town of Hawarden. The girlfriend that my 
brother had a date with was content and was not cross about the 
fact that it was after 10:00 quite a bit. She permitted him to come 
in, but my cousin's girlfriend came to the door and said, " Are you 
crazy that I'll open the door at this time of night?" and so there 
the poor guy sat on the steps waiting for us to come and pick him 
up. That cousin of mine later on became a pastor. But, the things 
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that I'm sure he felt and thought at the time when she stood him 
up, were not so very good. 
Then there was the time also when we were, my brother and I, 
coming back from LeMars late one night during corn husking and we 
were maybe about seven miles from home. It was at midnight or 
later. Suddenly the car stopped too. It was terribly h ot . There 
wasn't anything left in the radiator. We pushed the car for more 
than one mile until we came to the home of a man that we knew. We 
pushed the car into his yard. Just imagine one pushing and the 
other one walking by the side and also pushing. I tell you for a 
fact I think I had a lot more push in those days than I have now, 
as I sit here talking. The neighbor, of course, had to get up. He 
had to light the stove and heat the tea kettle, because you did not 
dare to pour cold water into that terribly hot motor. We had to put 
in warm water and so it was a very late time of the night when we 
finally did get home. And, it was corn husking time, only two hours 
after we got to bed did we have to get up already and start husking 
corn putting in one of those wonderful thirteen to fourteen hour 
days. Rest assured, the next night, we did not stay up until mid-
night. 
LIGHTNING 
Then there were experiences with the telephones. They could get 
struck by lightning, the lines could. That was really quite some-
thing. The sparks would just fall down from the mouth piece of the 
telephone. Furthermore, it was not very good policy either to 
telephone when the lightning was nearby. That happened more than 
once. My cousin was sitting under the telephone one time and a 
terrific storm hit when we were there. Then all of the sudden the 
lightning hit a pole right near the house and, of course, the fire 
just fell right down from the mouthpiece. He was right under it. I 
wish you could have seen that guy. He turned as pale as a sheet and 
on his knees he came across the floor. The same thing happened to 
our two daughters as I said before. Nowadays, here in orange city, 
we need not be concerned because our lines are underground. Those 
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would go to town in the evenings with the horses and buggies and 
then seeing the lightning hit the lines and see the fire dance 
across the wires. It was quite a picture, but it was also very 
dangerous because of the fact that our horses had steel frames that 
went around the collar. The wheels had steel rims. Nowadays with 
rubber tires, the danger of an automobile being struck by lightning 
are at a minimum . 
The only time that I have heard of people being killed by 
electricity wa s when they had an accident and the wires would fall 
across the automobile. The wires at the time were not grounded 
because of the tires . One of the boys that was driving stepped out 
of the car in this p a rticular incide nt. There were four in the car. 
The boy hit the ground and the minute his foot touched he was dead. 
His girlfriend next to him was killed too. The one sitting behind 
him, the boy gra bbed the other boy and he was killed . So there was 
one girl remaining in the car. How she managed it, we do not know. 
It was quite a distance from here. But she did open the window. 
Somehow or othe r she backed herself out of the car and jumped clear 
of the automobi l e wire a nd car before she touc hed the ground. Her 
life was spared without a s much a s a burn. She did not touch any of 
the ones that were hit by the electricity in those wires. It was 
very dangerous when those things happened. Yes, it happened to 
horses too. They would perhaps step on fallen wires with their 
horseshoes that they had on. They had steel horseshoes. They would 
step on those wires. 
One time just north of the town where we live now about a 
quarter of a mile, a ma n wa s go i ng and his t wo horses stepped on 
the wires. The hors es were dea d. He was a ble to jump c lear of the 
c arriage. The differ e nce betwe en a buggy is the fact that the 
c arriage had t wo s eats. 
THE PACIFIST 
There was a man in t own here who wa s a preacher. But, he was 
not much of a preacher . He became a n editor of a paper. He was what 
one would call a pac ifist. At least that is what he called himself. 
He would not do anything to offend or anything like tha t. I remem-
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b e r an argument I had with that man. I said, "You mean to say that 
if someone came and molested your wife or came into your home that 
you wouldn't even raise a finger?" "No" he said, "I would not use 
f orce ." We ll, h e had two horse s and as far as he was concerned the y 
wer e p r i ze hors es. As far as I was concerned they were not muc h 
a nyway. The n h e had a carriage and it was quite a sight to see him 
driving around the c ountrys ide when e very one else had an automo-
b i le a nd h e was driving a c arriage, using a carriage with horses. 
Wel l, he thought a l o t o f that carriage . Well, then Halloween came 
along. In those days the Ha lloweeners did a lot of pranks . On e time 
t hey t ook tha t carr i age and the y took it just a short distance f rom 
ou r f a rm south of our home , and there our ne ighbor ha d put t wo 
stacks o f hay very, very ne ar to each other, only one foot apar t . :::, 
The next morning there was that carriage way on top of the s tac k s , 
right between them . It was a difficult time for the man t o get that 
carriage off o f tha t stac k . The next fall he evidently was wa i ting 
for something like that to happen -and surely enough a group of boys 
c ame . Awa y they went with his carriage. This time they went south 
inste ad of north. They heade d south about five miles and the y came 
to a little town by the name of Carnes. All it had was a grain 
elevator a nd one store and so forth. There they put that carriage 
on top of the grain elevator. But, this man who would not call in 
force to protect his family or his home, he called the sheriff. The 
sheriff came there just as the boys had completed the job of get-
ting the carr iage up on top of that elevator, which in itself wa s 
not an easy job. How they did it is beyond me . They have a lot more 
nerve than I do have. That is for certain when it comes to climb-
ing . And so then they had to bring that carriage down and bring it 
back to where they got it. But, this man who was a pacifist, was he 
one or was he not? He was only for certain things that he did not 
believe in wars; he didn't believe anything like that . I don't 
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OTHER MEMORIES 
Then there were the little accidents that happened when for 
instance our oldest daughter was born. It was a very, very rainy 
day. The doctor came. That was on a Sunday evening. He sat there 
all night and in the morning he said, "I think I can just as well 
go home." It was corn husking time. It had not started to rain yet . 
I said, "Well, do you think I can go to the field?" and he said, 
"Oh yes." I asked him how I would know if Ada were to need me. 
"Oh," he said, "I think she will have time to give you a signal." 
Well the signal did not come. She was going to put the windmill in 
gear. She did not put the windmill in gear. But, I nearly turned my 
head off . I should have been an owl, looking back after so many 
ears to see if that windmill was in gear or not. Needless to say I 
did get a load of corn. It did begin to rain after I got home at 
noon. It rained and it rained some more. Early the next morning at 
about 8:00 we had to call the doctor . He came. It had rained so 
much. He had an automobile, not a Model T Ford, and he had chains 
on it. He said, "Nelson, I think you should go and get the regis-
tered nurse." And so to town I went to get the registered nurse. 
The baby was born at about 7:00 in the evening. The grandparents, 
Ada's folks, came two days later. They came with a baby buggy in 
the car. On the way back home they got stalled a mile from home. My 
father-in-law walked to the nearest neighbor and called. I had to 
hitch horses to the wagon and to the stalled automobile. I pulled 
the automobile out of the ditch and watched until they got to where 
there was a pavement. Then I knew they would get safely home. Then 
I went home. 
One time the Model T would not start in the wintertime, could 
not get it going. Quite often in order to avoid leakage of the gas 
we would turn the gas off underneath the car, which I evidently had 
done. I could not get that car started. I cranked and I cranked. I 
backed it out of the shed, hitched and harnessed the horses. Ada 
led that horse around and around the yard. I don't know how often 
we went around the yard; the car would not start. After about an J 
hour our neighbor came and with his car he pulled ours to the 
1 garage. When you start a car you generally open up the pitcock - 117 
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leading to the gas tank. That is what the garage man said. You can 
imagine how embarrassed I must have felt. I'll tell you it is 
something that I have not yet forgotten. How often we do forget, 
but we do have to suffer the consequences afterwards. Quite a great 
deal, I have done that more than once, that I forgotten to do this 
or I forgot to do that. There was one that was always something 
upmost in my mind. 
One time I drove home during church services wondering whether 
I had left the water running in the tank. Water was so very, very 
precious. You just couldn't afford to let it run. I drove home, and 
surely enough I had turned it off. But, I could not remember. 
Many years ago I could carry heavy loads, heavy bundles. I 
could carry a hundred pound sack of potatoes, one under each arm. I 
could carry a sack of potatoes downstairs without even thinking. 
Going down stairways, I would take I don't know how many stairs at 
a time. Now, the years have come and gone. It is about all I can do 
to carry anything that is more than 20 or 25 pounds and then hold 
on to a railing. We say, "that is never going to happen to me." To 
yourself you will say that. Well, I tell you it will not if you 
don't live long; perhaps it won't happen to you. Life is so pre-
cious that you don't mind it if you can only carry only 25 pounds 
or less. You don't mind it one bit. You don't mind it if you can't 
go three, four, or five steps at a time and take a big jump . Now, I 
think if I jump one step down I jar every bone in my body, and 
break a few of them too . ~hose things do happen as one does get 
older, but, the years come and go . 
When our oldest daughter was born, before she was a couple 
years old, she had measles, not just onc e but at least three times. 
She had them already before she was two months of age. The doctor 
came into the house. We were in town Sunday at Ada's folks, the 
Schullers, and he came there. He walked into the room. He smelled 
and said, "Oh, I know what she's got, the measles." That was that. 
About four years and one month later we were looking for another 
baby. Two days before she was born we had a terrific windstorm all 
through the day. You could not see. You had to have the headlights 
lit on your car that Sunday . You had to have the light lit in the 
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house. When evening came, it was late in November, the corn had all 
been husked, but the c orn stalks were flying through the air. I 
told you about repairing the telephone. 
The two girls, naturally, growing up together e ven though they 
were but five years apart. Lorraine was a great lover of dogs. As 
all of them were . But, we had a great big Newfoundland dog . That 
dog loved to drink the s kim milk that I would sit outside the 
little hous e whe re we ha d the separator i n. That dog loved to drink 
the skim milk right from the milk bucket. Lorraine d i d too . Ada 
took a picture of her and the dog drinking skim milk at the same 
time. That dog was big. We also took a picture of her riding on 
that dog. When Ada was a little girl, her f ather fixed a little 
cart and a harness . They had to go more than one mile to their 
country school. They trained the dog to pull that cart. It did. 
Many many times tha t dog would pull the cart to school, stay at the 
school, and they would come home with tha t dog. That was really 
quite a thing. She has pictures of that. 
In 1936, the year of the terrible snowstorms a nd the terrible 
cold. I came home one time with a radio. It was our first radio . It 
was battery opera ted wet a nd dry c ells too. They were not easy to 
handle. Yet, what a wonderful thing it was to listen to the radio . 
We could only get a little bit of it because of the winter, the 
batteries with the acid in it. I had to go to town and get it 
charged. The roads were closed. So, carrying the battery to town I 
walked across the snow drifts to the town, had it charged there and 
two days later walked back to town again and went to get it. It was 
fun at all to have that radio. Can we imagine what life would be 
like, if there were no r a dios in the home, where the re was no 
television in the home? Whe n you just had to make up your own 
entertainment. 
Some of the things that the women like to do on the party lines 
was to listen. In so that little word was c oined they were rubber-
necks, yes, they were rubbernecking. That was one way you found 
out a great deal of the local gossip and the local news and what 
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have you. You sometimes heard some interesting things, but it was 
also difficult that those women would talk and talk and talk some 
more. Many a time a farmer would have to use the telephone f or 
s ome thing to call the implement shop for repairs or perha p s t he 
veterina rian and what ever it may be. The women would jus t keep on 
a t alk i ng. So, there was one nice thing about the earliest tele-
phone . Th e wi r es c a me through the wa ll and entered the t elephone 
t hrough t he t op . You could place a piece of metal across where the 
pieces of t he t wo wires we r e , the ground and the other o ne. I t ell 
you for a f act tha t the ladies would stop talking because the r e was 
no t elephone to talk to, no response. It was dead. The man would 
r emov e the me tal and he would get his call through. It was qu i t e 
handy. It was also ver y h a ndy. I think it was so wonderful t o have 
an operator who knew just exactly whom you wanted to call j ust 
about, they knew just about every one personally. You scarce ly had 
to use their numbers. Their numbers were code numbers. The ringing 
that we g ot , we had what they called a short and two l ongs was my 
home, when I was home as a boy. Two shorts and a long was our 
telephone ring when we came out to the farm after we were ma rried. 
Then, about five years after Marlys was born, another baby was 
born. I went to town that afternoon and I sent a tele gram to De n-
ver, to Ada 's sister and husband living there . It was the first 
telegram that I had ever sent . It is the only one that I ever sent . 
Shortly a f ter that the answer came back. That is the o~ly one we 
ever received in our lifetime. Nowaday s it is so very, very rare to 
think of anyone sending a telegram. 
When our da ughter Carolyn was marr ied, she was married in 
Oregon. A ye ar later a baby was born there and we we nt there for 
her baptism. I bought a tape recorder that has been more than 16 
years ago . That has been my hobby for a long time. I did a lot of 
recording. I like to hear the sound of nature . I spent days and 
days recording birds, animals, insects, you name it, that I have on 
that recorder. Some unusual sounds, little pigs nursing, little 
calves crying for their mothers, cows making their noises for their 
little calves, geese and duck, turkeys, chickens after they have 
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laid their eggs, what a cackling and the honking of the geese. The 
quacking of the ducks. I had the sounds of wild animals, and so 
forth and cats and dogs and little puppies and so forth. All of 
those sounds we do have. 
Another sound that is becoming quite rare nowadays, years ago 
on a frosty morning, that was when there was no wind, if there was 
frost. On frosty Sunday mornings it was really neat to step out-
doors and hear the church bells ringing. I'll tell you that sound 
in many places is gone forever. Here in Orange City I was able one 
time to catch the sound of three church bells and the town clock 
striking all at the same time. It was quite a harmony. Never again 
will I be able to do that in the town of Orange City, because two 
of those church bells will never ring again. They have been taken 
out. How I wish they were back because it was a beautiful sound 
telling us it was Sunday morning, telling us that it was time to go 
to the worship services. But, we will not hear it again. There are 
a lot of those sounds, the sound of the telegraph office, the sound 
of a telephone office, the sounds of a train approaching a cross-
ing, a passenger train. No longer do we have any passenger trains 
around here. There are a few sounds that I wish we could recall, 
the sound of the whistles of the steam engines on the trains. I do 
have the sounds of the steam engines that we used to use for 
threshing. I have more than one tone of a sound of it because those 
steam whistles did have different tones; and when you had a bunch 
of those whistling on a quiet summer evening in threshing time, you 
could hear them in all directions, because after supper it was 
funny how we children just enjoyed so very, very much to go and 
pull that cord of the steam engine. It was just great, but I imag-
ine that in the years of our parents that was not what they enjoyed 
too very, very much. In the time, the growing up of our children , I 
was not too sports minded. I must admit. I grant you I cared not 
for sports. My brothers ridiculed me and so I never did care much 
for sports. I did a lot of reading, but when I went to the academy, 
the professor said I really should because of my size, that I 
should go out and practice some football. I went out for one prac-
tice and one only. I did not care for it. I did enjoy singing. I as 
I have said, do a lot of reading and so forth, but sports as far as 
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I was concerned everybody else could have them; I did not care for 
them. There, our daughters grew up without a very sports minded 
father. 
Then came the time of their weddings. Lorraine's wedding was on 
a cold, cold December 22 evening. It was not hot. It was not quite 
as cold as that December 30, 1927 when her parents got married. 
Then it was exceedingly cold. My goodness it was so cold. But, the 
22nd of December when she was married it wasn't hot either. Ada had 
prepared a great deal of the food. She had made the wedding dress. 
She had done oh, so many things. She was so good as a seamstress. 
She always made all the clothing for the children, including coats. 
They certainly were well made. She knew from the pattern that they 
were in style and so forth. She made her own clothing too; very 
rarely did she ever buy, even as of today, a ready made dress or 
suit. I don't think she ever has. She has and did buy overcoats. 
But, Lorraine's wedding of course, after the wedding they were 
gone. We naturally had to see that the gifts and so forth were 
stacked and taken to our home that cold winter evening. They imme-
diately afterwards they went back to college. He to college and she 
to Aurelia, where she had a job as a teacher. She did not teach too 
long, only until spring. Then she was going to have a baby in March 
1930. Times change. Nowadays, the women have their babies and a few 
weeks later they are going back to teaching again . In those days 
they did no t do that too often. So, in August Lorraine and Leon,, rd 
had been to Ireton. They were coming home to our home on a Sunday 
evening. They had an automobile accident. Lorraine landed in the 
hospital. Leonard had some injuries. The car was a total wreck. At 
the same time Ada was not very well either, so both, when Lorraine 
came back from the hospital, both she and Ada were in bed together. 
That was quite a thing to have two patients in our home at the same 
time. 
Of course, as was natural in the course of time of the girls 
and so forth growing up that they would have their children's 
diseases of mumps, measles, chicken pox, you name it, they had it. 
It was my job to go and quarantine people. I know as I sit here, 
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morning, our daughter Carolyn and her two children are i n our home 
from Florida. Yesterday was a memorable day, Sunda y . All of our 
family gathered together at the church services for the first time 
as like we did yesterday i n thirty-six years. There are a numbe r of 
us . I think there were seventeen of them in all o f our immediate 
family. There were quite a number of them missing too, eleven or 
twelve. But, i t wa s a j oy ous oc casion . But, as life is, all good 
things will pass away and s o wi ll the bad one s. "This too will 
pass," said one great President and this too did pass . Only tomor-
row our daughter and children will leave again for their home in 
Florida. 
Only a few more days and our sister-in-law, Ada's only sister, 
will leave and go to her home back in Denver. We will come back to 
our home and it will be the same as it was the first year when we 
were married, by ourselves again. It is a joy to be able to be 
together again after almost fifty-eight years of married life. Just 
to be together is one of the greatest things that any person could 
ask for. So many people are deprived of that great blessing and it 
is a wonderful blessing indeed. So often we have not learned to 
really and truly appreciate it . I know that I have told only a 
portion of all the tales that could be told. But, I believe that it 
will give a little insight to those who read what I have said. Give 
them an insight as to what life was like in these eighty-one and 
more years that I have lived. Thank God for the blessings that I 
have had and enjoye d in all of the se years . I have learned through 
these years that it is oh, so blessed to give of oneself. Yes, it 
is also blessed to be able to receive, to be a gracious receiver. 
But it is far more blessed to be able to give, and I do think that 
I now have done that which I was asked to do; tell the story of my 
life . Oh, yes, perhaps much of it has been omitted unintentionally, 
but you have read the highlights of a great deal of it. 
MAY GOD BLESS YOO ALWAYS 
Dad 
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